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ABSTRACT
In a natural acoustic environment, our perception to a sound of interest can be affected by an
interfering sound. To understand the neural bases of this phenomenon, we used rats to study
sound-driven activities in the auditory midbrain, namely the inferior colliculus. As a major
central auditory processing center, the inferior colliculus receives a lion’s share of convergent
inputs from other auditory structures on both sides of the brain. The neurons of the inferior
colliculus are predominantly excited by stimulations to the contralateral ear and inhibited by
stimulations to the ipsilateral ear. Integration of these excitatory- inhibitory inputs enable neurons
in the structure to compare spatial-temporal information carried by a sound. Based on existing
findings, we hypothesized that neural responses in the inferior colliculus to a sound can be
suppressed by a preceding sound in a train of stimulus, with the suppressive effect being
dependent on the temporal-spatial relationships between the sounds. We recorded local- field
potentials from an ensemble of neurons and action potential discharges from individual neurons
in the inferior colliculus in response to a pair of leading-trailing tones. The trailing tone was
presented at the best frequency of the ensemble of neurons or the individual neuron and was also
presented in front of the ear that was contralateral to the site of recording. The leading sound was
presented either above or below the best frequency and was either colocalized with the trailing
sound or spatially separated from the trailing sound. Results showed that the responses to the
trailing tone were suppressed by the leading tone. The suppressive effect was reduced when 1)
the leading sound was spatially separated from the trailing sound, and 2) when the two sounds
had a large time gap. The effect of spatial separation was evident in neurons that generated
transient firing. It is likely that these neurons are important for psychoacoustical phenomena such
as spatial release from masking. Results have provided new insights into the neural mechanisms
underlying recognition and localization of sounds in a complex acoustic environment.
iv
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Hearing in a natural acoustic environment
Helen Keller once said, “Blindness separates people from things; deafness separates people from
people.” Indeed, hearing is essential for human communication. As well, hearing is important for
the survival and many other behavioural needs of individual animals and the t hriving of
generations of animal species. For instance, birds use songs to recognize members of the same
breed (Slabbekoorn & Smith, 2002). A sequence of chirps could convey many messages: to
attract, to repel, or to caution other birds (Slabbekoorn & Smith, 2002). Coordinating group
activities such as flying south for the winter include sharing information, such as distance and
speed of the flight group, though bird calls (Balcomb, 1977; Hamilton, 1962; Winger et al.,
2019). Another example is the vervet monkey. They screech to alert members of the same tribe
of an incoming predator (Seyfarth et al., 1980). The screeching sounds that they generate also
indicate where the predator is coming from (Seyfarth et al., 1980). Needless to say, sounds are a
fast and long-range method of communication, accessible in all degrees, used by many. Yet, with
many animals and other sources producing sounds in the environment, how is one able to hear
necessary information in cacophony?
1.1.1. Hearing in a natural acoustic environment with multiple sounds of different qualities
and locations occurring at diffe rent times
Despite the complexity of the natural acoustic environment, we are able to localize where a
sound is coming from (i.e. sound localization) and on top of that recognize the characteristics of
the sounds (i.e. sound pattern recognition), which include timing and pitch. An instance of when
this occurs is in a cocktail party, and such phenomenon is referred to as the cocktail party effect
1

– a form of selective hearing. This effect was described as our ability to focus on a single
auditory source while also disregarding irrelevant and concurrent background noise (Cherry,
1953). It was believed that this effect happens to avoid burdening our own auditory processing
centers, in cases where there exists many incoming sensory information from the environment.
Experiments related to the cocktail party effect revealed that, in a noisy environment, when a
subject was told where a target stimuli would be coming from, the reaction time of the subject to
recognize the contents of the target stimuli was reduced (Spence & Driven, 1994). This
disclosure of the sound direction allowed the subject to focus their attention onto an expected
auditory source. Spatial attention plays a large role in the cocktail party effect. Additionally, the
reaction time and proper recognition of the acoustic stimuli (in this case, words) depended on the
probability of that word appearing in that context in a given language (i.e. “cocktail” and “party”
would have a lower reaction time and a higher correct recognition ratio compared to when the
word “cocktail” was presented with another word like “tardy”; Broadbent, 1958). The cocktail
party effect is dependent on the relevancy of the information in auditory messages (Broadbent,
1958). Broadbent (1958) determined that if the information is irrelevant, it is better for that
information have a different quality (loudness, frequency, timing) or come from a different
location to ensure proper recognition of auditory messages in a noisy environment. This was said
to be the case, because acoustic events were suggested to be grouped into streams with similar
qualities and locations (Arons, 1992). It was also suggested that higher- level cognitive processes
were involved.
Where exists the cocktail party effect, there exists also the cocktail party problem. This problem
referred to the issues with recognizing speech in a noisy setting. From both a behavioural and
psychoacoustic perspective, our perception of a sound can be affected by other sounds in the
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environment. This happens when the target and the interfering sounds have overlapping
frequencies, timings, and locations. These issues were prevalent in speech studies done by Bee
and Micheyl (2008), where their subjects had difficulties perceiving speech with these acoustic
interferences. Shinn-Cunningham and colleagues (2005) added that even if these words do not
overlap in frequency and timing, they can still affect our ability to comprehend speech – which
they referred to as informational masking. However, masking at the sensory level may also occur.
1.1.2. Hearing in human s ubjects: psychoacoustical experime nts
1.1.2.1. Human psychoacoustical studies of masking
There were many talked-about psychoacoustic phenomena regarding our abilities, or lack thereof,
to hear. The phenomenon showing how our perception of a target sound can be affected by
interfering sounds was referred to as auditory masking. There were three types of masking based
on the timings of the target and the masker sounds: simultaneous, forward, and backward
masking.
Simultaneous masking occurred when the response to a sound was altered by another sound
presented at the same time and/or duration (Figure 1). It had always been thought of as an
excitatory masking effect (i.e. having an additive effect; Plack & Moore, 2010). However, later
studies suggested that the simultaneous masker had a suppressive effect on the target signal
(Delgutte, 1990; Plack & Moore, 2010).
◄

Figure
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may occur with simultaneous masking in time. The stimulation is a mask and a signal being
played at the same time with the same duration. Modified from Musiek & Chermak, 2015.
Delgutte (1990) found that the degree of masking depended on the relative intensities and
frequencies of the masker with respect to the target signal. When a masker had a frequency
similar to that of a target sound and an intensity under 45dB SPL, an excitatory masking effect
predominantly occurred (Delgutte, 1990). Oppositely, when a masker had a frequency
significantly different (more than 0.5 octaves apart) from that of a target sound and an intensity
higher than 45dB SPL, a suppressive masking effect predominantly occurred (Delgutte, 1990).
A masker can also affect a target signal when the two sounds are non-simultaneous, but
consecutive. Forward masking, also known as post- masking, emerged when the masker was
followed by a target signal (Figure 2; Gulick et al., 1989). As a result, the response to the target
signal was masked by the masker. This type of masking was found to be more prevalent when
low- frequency (spectrally) stimulations were used (Jesteadt et al., 1982).
◄ Figure 2. Forward masking.
This shows the stimulation and the
responses that may occur with
forward masking in time. The
stimulation is the mask followed by the signal. The response to the signal is suppressed by the
presence of the mask that occurred prior to the signal. Modified from Musiek & Chermak, 2015.
When there was a small time gap between the leading masker and the trailing signal, a higher
threshold was needed to detect the trailing signal (Plack & Moore, 2010). With increasing time
gaps between the masker and the following signal, the amount of masking or suppression
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decreased (Gulick et al., 1989). Forward masking was expected to last fairly long; the range of
the masker was expected to be within hundreds of milliseconds (Gulick et al., 1989; Plack &
Moore, 2010).
It was believed that at low intensities, forward masking involved the lower auditory structures
and/or the periphery (Deatherage & Evans, 1969; Nelson et al., 2009). This was suggested
because the neural responses to the masker was observed to be excitatory and narrowly-tuned,
resembling responses from the cochlear nucleus (Nelson et al., 2009). At higher intensities,
forward masking may be dependent on structures such as the dorsal nucleus of the lateral
lemniscus and the superior paraolivary nucleus (Nelson et al., 2009). This is because the
responses seen was now broadly- tuned and inhibitory, suggesting the presence of receptors with
slow kinetics that are able to interact with the excitatory inputs (Nelson et al., 2009). In general,
it was thought that the processes concerned with forward masking were completed before
reaching the thalamus (i.e. medial geniculate body) (Nelson et al., 2009).
A much less studied non-simultaneous masking was backward masking, or pre- masking, which
happens when the masker follows the target signal (Plack & Moore, 2010). Consequently, the
response to the target signal was masked by the following masker. This was suggested to happen
when the time gap between the target signal and the masker was under 20ms (Plack & Moore,
2010). Ultimately, these masking techniques are thought to be dependent on the neural
mechanisms within the central auditory nervous system (Deatherage & Evans, 1969). A diagram
showing backward masking was shown below (Figure 3).
◄ Figure 3. Backward masking.
This shows the stimulation and the
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response that may occur with backward masking in time. The stimulation is the signal followed
by the mask. The response to the signal is suppressed by the presence of the mask that occurs
afterwards. Modified from Musiek & Chermak, 2015.
1.1.2.2. Spatial release from masking
Not only can the effects of masking be reduced by the separation in time between the mask and
the signal, the effects of masking may also be reduced with the spatial separation between these
two acoustic stimuli (Gulick et al., 1989; Plack & Moore, 2010). This phenomenon was called
spatial release from masking (see Figure 4). Many theories were proposed to explain such a
release from masking. Better-ear listening or bilateral listening is one of the speculated ideas to
be involved with spatial release from masking (Plack & Moore, 2010). It stated that the effect of
the masker was reduced by external, non-auditory system related means, such as an acoustic
head shadow (Plack & Moore, 2010). Another idea was binaural unmasking, which was the
effect of the masker being reduced through some processes within the auditory system (Plack &
Moore, 2010).
◄ Figure 4. Spatial release from
masking.

The

left

shows the

subject hearing the signal that is
being masked by the masker from
the same speaker and the same time.
The right shows the subject hearing
the signal and the masker being
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separated spatially. The subject can now hear the signal better in one of the ear. The signal is
unmasked. Modified from Carlile, 2014.
Phase-shifting a sound may also reduce the effects of masking (Hirsh, 1948). Psychophysical
experiments using dichotic stimuli of the same tones and noises delivered through a pair of
earphones revealed that phase-shifting the target tone burst by 180° at one earphone but not in
the other could enhance the detection of the tone bursts over the noises, compared to conditions
where no phase-shift occurred. Furthermore, the perception of speech was unmasked when the
sound was phase-shifted in one of the earphones (Licklider, 1948). Phase-shifting may somehow
be used to explain the mechanisms of spatial release from masking.
In 2005, Shinn-Cunningham and colleagues hypothetized that both botto m-up and top-down
factors influence spatial unmasking. Bottom- up factors included separation of masker and the
target signal allowing more energy from the target signal to reach the ears, interaural
decorrelation of the total signals at the ears, and incre asing the root- mean-square target-tomasker energy ratio at one of the ears (Shinn-Cunningham et al., 2005). Top-down factors
include spatial attention (Shinn-Cunningham et al., 2005). It was speculated that when the
masker and the target signal are located at different spatial locations, the interference of the
masker can now be reduced and the subject can now focus their attention more easily on the
target signal (Shinn-Cunningham et al., 2005). Our auditory system may be influenced heavily
by the initial spatial attention and expectations (to read more, search Franssen Effect/Illusion).
The phenomenon that described and followed this initial focus of attention was the law of the
first wavefront.
1.1.2.3. Human psychoacoustical studies of the precedence effect
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The law of the first wavefront, or more commonly known as the precedence effect, occurred
when a sound was followed by another sound in a very small time gap (1-5ms for clicks or under
40ms for speech). As a result, the subject only perceived one auditory event (Cremer, 1948;
Wallach et al., 1949). Under the condition when the two sounds had different locations, if the
first sound was heard, but the second sound was not, the auditory event that occurred within the
precedence effect was referred to as localization dominance (Wallach et al., 1949). When the
time gap between the two sounds were very brief, as in under 1-2ms, summing localization
occurs. Summing localization was when a phantom sound was heard from a location between the
first and the second sound. At slightly larger time gaps, lag discrimination suppression occurred.
Under this circumstance, both sounds can be heard, but the location of the second sound cannot
discerned or pinpointed. When the time gap was ~50ms or above for speech, subjects were able
to perceive the second sound as an echo of the first sound (Wallch et al., 1949; for more
information, search the Haas effect – a special form of the precedence effect). The precedence
effect was highly influenced by the intensities of the sounds. For instance, Langmuir and
colleagues (1944) discovered that if the second sound was at least 15dB louder than the
preceding sound, the subject was then able to perceive the two auditory events separately,
regardless of the time gaps between the two auditory stimuli.
1.1.3. Studying hearing in human subjects: neurophysiological experime nts
Neurophysiological recordings had been conducted to study hearing in humans. The typical
responses recorded were responses from the auditory brainstem and this was used to evaluate
binaural interactions (i.e. how neural signals resulted from the stimulations of the two ears
interact in the brain; Brantberg et al., 1999). Specifically, researchers measured binaural
potentials by subtracting the brainstem responses elicited by binaural clicks from the summation
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of the two separate brainstem responses to monaural clicks (Brantberg et al., 1999). The
differences between these two responses indicated the presence and the degree of binaural
interactions. In a study done by Dobie and Norton (1980), they found that in four of their
subjects, the responses evoked by binaural stimulation were larger than the summation of the
responses evoked by the monaural stimulations. Binaural interactions occurred in the middle
portion of the potentials, but there were no interactions in the early portion of the auditory
responses (Dobie & Norton, 1980).
These portions of the auditory responses may be associated with certain structures within the
auditory brainstem. Picton and colleagues (1974), as well, used auditory evoked potentials to
study responses in human subjects. They determined that the first 8ms of the responses (i.e. the
early components of the responses) represented the activation and the responses from the cochlea
and the auditory brainstem structures (Picton et al., 1974). The middle latency components, from
8 to 50ms, were speculated to be responses from the thalamus, primary auditory cortex,
association cortex, and the scalp musculature (Picton et al., 1974). The longer latency
components, from 50 to 300ms, were expected to be the activation and responses of the frontal
cortex (Picton et al., 1974).
Despite the auditory evoked potentials reflecting brain activities from the cochlea to the cortical
regions, these potentials can be easily contaminated by nearby muscle activity. Additionally,
many limitations exist in the neurophysiological studies using human subjects. A major one is
that the recording electrodes are located outside of the auditory neural structures and the signals
may not necessarily be reflective of the activities of the neurons in the structures of interest.
There are also a lack of subjects, and where there are barely sufficient numbers of subjects, there
are variabilities in the subjects, such as their age and health. Moreover, human studies are
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confined by ethics and consent. Recordings must be non- invasive, which limits the types of
recordings to electroencephalography or event-related potential recordings, for instance. One
cannot experiment at the cellular level in human subjects.
1.1.4. The rat as a model system in auditory research
Due to limitations in human studies, we require the use of animal models. The rat is a widely
used animal model in auditory, and non-auditory, research. The rat has a hearing range from 0.25
to 70kHz, overlapping with the hearing ranges and other hearing capacities (i.e. good hearing
and spectral acuity) of the human (Heffner & Heffner, 2007; Heffner et al., 1994; Polley et al.,
2007; Talwar et al., 2001). Due to extensive anatomical, physiological, and behavioural studies,
an abundance of information had been obtained regarding the rat’s auditory system, which
allows future studies to build on the foundations of these previous studies.
1.2. From the ears to the cerebral cortex: the mammalian auditory system
1.2.1. The auditory system in general
To understand how our perception of a sound can be affected by other sounds in the acoustic
environment, we must study how signals elicited by sounds are relayed and p rocessed in the
auditory system. There are two major subsystems of the auditory system: 1) the peripheral
auditory system, and 2) the central auditory system. The former consists of the outer, the middle,
and the inner ear. The structures beyond the inner ear to the cerebral cortex are a part of the
central auditory system.
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This section was primarily based on results from the rat as a model system. Results from other
animal species were incorporated when specific aspects of knowledge from rats were not
available or a comparison had to be made across species.
1.2.2. The peripheral auditory system
The outer ear included the ear canal and the folds of cartilages or pinna around the ear canal
(Figure 5; Gray, 1974). The pinna was responsible for collecting sounds from the environment
(Faddis, 2008; Gray, 1974). The function of the ear canal was to amplify these incoming sounds
(Faddis, 2008). The sound waves traveled to the end of the canal amd reached the eardrum or the
tympanic membrane (Figure 5).
◄ Figure 5. The peripheral
auditory

system.

Sounds

are

received from the ear and travels
through the external ear canal to the
tympanic

membrane.

From the

tympanic membrane, the sound
waves enter the middle ear (which
includes the ossicles) to the cochlea (inner ear). Then sound waves are converted to neural
signals and travels through the auditory nerve to the central auditory system. Modified from
Ryugo & Menotti- Raymond, 2012.
The middle ear was located beyond the eardrum (Figure 5; Gray, 1974). Like the outer ear, the
middle ear was filled with air. The middle ear contained three small bones known as ossicles
(Gray, 1974). These ossicles were named malleus, incus, and stapes, and were shaped like a
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hammer, an anvil, and a stirrup. The role of these tiny bones were to convert the sound vibrations
into higher pressure ones that will pass through the oval window to the inner ear. The higher
pressure sound vibrations were necessary for the inner ear, because the inner ear was filled with
liquid (Hill et al., 2008).
The inner ear was made up of the cochlea (auditory osseous labyrinth) and the cochlear duct
(membranous labyrinth) (Figure 5; Gray, 1974). The duct contained the Organ of Corti – a
sensory epithelium that housed the hair cells (Gray, 1974). There were two types of hair cells:
outer hair cells, and inner hair cells. The former served as sound amplifiers (Hudspeth, 1997).
The latter were the cells that transduce sound vibrations into electrical signals recognized by the
central auditory nervous system (Jia et al., 2007). To assist the inner hair cells in the transduction,
located above the hair cells was the tectorial membrane (which helped via bending the hair cells)
(Gray, 1974). Electrical signals generated by hair cells were sent the central auditory system via
the cranial nerve VIII (i.e. vesticulocochlear nerve) (Figure 5; Jia et al., 2007; Schnupp et al.,
2011).
1.2.3. The central auditory system
1.2.3.1. The central auditory system in general
The central auditory nervous system comprised of six major auditory structures, from lower to
higher structures: the cochlear nucleus (CN), the superior olivary complex (SOC), the nuclei of
the lateral lemniscus (NLL), the inferior colliculus (IC), the medial geniculate nucleus (MGN),
and the auditory cortex (AC). An image of the central auditory system and its simple projections
were seen below (Figure 6).
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▲ Figure 6. The central auditory system. The first structure of the central auditory system is
the cochlear nucleus (CN) which is in the brainstem. It passes neural signals to another brainstem
structure called the superior olivary complex (SOC). Through the nuclei of the lateral lemniscus
(NLL), signals from the SOC are passed onto the inferior colliculus (IC), located in the midbrain.
The IC then sends its signals to the medial geniculate nucleus (MGN) located in the thalamus.
The MGN then sends its inputs to the auditory cortex (AC). Modified from Mueller, 2012.
The cochlear nucleus, the superior olivary complex, and the nuclei of the lateral lemniscus all
project to the inferior colliculus. In turn, the axons from the neurons within the inferior colliculus
projected to the medial geniculate body, then the medial geniculate body projects to the auditory
cortex. These were known as the ascending pathways. The auditory cortex then sent its inputs to
other cortical structures, as well as the medial geniculate body and the inferior colliculus. The
projections to the latter two were known as the descending pathways. Not only do structures send
projections to higher and lower structures, they can also send projections to its counterpart or
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within the same structure. Projections to the structure’s counterpart were known as commissural
fibers; these were seen in the nuclei of the lateral lemniscus, in which the fibers were named the
commissures of Probst. Likewise, the inferior colliculus also sends commissural fibers to its
counterparts. As for projections within the structure, the central nucleus of the inferior colliculus
can receive inputs from the dorsal and the external nucleus of the same structure.
1.2.3.2. The cochlear nucleus
The cochlear nucleus (CN) was the first central processing center along the ascending auditory
pathway (Cant & Benson, 2003; De No, 1981). The cochlear nucleus was located superficially
on the dorsal- lateral side of the brainstem (i.e. the pons and the medulla oblongata) (Rees &
Palmer, 2010). It was divided into the ventral and dorsal portions, named the ventral cochlear
nucleus and the dorsal cochlear nucleus. The ventral cochlear nucleus was further segregated into
its posterior and anterior regions (Rees & Palmer, 2010).
Signals arrived from cranial nerve VIII and were known to bifurcate as it reached the cochlear
nucleus to innervate 1) the anterior portion of the ventral cochlear nucleus, and 2) the posterior
portion of the ventral cochlear nucleus and the dorsal cochlear nucleus (Rees & Palmer, 2010).
As for descending projections, the cochlear nucleus can receive projections from higher
structures, such as the auditory brainstem, midbrain, cortex, and other additional non-auditory
regions (Malmierca, 2003).
1.2.3.2.1. The ventral cochlear nuclei
The ventral cochlear nucleus (VCN) was flat in structure and was located on the ventral- lateral
side of the inferior peduncle (Rees & Palmer, 2010). The cells located within this structure were
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well-studied; these cells were found in specific sections of the VCN and project to specific
regions in higher structures. Gulick and colleagues (1989) classified the neurons of the VCN into
4 types based on their morphology with their respective firing patterns: spherical bushy
(primary- like), globular bushy (pauser), stellate (chopping), and octopus (onset). Osen (1969)
only classified the neurons based on morphology, into 5 types: spherical bushy, glob ular bushy,
and octopus (which were also listed by Gulick et al., 1989), multipolar (which were also called
stellate cells, noted by Gulick et al., 1989), and small cells.
Spherical bushy cells were found in the rostral-anterior portion of the VCN. It was known to
receive a few endbulb of Held, suggesting its ability to relay precise temporal information,
quickly (Rees & Palmer, 2010). This was possibly involved in sound localization (Rees &
Palmer, 2010). It projected bilaterally to the medial superior olive or ipsilaterally to the lateral
superior olive (Rees & Palmer, 2010).
Globular bushy cells were located in the caudal-anterior or the rostral-posterior regions of the
VCN. It projected to either the ipsilateral lateral trapezoid body or the contralatera l medial
trapezoid body, which were both located in the periolivary nuclei, with the firing patterns of
either pauser or primary- like (Gulick et al., 1989; Rees & Palmer, 2010).
Octopus cells were found in the caudal-posterior regions of the VCN. It projected bilaterally to
the superior paraolivary nucleus, and contralaterally to the ventral portion of the lateral
lemniscus (Rees & Palmer, 2010). These cells were believed to be important for processing
auditory depths, echoes, and vowels (Rees & Palmer, 2010).
Both multipolar cells and small cells were found throughout the VCN. The former can be
distinguished as either T-stellate or D-stellate cells (Rees & Palmer, 2010). T-stellate cells had a
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chopping firing pattern that was also independent of stimulation frequency; it was suggested to
be involved with encoding speech by projecting to the trapezoid body and the nucleus of the
lateral lemniscus (Rees & Palmer, 2010). D-stellate cells, on the other hand, had an on-chop
firing pattern and were large cells that had commissural projections.
1.2.3.2.2. The dorsal cochlear nuclei
The dorsal cochlear nucleus (DCN) was a structure that was made up of a few layers that
wrapped around the inferior peduncle (Rees & Palmer, 2010). There were differences between
the DCN in rodents and in humans. For instance, this structure was laminated in rodents, but not
in humans. In rodents, the types of cells found in this structure resembled those in the cerebellar
cortex. These cells may suggest that the DCN were involved with species-specific function
available in rodents, but not humans.
The DCN received projections from the cranial nerve VIII through the posterior portion of the
VCN. These fibers were then terminated at the anterior portion of the VCN; the reason why the
DCN used this inefficient relay to target the anterior VCN was unknown. The fibers also
terminated at the molecular layer of the DCN. Additionally, cells of this layer (i.e. granule cells)
also received projections from structures outside of the auditory system, such as the
somatosensory system and the pontine nuclei. The stellate and cartwheel cells found nearby
provided feedforward inhibition to the pyramidal cells within this structure. In turn, the
pyramidal or fusiform cells projected contralaterally to the inferior colliculus and the medial
geniculate body, to assist in vertical sound localization and sound attention (Rees & Palmer,
2010).
1.2.3.3. The superior olivary complex
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The superior olivary complex (SOC), like the cochlear nucleus, was located in the brainstem.
More specifically, it spans from the middle of the pons to the rostral portion of the medulla
oblongata (Rees & Palmer, 2010). Figure 7 showed an image of the auditory structures found in
the medulla: the cochlear nucleus (explained in the previous section) and the superior olivary
complex. The SOC was the first point of convergence of auditory information from both ears via
a majority of projections from the anterior portion of the VCN. These projections terminated at
the three primary nuclei of this complex: the medial superior olive (MSO), the lateral superior
olive (LSO), and the periolivary nuclei (PO).

▲ Figure 7. The cochlear nuclei and the superior olivary co mplex in the medulla. The
cochlear nuclei structures shown are the dorsal cochlear nucleus and the ventral cochlear nucleus.
The structures of the superior olivary complex shown are the lateral superior olive, medial
superior olive, and paraolivary nuclei such as, medial nucleus of the trapezoid body, superior
paraolivary nucleus, and the ventral nucleus of the trapezoid body. Modified from Brodal, 1981.
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1.2.3.3.1. The medial superior olive
The medial superior olive (MSO) was organized tonotopically (i.e. in a frequency or spectraldependent manner). Neurons that react best to low frequencies were located in the dorsal portion
of the MSO, while the neurons that react best to high frequencies were located in the ventral
portion of the MSO, despite the fact that the MSO as a whole responded mainly to low frequency
stimulation (Rees & Palmer, 2010).
The role of the MSO was to localize sounds in the horizontal plane by processing inputs from
both ears. It does this by measuring the difference between the timings in which a sound reached
the two ears - also referred to as interaural time difference. However, their small head size, or
rather the close proximity of the ears, caused the sound to arrive at both ears at similar times, in
cases where the sound source was not directly in front of the rat. This limited their ability to
utilize interaural time difference to probe the location of the sound source. Respectfully so, the
MSO in rats were small and underdeveloped.
Nevertheless, the MSO still received and sent inputs to other auditory structures. The MSO
received excitatory inputs from the anterior portion of the VCN (i.e. from their spherical bushy
cells). Specifically, the medial dendrites of the MSO neurons received projections from the
contralateral anterior VCN, whereas its lateral dendrites received projections from the ipsilateral
anterior VCN. The MSO also received inhibitory projections from the trapezoid body (found in
the periolivary nuclei), where the medial trapezoid body sent glycinergic projections, and the
lateral trapezoid body sent both glycinergic and GABAergic projections. The flat multipolar
neurons of the MSO (i.e. principal cells) sent glutamatergic excitatory projections to the
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ipsilateral dorsal nucleus of the lateral lemniscus and the ipsilateral inferior colliculus (Rees &
Palmer, 2010; Schofield, 2005).
1.2.3.3.2. The lateral superior olive
The lateral superior olive (LSO) was a S-shaped structure that was also tonotopically organized.
Its neurons that reacted best to low frequencies were found in the lateral regions, while its
neurons that reacted best to high frequencies were found in the medial regions (Rees & Palmer,
2010). The LSO as a whole responded mainly to high frequency stimulations.
The role of the LSO was to also identify the location of the sound source within the horizontal
plane. However, instead of the interaural time differences used in the MSO, the LSO used a
different method. It compared the differences of sound intensity between the two ears - this was
referred to as interaural intensity difference. This difference in sound intensity was caused by the
blockage of sound by the head (i.e. a head shadow) when trying to approach one of the ears. This
means that the ear that was closer to the sound source heard the sound at a higher sound pressure
level than the ear further away from the sound source. This was used by high- frequency sensitive
organisms, such as the rat. Respectfully so, the LSO was well-developed in rodents.
The LSO received projections from many auditory structures. For instance, the spherical bushy
cells from the anterior VCN sent glutamatergic projections to the LSO ipsilaterally. The globular
bushy cells (and the T-stellate cells) of the VCN sent excitatory inputs to the contralateral medial
trapezoid body which in turn sent glycinergic inhibitory inputs to the LSO of the same side. This
caused the neurons within the LSO to be primarily excited by stimulation from the ipsilateral ear
and inhibited by stimulations to the contralateral ear. The LSO, which contained multitudes of
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multipolar neurons, project bilaterally to the central portion of the inferior colliculus, as well as
the nuclei of the lateral lemniscus. The latter of which also projected to the inferior colliculus.
1.2.3.3.3. The periolivary nuclei
1.2.3.3.3.1. The medial nucleus of the trapezoid body
The medial nucleus of the trapezoid body (MNTB) was also well-developed in rodents. It
received fast excitatory inputs from the contralateral anterior portion of the VCN (i.e. the
globular bushy cells with Calyx of Held). This terminated on the principal cells of the MNTB;
the principal cells of the MNTB resembled the globular bushy cells of the VCN (Rees & Palmer,
2010). It had a few elongated dendrites and fired in a primary- like manner. It then sent its
glycinergic projections to the ipsilateral LSO, and other areas within the ipsilateral superior olive
complex. It also sent projections to the ipsilateral ventral nuclei of the lateral lemniscus, but that
was mainly from the non-principal cells of the MNTB.
1.2.3.3.3.2. The superior paraolivary nucleus
The superior paraolivary nucleus (SPON), a prominent structure in the rat, was found slightly
dorsal to the MNTB (Rees & Palmer, 2010). It received excitatory projections from the
contralateral VCN (i.e. octopus and multipolar neurons), and inhibitory projections from the
ipsilateral MNTB. The latter of which had a period of no spontaneous firing. It was these
excitatory- inhibitory projections to the SPON that allowed for the SPON neurons to respond to
an auditory stimulus at the offset of the stimulation. The offset firing pattern and the inhibitory
GABAergic projections of SPON neurons to the ipsilateral inferior colliculus suggested that the
SPON played a major role in generating forward suppression in the responses of the inferior
colliculus. Additionally, it was suggested to play a role in sound duration selectivity.
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1.2.3.3.3.3. Other periolivary nuclei
Other periolivary nuclei include: the ventral nucleus of the trapezoid body, the lateral nucleus of
the trapezoid body, the dorsal periolivary nucleus, the dorsolateral periolivary nucleus, the
ventrolateral periolivary nucleus, the anterolateral periolivary nucleus, the ventromedial
periolivary nucleus, the rostral periolivary nucleus, the caudal periolivary nucleus, and the
posteroventral periolivary nucleus.
The ventral nucleus of the trapezoid body sent projections to the outer hair cells of the cochlea
and the inferior colliculus of both sides. The lateral nucleus of the trapezoid body received inputs
from the anterior VCN of both sides, and sent inhibitory projections to the inferior colliculus,
LSO, and the CN.
The dorsal periolivary nucleus responded to high frequency stimuli and projected to the inferior
colliculus of both sides. The dorsolateral periolivary nucleus responded to low- frequency stimuli
and also projected to the inferior colliculus of both sides. The ventrolateral periolivary nucleus,
excited by contralateral stimuli and inhibited by ipsilateral stimuli, responded to high- frequency
stimuli. The ventrolateral periolivary nucleus encompassed the lateral nucleus of the trapezoid
body, the caudal periolivary nucleus, and the anterolateral periolivary nucleus.
The anterolateral periolivary nucleus projected to the cochlear nucleus and the inferior colliculus
of both sides. The ventromedial periolivary nucleus, the rostral periolivary nucleus (sometimes
combined with the ventral nucleus of the trapezoid body), the caudal periolivary nucleus, and the
posteroventral periolivary nucleus also projected to both sides of the inferior colliculus and to the
cochlear nucleus via the olivocochlear system. Not much else were known about these
subdivisions of the periolivary nuclei.
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1.2.3.4. The nuclei of the lateral le mniscus
The nuclei of the lateral lemniscus (NLL) is a tract of auditory fibers located in the dorsal- lateral
region of the pons. Its role was to relay auditory information from the SOC to the central nucleus
of the inferior colliculus. The lateral lemniscus can be divided into the dorsal, intermediate, and
ventral nuclei of the lateral lemniscus. The former was involved with binaural processing,
whereas the latter two were important for temporal precision.
1.2.3.4.1. The ventral nuclei of the lateral le mniscus
The ventral nuclei of the lateral lemniscus (VNLL) played a role in temporal precision, perhaps
due to its lack of spontaneous activity. The VNLL neurons received excitatory inputs from the
contralateral VCN and therefore were excited by stimulations to the contralateral ear (Schofield,
2005). Neurons within the VNLL were either glycinergic, or both glycinergic and GABAergic.
The former neurons were found in the ventral portion of the VNLL, whereas the latter types of
neurons were found in the dorsal portion of the VNLL. The VNLL neurons then projected to the
inferior colliculus with neurons with either onset (i.e. VNLL bushy cells) or various firing
patterns (i.e. VNLL stellate cells). It was also the largest known source of monaural inhibition
that terminated in the inferior colliculus (Rees & Palmer, 2010).
1.2.3.4.2. The inte rmediate nuclei of the lateral le mniscus
The intermediate nuclei of the lateral lemniscus (INLL), like the VNLL, had minimal or no
spontaneous activity. The INLL received inputs from lower auditory structures such as the
contralateral VCN, and the ipsilateral MNTB. The neurons within the INLL are excited by
contralateral stimulation. In turn, it sent its predominant glycinergic projections to the ipsilateral
dorsal and central portions of the inferior colliculus, and to a part of the medial geniculate body.
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1.2.3.4.3. The dorsal nuclei of the lateral lemniscus
The dorsal nuclei of the lateral lemniscus (DNLL) played a role in binaural processing and sound
localization (Rees & Palmer, 2010). The DNLL received projections from the contralateral
anterior VCN, the ipsilateral MSO, and both sides of the LSO, INLL, and VNLL. From these
projections, the DNLL was excited by inputs to the contralateral ear and inhibited by inputs to
the ipsilateral ear (Schofield, 2005). A majority of the DNLL neurons were GABAergic, and a
small population happened to be glycinergic. There were two types of GABA-positive cells: 1)
large-sized fewer GABA-possessing cells, and 2) small-sized GABA-abundant cells. The DNLL
sent its GABAergic projections to the inferior colliculus. The large-sized cells terminated on the
contralateral inferior colliculus, whereas the small-sized cells terminated on the ipsilateral
inferior colliculus. The DNLL also sent information to its counterpart through the Commissure
of Probst. The DNLL can send projections to other auditory structures, such as the SOC, medial
geniculate body, and the superior colliculi (a non-auditory structure involved in vision).
1.2.3.5. The infe rior colliculus
The current section summarized the major findings related to the morphologies of the cells
within the inferior colliculus, the cytoarchitecture of this structure, the relevant inputs and
outputs, and the neurochemistry related to this structure. The physiological functions of the
inferior colliculus will be elaborated in section 1.3.
1.2.3.5.1. The gross anatomy and subdivisions of the inferior colliculus
The inferior colliculus (IC) was located in the auditory midbrain. Through gross dissection
methods and photography, the IC was found to be covered dorsolaterally by the occipital lobe
and caudally by the cerebellum (Faye-Lund & Osen, 1985). It was also caudal to the superior
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colliculus. In terms of measurements, in rats, the IC was ovoid with a long diameter of ~3.5mm
and a short diameter of ~2mm, where the long diameter was ventral- lateral- rostral to dorsalmedial-caudal (Faye-Lund & Osen, 1985). When looking at the frontal plane of the IC, the long
diameter formed an angle of ~15°, while under the sagittal plane, the long diameter formed an
angle of ~45° (Faye-Lund & Osen, 1985).
The IC was typically divided into three subdivisions: the central, the dorsal, and the external
cortex. Some studies divided the region into four subdivisions instead: the central, the dorsal, the
lateral, and the rostral cortex (Rees & Palmer, 2010). But, the only clearly distinguishable border
was between the dorsal cortex and the central nuclei.
The following figure showed the midbrain, the inferior colliculus and its subdivisions (Figure 8).
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1.2.3.5.2. The central nucleus of the inferior colliculus
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1.2.3.5.2.1. The morphologies of the cells within the inferior colliculus
The central nucleus of the inferior colliculus (CNIC) was the most prominent area of the IC. The
cells within the CNIC can be categorized morphologically into flat and less- flat neurons
(Malmierca et al., 1993).
From Nissl sections, Faye-Lund and Osen determined that the mean diameter of the cells within
the dorsal region of the CNIC were 7-12µm, whereas within the ventral region of the CNIC, the
cells had a diameter of 9-20µm (1985). The cells of the former region had little amounts of
myelin staining, despite its high cell density, and the cells of the latter region had high amounts
of myelin staining (Faye-Lund & Osen, 1985).
Flat cells had dendritic fields that were disc-shaped, with dendrites oriented from the
ventrolateral to the dorsomedial in a 45° to the sagittal plane in coronal sections, but oriented
from toward the midline in rostral direction at a ~25° angle (slightly smaller angle on the medial
side compared to the lateral side) to the median plane in the horizontal sections, and in the
sagittal sections, the orientation of the dendrites were oriented towards the ventral side in the
rostral directions (Faye- Lund & Osen , 1985). Less- flat cells had dendrites that extended in all
directions (Faye-Lund & Osen, 1985; Malmierca et al., 1993). Medial neuro ns in the CNIC, in
general, had dendritic fields that were parallel to the neuroaxis (Faye- Lund & Osen, 1985).
Malmierca and colleagues, on the other hand, used Golgi impregnations of the dendrites and saw
1) thinner and dense flat cells, and 2) thicker and less-dense less- flat cells (1993). They had
noticed that the two cell types tended to spatially segregate, so they suggested that there were
two cell types, rather than one cell type with two different varieties (Malmierca et al., 1993). For
flat cells, they determined the thickness of the dendritic branching to be 27-94µm (Malmierca et
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al., 1993). For less- flat cells, the thickness of the dendritic branching was determined to be 71146µm (Malmierca et al., 1993). Flat cells had denser amounts of dendrites and less- flat cells
had fewer dendrites that were much loosely oriented (Malmierca et al., 1993). It was the flat cells
that formed the lamina of the CNIC.
1.2.3.5.2.2. The cytoarchitecture of the structure
A lamina was defined as a layer. The CNIC was a laminated structure, with the flat cells forming
the lamina and the less- flat cells located in the interlaminar regions (Malmierca et al., 1993).
This laminar pattern was more prevalent in separating the interlaminar compartments in regions
where the neurons responded best to high- frequencies (Malmierca et al., 1993, 2008). The
average thickness of the lamina were 50µm and were estimated to be a layer of 2-3 flat neurons,
where the average thickness of the interlaminar regions were around 100 µm (Malmierca et al.,
1993, 2008).
The laminar structure also corresponded to the discontinuous stepwise tonotopic organization
seen in the CNIC, where each layer corresponded to ~0.3 octaves in best frequency of the
neurons (Malmierca et al., 2008). Cetas and colleagues found that with larger dendritic field
widths, there was a larger frequency step-size (2003). The laminae were also suggested to be
organized by its responses to temporal auditory information (Rees & Palmer, 2010).
The lamination was already developed by birth and depended on the fibers of the lateral
lemniscus (Gonzalez-Hernandez et al., 1989). The density and the distributions of the dendrites
were developed at two weeks postnatal (Gonzalez-Hernandez et al., 1989). Spontaneous activity
was thought to be involved with determining the organizations within the IC; this was because in
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cochlear ablation studies, the spontaneous activities were lost and this affected the abilities of the
DNLL projections to segregate into layers in the CNIC in neonatal rats (Gabriele et al., 2000).
1.2.3.5.2.3. The relevant inputs and outputs of the central nucleus of the infe rior colliculus
The CNIC received inputs from many sources within the auditory pathway (Kelly & Caspary,
2005; Paxinos, 2014). The ascending projections terminated predominantly in the ventral portion
of the CNIC, whereas the descending projections terminated near the dorsal portion of the CNIC
(Oliver & Huerta, 1992; Paxinos, 2014). The former exerted the greatest influence to the CNIC;
a figure containing the ascending projections were shown below (Figure 9).

▲ Figure 9. Ascending auditory projections. Left: auditory projections from the contralateral
ear with respect to the target IC. Right: auditory projections from the ipsilateral ear with respect
to the target IC. The blue lines represent projections that used excitatory neurotransmitters (i.e.
glutamatergic

receptors).

The

red

lines represent projections

that

used

inhibitory

neurotransmitters (i.e. GABAergic and/or glycinergic receptors). The circle represents the cell
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body and the triangle represents the synaptic terminal. The figure was modified from Harris,
2014.
The CNIC receives its main inputs from the VCN and the DCN bilaterally (via the SOC and the
NLL, or directly), both ipsilateral and contralateral inputs from the MSO and the LSO, inputs
from the MNTB ipsilaterally, and inputs from the DNLL bilaterally. The major sources of the
glutamatergic excitatory inputs were from the contralateral VCN and DCN, the contralateral
LSO, and the ipsilateral MSO (Kelly & Caspary, 2005). The main sources of the GABAer gic
inhibitory influences on the CNIC were from the contralateral and ipsilateral DNLL, and the
ipsilateral SPON.
When the sound waves reached the contralateral ear (with respect to the recording electrode in
the CNIC), the ear converted the waves into neural signals received by the VCN. The VCN sent
their excitatory projections to the ipsilateral LSO, the contralateral MNTB, the contralateral
SPON, and the contralateral CNIC. The latter of which is a major excitatory projection
influencing the inferior colliculus.
From that projection to the ipsilateral LSO, the LSO in turn sent excitatory projections to the
contralateral CNIC. At the same time, the LSO inhibited the DNLL on the same side (along with
the IC of the same side), thereby decreasing the ability of the DNLL to send its inhibitory
GABAergic projections to the CNIC of the other side. The LSO also sent its excitatory inputs to
the DNLL of the other side. This DNLL was also influenced by its counterpart and the LSO of
the same side (but with a reduced effect since the trapezoid body inhibits the LSO). The DNLL,
in this case, was able to send its GABAergic inhibitory projections to the CNIC of the same side.
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From the projections from the VCN, the MNTB of the opposite side can then send its glycinergic
inhibitory projections to the SPON of the same side. This SPON was also receiving inputs from
the VCN of the opposite side. A combination of these excitatory projections from the VCN and
the inhibitory projections of the MNTB (especially its period of suppression) caused neurons
within the SPON to have an offset response to contra lateral stimulation (which meant that the
SPON neurons fired after the cessation of the auditory stimulation). This had an offset inhibitory
influence on the CNIC that also happened to be long-lasting.
However, the CNIC was predominantly excited by stimulations from the contrala teral ear, but
the SPON also had a long-lasting offset GABAergic inhibitory influence on the CNIC with
contralateral stimulation.
On the other hand, inputs from stimulations to the ipsilateral ear (with respect to the CNIC of
recording) activated the VCN of the same side. Again, the VCN sent its projections to the LSO
of the same side, and the MNTB, SPON, and the CNIC of the opposite side.
This projection to the MNTB led to both inhibition of the SPON and the LSO of the same side.
In this case, the effect of the LSO was reduced, thereby decreasing its inhibitory influence on the
DNLL. The DNLL is now able to send its GABAergic inhibitory projections to the CNIC of the
opposite side (the CNIC targeted for recording).
The LSO of the ipsilateral side sent excitatory projections to the contralateral DNLL, which also
excites the DNLL to send its inhibitory projections to the CNIC of the opposite side. The LSO
also sent its inhibitory projections to the DNLL and the IC of the same side, inhibiting the DNLL
to project its inhibitory projections to the CNIC, but also inhibiting the CNIC. The CNIC was
predominantly inhibited by stimulations from the ipsilateral ear.
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To summarize, the neurons within the inferior colliculus were predominantly excited by
stimulations from the contralateral ear and inhibited by stimulations from the ipsilateral ear. It
was said that inhibition played a larger role in the binaural responses of the CNIC neurons. It was
this convergence of many inputs that generated binaural interactions within the CNIC and gave
the CNIC the ability to process binaural acoustic information. This may enable one sound to
affect the neural responses to another sound.
The CNIC then relayed the signals to the medial geniculate body of the same side. It was thought
that GABAergic neurons of the CNIC regulate the thalamocortical neurons of the medial
geniculate body since no GABAergic neurons were found in the medial geniculate body. The
medial geniculate body then relayed the information to the auditory cortex.
1.2.3.5.2.4. The neurochemical features of the neurons of the central nucleus of the inferior
colliculus
The neurons of the CNIC were also categorized by their neurotransmitter usage and the presence
of their neurotransmitter receptors. In rats, the known receptors in CNIC neurons include:
GABAA, GABAB, glycine, NMDA, and AMPA receptors (Rees & Palmer, 2010). The latter two
were suggested to be involved with the responses to sound durations, where the AMPA receptors
were important for brief firing responses and both AMPA and NMDA receptors were essential
for sustained firing responses (Rees & Palmer, 2010).
Calcium levels also played a role in the auditory neurons. Calcium is a secondary messenger for
transmitter release (Alvarado et al., 2005). Calretinin is involved with interaural time difference
coding in auditory neurons (Alvarado et al., 2005).
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Ito and Oliver used neuronal retrograde tracers to identify the sources of glutamatergic excitatory
projections that terminated in the CNIC (2010). They injected retrograde tracer Fluorogold (FG)
into the CNIC to find the cell bodies of neurons that terminated in the CNIC (where the mRNA
was produced). To determine the type of glutamatergic transporter the cell uses, they used in-situ
hybridization for VGLUT1 and VGLUT2 mRNA. They found three types of glutamatergic
synapses corresponding to three different combinations of transporter proteins: 1) VGLUT1 only,
2) VGLUT2 only, and 3) both VGLUT1 and VGLUT2 (Ito & Oliver, 2010). The neurons of the
auditory cortex that terminated at the IC used VGLUT1 only. The IC, SOC, and the DCN
neurons used VGLUT2 only. Some INLL and VCN neurons used both VGLUT1 and VGLUT2
(Ito & Oliver, 2010). Neurons using VGLUT1 were suggested to be involved with fast spiking
neurons that recycled faster with high- frequency stimulation (due to its two available pathways
for recycling vesicles) compared to neurons using VGLUT2 (Ito & Oliver, 2010).
Faingold and colleagues (1989a) explored the excitatory effects of various applications of amino
acids and its derivatives on the acoustic responses of the IC neurons. Asparate derivative NMDA
increased the firing of 90.3% of the IC neurons. The less effective aspartate increased the firing
of 79.4% of the neurons. Glutamate yielded an increased firing in 86.2% of the tested neurons.
Quisqualate (agonist of AMPA receptors, kainate receptors, and mGluR group I) yielded an
increased firing in 72.7% of the neurons. The latter agonist was less effective than the amino
acids and the NMDA applications in increasing firing in IC neurons (Faingold et al., 1989a).
Faingold and colleagues (1989a) also tested the antagonists of certain receptors known to
produce excitatory effects in the IC neurons. The effects of the excitatory amino acids seen
above were blocked by NMDA receptor antagonists (2-amino-5-phosphonovalerate and D-αaminoadipate) and to a much lesser extent non-selective excitant amino acid antagonist (glutamic
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acid diethylester) (Faingold et al., 1989a). NMDA-specific receptor antagonists are especially
effective at blocking the onset responses in the IC neurons. Since non-NMDA receptor
antagonists in general do not decrease firing, the researchers suggested that acoustic stimuli must
release a transmitter that acts on the NMDA receptors in the IC neurons (Faingold et al., 1989a).
Faingold and colleagues (1989a) also looked at cholinergic compounds. They were shown to
increase the firing in IC neurons, but happened to be less effective than excitant amino acids and
its agonists. Acetylcholine increased the firing of 62.9% of the tested IC neurons. Cholinergic
agonist Carbachol increased the firing in 57.1% of the IC neurons.
It was concluded that NMDA receptors were involved with the excitatory responses found in the
IC and may not need repetitive stimulation to elicit a response in the neurons (Faingold et al.,
1989a; Pierson et al., 1988).
On the other hand, Zhang and colleagues (1998) looked at GABAergic projections from the NLL
and the contralateral IC to the CNIC using a combination of FG and

GABA

immunocytochemistry. They found that CNIC received inputs from the bilateral DNLL and the
ipsilateral INLL and VNLL (Zhang et al., 1998). Out of all of the sources of GABA, the highest
concentration of stained neurons were found in the DNLL bilaterally, suggesting its huge
inhibitory influence on the CNIC (Zhang et al., 1998). The contralateral CNIC was positive for
Fluorogold only, and this suggested that it does have an influence on the other CNIC but was
non-GABAergic (Zhang et al., 1998).
Faingold and colleagues (1989b) also looked at the role of GABA as an inhibitory
neurotransmitter in IC neurons. GABA was able to decrease the firing of 98.5% of the tested IC
neurons; this indicated that there were high amounts of GABA binding in IC neurons. GABAB
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receptor agonist Baclofen decreased firing in 84.6% of neurons; it was able to inhibit both the
spontaneous and the elicited responses of the IC neurons.
Benzodiazepine derivative Flurazepam and GABA uptake inhibitor Nipecotic acid were able to
increase the effect of GABA. When either Flurazepam or Nipecotic acid were applied alone, it
also reduced the neuronal responses within the IC; however, the former was not as effective as
GABA or Baclofen. Flurazepam decreased the firing in 79.3% of the IC neurons. Nipecotic acid
decreased the firing in 87.2% of the IC neurons.
GABA’s inhibitory (and binaural) effect was limited by GABAA antagonist Bicuculline.
Bicuculline increased firing in 91.2% of IC neurons.
Glycine was another inhibitory neurotransmitter found in IC neurons. It yielded a decrease in
firing in 97.6% of neurons. Glycine and acetylcholine receptor antagonist Strychnine increased
the firing in 63.2% of the IC neurons.
Faingold and colleagues suggested that GABA played an important role in shaping responses in
the IC via inhibition to binaural stimulation (1989b).
1.2.3.5.3. The dorsal nucleus of the infe rior colliculus
The dorsal nucleus of the inferior colliculus (DNIC) was located dorsomedially and caudally to
the CNIC (Rees & Palmer, 2010). Three layers were found within the DNIC: a thin superficial
layer with small flat neurons, a thicker layer with multipolar neurons, a layer with a mixture of
different-sized neurons (Rees & Palmer, 2010). It received projections from the sagulum and the
auditory cortex, then projected to the dorsal regions of the medial geniculate body. It was
thought that the DNIC may play a role in language and in novel sound processing.
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1.2.3.5.4. The external nucleus of the inferior colliculus
The external nucleus of the inferior colliculus, or alteratively called the lateral cortex, was found
ventralaterally from the CNIC (Rees & Palmer, 2010). It was made of 3 layers: a layer that was a
continuation from the DNIC, a layer rich in acetylcholinesterase and GABA, and a large layer
connected to the rostral part of the IC. The external nucleus received somatosensory inputs from
the spinal cord, the dorsal column nuclei, and the spinal trigeminal nuclei. It then projected to the
sagulum and the horizontal cell group (Rees & Palmer, 2010). It was thought to play a role in
language, novel sound processing, or multisensory integration, such as gaze initiation and
providing auditory inputs to visual- motor areas (Rees & Palmer, 2010).
1.2.3.5.5. The rostral nucleus of the inferior colliculus
The rostral nucleus of the inferior colliculus was known to contain multipolar neurons of
different sizes. It received projections from the auditory cortex, the medial geniculate body, and
the dorsal and external nuclei of the inferior colliculus (Rees & Palmer, 2010).
1.2.3.6. The medial geniculate body
The medial geniculate body (MGB) was found in the thalamus. The MGB was parted into three
regions: the ventral, the dorsal, and the medial regions. The ventral portion was specific to
auditory information processing, whereas the latter two were involved in non-auditory pathways
(Rees & Palmer, 2010). A diagram of the medial geniculate body within the thalamus and its
subdivisions were shown below (Figure 10).
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1.2.3.6.1. The ventral nucleus of the medial geniculate body
The ventral nucleus of the medial geniculate body (VMGB) received frequency, intensity, and
binaural auditory information from the ipsilateral IC neurons to the auditory cortex. The neurons
of the VMGB were organized in a way that the lateral regions had neurons that react best to low
frequencies and neurons that react best to high frequency were located in the medial regions.
Majority of the VMGB neurons were excited by the contralateral ear, and could be either excited
or inhibited by the ipsilateral ear. Few neurons in the VMGB were monaural and respond only to
stimulations from the contralateral ear. In general, most neurons were bi-tufted and glutamatergic;
they had short latency responses to acoustic stimuli (Rees & Palmer, 2010). These were known
as thalamocortical relay neurons. There were also intrathalamic interneurons in the VMGB. The
former was excited by the inputs from the IC and inhibited by the dendritic synapses of the
interneurons. The VMGB then relayed information to the reticular nucleus of the thalamus and
layers III and IV of the primary auditory cortex (Rees & Palmer, 2010).
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1.2.3.6.2. The dorsal nucleus of the medial geniculate body
The dorsal nucleus of the medial geniculate body (DMGB) was a large region located dorsally to
VMGB. It received inputs from the auditory cortex and lateral tegmentum (i.e. dorsal motor
nucleus of the vagus nerve). It received very few inputs from the IC. The neurons found in the
DMGB included stellate, radiate, and tufted cells (Rees & Palmer, 2010). The stellate cells were
known to respond to complex somatosensory cues. It possessed interneurons that are GABAergic.
It projected only to the auditory cortex, even though it was not known to have any auditory
functions.
1.2.3.6.3. The medial nucleus of the medial geniculate body
The medial nucleus of the medial geniculate body (MMGB) received inputs from the ipsilateral
IC, the superior colliculus, the periolivary nuclei, the auditory cortex, the reticular nucleus of the
thalamus, and other somatosensory and vestibular regions. The neurons found here showed little
to no adaptation. It was thought to be involved with visual or nociceptive functions (Rees &
Palmer, 2010). It projected to layers I and II of the auditory cortex, as well as other non-auditory
cortical regions (i.e. striatum and the amygdala) (Rees & Palmer, 2010).
1.2.3.7. The auditory cortex
The auditory cortex (AC) was the highest and the final structure of the aud itory system. It was
located in the upper region of the temporal lobe within the lateral sulcus, in the fissure of Sylvius
(Gulick et al., 1989).
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The neurons within the AC are arranged tonotopically. They played a role in higher-order
functions, such as identification and segregation of sound source and encoding complex stimuli.
It was influenced and shaped by sounds occurring early in life.
The AC can be divided into three major subsections in the rat: the primary (AC1), the secondary
(AC2), and the tertiary auditory cortex (AC3). The AC1 was found at the center, wrapped around
by AC2, which in turn was enveloped by AC3.
The following figure showed the auditory cortex and the auditory fields in the cortical regions
(Figure 11).
◄ Figure 11. The auditory cortex.
The diagram shows the primary
auditory cortex and the nearby
auditory

fields:
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posterior

auditory field, the ventral auditory
field, the anterior auditory field,
and the suprarhinal auditory field.
Bregma is a landmark. Modified
from Nieto-Diego & Malmierca,
2016.
1.2.3.7.1. The primary auditory cortex
The primary auditory cortex (AC1) received majority of its inputs from the VMGB. The AC1 of
the both sides had slight differences. The left AC1 was more sensitive to sequential differences
in sound, such as those occurring in speech. The right AC1 was more sensitive to tonality, which
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occurs in music. Both AC1 were tonotopically organized with the neurons that react best to low
frequencies in the caudal (dorsal ectosylvian gyrus) regions, and the neurons t hat react best to
high frequencies in the rostral (middle ectosylvian gyrus) regions. Both AC1 played a role in
identifying pitch and intensity.
The AC1 was divided into six layers with different levels of pyramidal and non-pyramidal cells
(the former cells were glutamatergic, whereas the latter of which were known to be mainly
GABAergic) (Rees & Palmer, 2010). Layer I possessed the least amount of cells compared to the
other layers. The neurons in layer I were non-pyramidal. Layer II contained both pyramidal and
non-pyramidal cells. Cells found in the superficial region of layer II were small and size of the
cells gradually grows with depth. Layer III contained both types of cells. The non-pyramidal
cells found in this layer were further categorized into tufted, stellate, and multipolar neurons,
based on their morphology. Layer IV contained dense myelinations and lamination, because
majority of the VMGB thalamocortical neurons project here, tonotopically. Additionally, small
cells were found throughout this layer. Layer V contained both pyramidal and non-pyramidal
cells; its non-pyramidal cells were further categorized into multipolar or bipolar based on
morphology. Layer VI also contained both pyramidal and non-pyramidal cells. The nonpyramidal cells of this layer were divided into multipolar, bipolar, and horizontal cells (Rees &
Palmer, 2010). The excitatory pyramidal cells found in Layers V and VI were known to send
descending projections to the MGB and the IC (Rees & Palmer, 2010 ). Its projections to the
CNIC were tonotopic and its projections to the other regions of the IC were in patches.
1.2.3.7.2. The secondary and tertiary auditory cortex
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The secondary auditory cortex (AC2) was also referred to as the belt region. It received inputs
from the AC1. It was less cell-dense and less-myelinated compared to AC1. It also received
projections from the DMGB and the MMGB (Rees & Palmer, 2010). The tertiary auditory cortex
(AC3) was also referred to as the parabelt region. It received inputs from the AC2 and the
DMGB, but not the AC1. Both AC2 and AC3 transmitted information to cortical regions outside
of the auditory cortex (i.e. frontal, parietal, and temporal lobes).
1.3. Literature pertinent to the present study: the neurophysiological properties of the
neurons of the inferior colliculus and the related mechanis ms
1.3.1. The function of the inferior colliculus
The IC functioned as a major processing center and a relay station for auditory signals.
Observations from a patient with unilateral lesion of the IC ind icated that the patient could
recognize speech at the conversational level without the presence of noise, determine the release
of masking under binaural interaction tests, and recognize frequency patterns bilaterally
(Champoux et al., 2007). However, the patient was unable to recognize different patterns of tone
durations and words with interfering stimuli (Champoux et al., 2007). The y also had difficulties
locating sounds when the sound was presented at the ear contralateral to the lesion site
(Champoux et al., 2007). Another study conducted on a patient who had a hemorrhage in the IC
revealed that the patient had problems with auditory recognition, including comprehension of
words, recognition of popular songs, and understanding sounds in a noisy environment (Johkura
et al., 1998). The patient was also unable to localize sounds in space (Johkura et al., 1998). In a
patient with bilateral lesions in the IC due to lymphoma, researchers observed that the patient
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had central hearing loss and poor word recognition, suggesting that the IC may be critical for
processing speech (Hoistad & Hain, 2003).
The IC was also suggested to play a role in controlling defensive behaviour to auditory
information, such as in auditory-conditioned fear (Brandao et al., 1993; Goff & Wine, 1997;
Heldt & Falls, 2003). In schizophrenia patients, the IC may be involved with some kind of
auditory cognitive dysfunction since the researchers had found that the volume of the right IC
(but not the left IC) of schizophrenia patients were smaller than the IC in non-schizophrenic
individuals (Kang et al., 2008).
1.3.2. The firing of action potentials in IC neurons: intrinsic characteristics of a neuron and
synaptic inputs to the neuron
1.3.2.1. Patte rns of firing of IC neurons in response to sounds
Different temporal firing patterns were found in the neurons within the IC. Moore and Irvine
(1980) found four types of firing patterns in the IC: onset, pauser, primary-like, and burst-type.
The former three were previously seen in lower auditory structures, such as the cochlear nucleus
(Kiang et al., 1965; Pfeiffer, 1966). Neurons with onset firing patterns had a brief burst of
activity at the beginning of the stimulation (Chot et al., 2019, 2020; Moore & Irvine, 1980).
Neurons with pauser firing type had a brief burst of activity at the onset of the tone burst
followed by a period of little to no firing, then a continuation of activity (but at a lesser extent
than the initial firing) until the offset of the auditory stimulation (Chot et al., 2019, 2020; Moore
& Irvine, 1980). Neurons with primary- like firing patterns were similar to the response patterns
seen in auditory nerve fibers and it was characterized by having a strong initial firing followed
by a steady decline in activity until the offset o f the auditory stimulation (Chot et al., 2019, 2010;
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Kiang et al., 1965; Moore & Irvine, 1980). Neurons with burst-type or chopping firing patterns
had an onset response followed by bursts of activity separated by multiple periods of little to no
firing (Moore & Irvine, 1980; Pujol, 1969).
Previous studies completed in the lab showed similar firing patterns (Chot et al., 2019, 2020).
The firing patterns were grouped into two categories: transient and sustained firing patterns
(Chot et al., 2019, 2020). Within the transient firing pattern group, there consisted of neurons
with onset or fast-adapting firing patterns. The onset firing pattern was described above, and the
fast-adapting firing pattern was characterized by a strong initial firing that gradually decreases in
strength leading to a dissipation of responses prior to the offset of the tone burst. Within the
sustained firing pattern group, there consisted of neurons with either primary-like, pauser, or
buildup/late firing patterns. The former two were previously described. Neurons with buildup or
late firing was characterized as having a late initial latency of response that typically increased in
response but ended prior to the offset of the sound.
The temporal pattern of firing in response to a sound was dependent on both intrinsic patterns of
firing and the synaptic inputs to the IC neurons.
1.3.2.2. The intrinsic firing patte rns of IC neurons
Intracellular and whole-cell patch-clamp recordings revealed that IC neurons display various
patterns of firing in response to intracellular current injections (i.e. intrinsic firing patterns)
(Peruzzi et al., 2000). Peruzzi and colleagues (2000) found that most neurons in the IC had
sustained discharges, such as rebound-regular, rebound-adapting, buildup-pauser-regular, and
buildup-pauser-adapting. They also found a small amount of neurons that had onset firing
patterns (Peruzzi et al., 2000). These neurons likely had low-threshold K+ channels for activation
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of repolarization with a faster time-scale (Peruzzi et al., 2000). When they labeled with
neurobiotin and Lucifer-Yellow, the results suggested that the neurons with different temporal
patterns of firing were not segregated (Peruzzi et al., 2000). Although, most of their stained
neurons were flat neurons morphologically (Peruzzi et al., 2000).
Like Peruzzi and colleagues (2000), Sivaramakrishnan and Oliver (2001) also found that the
most common firing patterns in the IC were neurons with sustained firing patterns using wholecell patch clamping on brain slices. They found 6 cell types within the IC that had different
physiological qualities, based on K+ currents (Sivaramakrishnan & Oliver, 2001). Neurons with
sustained-regular firing had delayed rectifier K+ channels. Neurons with onset firing patterns had
high-threshold tetraethylammonium-sensitive K+ current. Neurons with pauser or buildup firing
had A-type current. Neurons with rebound-regular firing had Ca2+ dependent rebound
depolarizations. Neurons with rebound-adapting firing had apamin-sensitive Ca2+ dependent K+
current. Neurons with transient-rebound firing had charybdotoxin-sensitive Ca2+ dependent K+
current. They found these rebound firing types by injecting hyperpolarizing currents into the
neurons (Koch & Grothe, 2003; Sivaramakrishnan & Oliver, 2001). Rebound was dependent on
both calcium and cAMP. It was activity-dependent, which relied on the degree of prior
hyperpolarization. Rebound enabled neurons to synchronize with inhibitory inputs (Koch &
Grothe, 2003; McCormick & Pape, 1990; Sivaramakrishnan & Oliver, 2001).
A further study of the hyperpolarization-activated currents revealed that hyperpolarizing currents
can reduce the temporal summation of EPSPs and IPSPs (Koch & Grothe, 2003). These currents
enable neurons to have a short time constant and low input resistance, which was needed for
precise temporal processing (Koch & Grothe, 2003; Oertel, 1999). In contrast to the results
obtained by Sivaramakrishnan and Oliver (2001) who found rebound neurons through the
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injection of hyperpolarizing currents into non-onset type cells, Koch and Grothe (2003) found
large hyperpolarizing currents in neurons with onset firing patterns. Although, they still found
hyperpolarizing currents in neurons with sustained firings, the currents and the activation of the
said currents were much slower than one would expect for neurons specific for temporal
processing (Koch & Grothe, 2003). These different time constants found in the hyperpolarizing
currents in neurons with different firing patterns may be due to the differences of HCN isoforms
found within these respective cells.
1.3.2.3. Synaptic responses of IC neurons
Postsynaptic potentials can last for long durations after the inputs from the presynaptic neurons.
Ma and colleagues (2002a) saw two distinct EPSPs when looking at brain slices from the IC.
They saw an early EPSP and a distinct late EPSP (Ma et al., 2002a). The latter had a slower rise
time and a longer time course than early EPSPs. They suggested that these two different EPSPs
were controlled by two different types of receptors. This was because they found that AMPA
receptor antagonist CNQX completely suppressed early EPSP, but not late EPSP (Ma et al.,
2002a). On the other hand, NMDA receptor antagonist APV and CPP completely reduced late
EPSP, but not early EPSP in CNIC neurons (Ma et al., 2002a). They also found that the response
associated with the NMDA receptors were voltage-dependent, whereas the responses associated
with the AMPA receptors were not (Ma et al., 2002a). The early EPSP was mediated by AMPA
receptors and the late EPSP was mediated by NMDA receptors in the CNIC neurons.
Faingold and colleagues (1991) claimed that inhibition in the IC neurons were predominantly
mediated by GABAA receptors. Ma and colleagues (2002b) further confirmed the role of
GABAA receptors and additionally tested the influence of GABA B receptors on inhibition in the
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IC, by blocking EPSPs and the glycinergic IPSPs. This finding was confirmed by whole-cell
patch-clamping recordings conducted using brain slice preparations, by applying current to the
lateral lemniscus and recording from the inferior colliculus (Ma et al., 2002b). Adding GABAB
receptor agonist baclofen caused a reduction of the amplitudes of the GABAergic IPSPs (Ma et
al., 2002b). GABAB receptor antagonist phaclofen reversed the effect of baclofen (Ma et al.,
2002b). It was revealed that GABAB receptors may also be involved in the neurotransmission in
the IC, despite finding these receptors in the rat’s IC (Ma et al., 2002b).
A further study revealed that the GABAB receptors could influence excitatory responses of the
IC (e.g. EPSCs) (Sun et al., 2006). They blocked both GABAA and glycine receptors, then added
baclofen (Sun et al., 2006). Their results showed that the EPSC amplitudes were reduced (Sun et
al., 2006). The reduction was dependent on the concentration of baclofen (Sun et al., 2006). They
also found that when they added a GABAB receptor antagonist, the effects of baclofen were
reversed (Sun et al., 2006).
1.3.3. Temporal characteristics of sound-driven responses in IC neurons
Not only can the integration of excitatory and inhibitory inputs affect the firing patterns of the
neurons, the integration of excitatory and inhibitory inputs from multiple sources can also enable
the IC neurons to process temporal characteristics carried by sounds (Kelly & Caspary, 2005).
These characteristics include the time gap betwee n two consecutive sounds. This was because
the neurotransmitter receptors had different constants that differentially affects the IC responses.
Experiments using paired tone bursts as stimuli and aged rats as subjects revealed that the
responses to the second sound of a pair of stimuli was suppressed by the first sound (Finlayson,
2002). The time needed for the response to recover varied in the range between 10 to 3000ms in
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IC neurons (Finlayson, 2002). These results agreed with other results obtained by other
researchers, such as Yin (1994) who used paired clicks, and Walton and colleagues (1998) who
used paired noise bursts. Finlayson (2002) found that the suppression was large in neurons that
had high best frequencies. In the IC, the neurons showing facilitatory effect produced by the first
sound of a pair of stimuli. This facilitatory effect was reduced as the rat aged (Finlayson, 2002).
Overall, they found that the capabilities of rats to encode temporal information of sounds were
reduced as they aged (Finlayson, 2002).
Experiments in the bat’s IC found that many neurons within the IC were sensitive to the duration
of a sound (Faure et al., 2003). These neurons were found to receive onset inhibitory inputs
before the excitatory ones (Casseday et al., 1994). Duration tuning was important for temporal
processing because it required specific timing of convergent inputs to allow certain interactions
of the excitatory- inhibitory synaptic inputs (Casseday et al., 1994). Rees and Langner (2005) also
determined that the inhibitory currents frequently preceded the excitatory inputs when
approaching the neurons within the IC. It was the coincidence of depolarization caused by the
excitatory inputs and the rebound from inhibitory inputs that enabled the neurons to generate
action potentials to process information carried by sound duration, by helping the IC sharpen and
shape coding properties of an auditory event (Kelly & Caspary, 2005). Analyzing temporal
information and coincidences were necessary for discriminating sounds, for instance (Rees &
Langner, 2005).
Klug and colleagues (2000) found that the difference in the arrival timing of excitatory and
inhibitory inputs may involve delay lines. Joris and Yin (2007) also suggested that there was
some sort of internal delay that corresponded to the circuits of each ear. They suggested that the
timing and strength of inhibition associated with one of the circuits was independent of that of
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the excitatory one (Joris & Yin, 2007). They suggested that the responses to the excitatory ear
can be affected by inputs from the inhibitory ear, usually by a few hundred microseconds, at
structures that respond to binaural stimuli (Joris & Yin, 1995). Meaning, the leading inhibition
could be delayed in the delay lines to suppress the lagging excitatory postsynaptic potentials
(Joris & Yin, 2007).
In addition to providing an insight into the neural mechanism underlying duration tuning, the
study conducted by Faure and colleagues (2003) also provided an insight into the possible
mechanisms underlying masking. They found that the suppression produced by a sound was the
strongest at the onset of the sound and gradually decreased for the rest of the stimulation. This
result suggested that persistent inhibition existed in the neurons within the IC, which may be
used to explain the different forms of temporal masking (Faure et al., 2003).
The processing of temporal characteristics of sounds was dependent on glutamatergic excitatory
neurotransmitters including the AMPA and the NMDA receptors (Faingold et al., 1989a; Kelly
& Zhang, 2002; Sanchez et al., 2007; Zhang & Kelly, 2001, 2003). While the onset component
of the responses was dependent predominantly on AMPA receptors (Faingold et al., 1989a;
Zhang & Kelly, 2001), the sustained component of the response was dependent on both the
AMPA and NMDA receptors (Zhang & Kelly, 2001). Furthermore, the NMDA receptor
generated diverse influences on different parts of a response in the IC neurons and some quick
acting NMDA receptors can also influence the onset components of the responses (Sanchez et al.,
2007). NMDA receptors were suggested to be involved with different temporal influences on the
responses of the IC neurons (Sanchez et al., 2007).
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Temporal characteristics of responses in IC neurons were also dependent on inhibitory
neurotransmission mediated by the GABA and glycine receptors. When researchers added
GABA iontophoretically, they saw a dose-dependent reduction in the responses of 76% of their
tested IC neurons (LeBeau et al., 1996). When they added glycine, they also saw a dosedependent reduction in responses in 79% of their tested neurons (LeBeau et al., 1996).
Application of the antagonist of the GABA A receptor bicuculline increased responses of 91% of
the tested neurons and application of the antagonist of the glycine receptor strychnine increased
the responses of 94% of the neurons (LeBeau et al., 1996). In both of these applications of either
GABAA or glycine receptor antagonists, they saw that temporally most of the neurons changed
their original firing pattern types into a chopping type (LeBeau et al., 1996). They also saw that
the greatest changes to the firing rate occurred in neurons with sustained firing patterns (LeBeau
et al., 1996). Furthermore, the drugs produced different effects on the onset and the later portions
of the responses, suggesting that the differences in the timing and the magnitude of the inhibitory
inputs on the IC neurons from GABA and glycine receptors shaped the temporal characteristics
of the responses in IC neurons (LeBeau et al., 1996). This was either by shaping the incoming
excitatory inputs or by changing the membrane potentials of the neurons (LeBeau et al., 1996).
1.3.4. Spectral characte ristics of sound-driven responses in IC neurons
Looking at the IC neurons in bats, Portfors and Wenstrup (2002) found two types of excitatory
frequency tuning curves. There were the frequency tuning curves that were simple and v-shaped
(Portfors & Wenstrup, 2002). There were also complex frequenc y tuning curves that included
multiple excitatory or facilitatory frequency response areas (Portfors & Wenstrup, 2002).
Casseday and Covey (1992) found 5 types of frequency tuning curves in the IC of bats. The most
common type of frequency tuning curve was v-shaped (Casseday & Covey, 1992). Other
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frequency tuning curves were closed, narrow filters, frequency-opponent tuning, and doubletuning. Closed tuning curves had thresholds at both low and high sound levels (Casseday &
Covey, 1992). Narrow filtered tuning curves had Q-values above 20 for 10dB and 30-40dB
above threshold (Casseday & Covey, 1992). Frequency opponent tuning curves had high
spontaneous activity with levels of firing lower than the spontaneous levels for low and high
frequencies and firing above the spontaneous levels for moderate frequencies (Casseday &
Covey, 1992). Finally, double-tuned frequency tuning curve had two best frequencies for the
neuron (Casseday & Covey, 1992).
The excitatory frequency tuning curves of IC neurons were shaped by inhibitory inputs. Studies
based on two-tone stimulus paradigms were experimented in the bat’s IC (Jen et al., 2002).
Consecutive two-tone stimulations resulted in suppression of both the number of action potential
spikes and the excitatory frequency tuning curves in 82% of their tested neurons (Jen et al.,
2002). They revealed that at low stimulation intensities, two tone suppression was more
prevalent (Jen et al., 2002). Increasing record ing depth between the two recording electrodes
used in two-tone suppression or increasing the best frequency differences between the two
neurons resulted in a decrease in two tone suppression (Jen et al., 2002). When they used tones
that were very different from these two neurons’ best frequencies, they found that suppression in
responses increased. Such a dependence of the degree of suppression on the frequency difference
between the two sounds might have been due to the fact that it took longer for the signal
generated by the suppressive sound to reach an IC neuron when the sound had a frequency that
was different from a neuron’s best frequency (Jen et al., 2002). They hypothetized that when the
stimulation was close to the neurons’ best frequencies, the inputs arrived a lot earlier than if the
stimulations were played at frequencies far from the neurons’ best frequencies (Jen et al., 2002).
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This suggested that excitation of neurons were decreased with lateral frequencies (Jen et al.,
2002).
IC neurons showed directional-dependent changes to their frequency tuning curves. In the frog
IC, the frequency tuning curves were more narrow when a sound was presented at the
contralateral than the ipsilateral ear (Gooler et al., 1996). Such a directional dependence in
frequency tuning may be caused by inhibition mediated by GABA receptors, because when they
added bicuculline, they saw a reduction in binaural inhibition (Zhang et al., 1999). Specifically,
it was suggested that GABAA receptors play a role in frequency tuning in neurons within the IC
(Zhang et al., 1999). On the other hand, when they added strychnine, they did not see any effect
on the responses in their experiments and determined that local glycinergic factors did not play a
role in altering the frequency tuning curves in IC neurons (Zhang et al., 1999).
A further study was conducted in the IC within the guinea pig (LeBeau et al., 2001). When they
applied bicuculline or strychnine to neurons with v-shaped frequency tuning curves, the firing
rate increased at the thresholds of the response area (LeBeau et al., 2001). They also saw this
characteristic with neurons with non- v-shaped response areas, but they also saw changes to the
shape of response curve. It was found that inhibition mediated by GABAA and glycine receptors
could modulate the firing rates at the thresholds of the response area, as well as change the shape
of non- v-shaped frequency tuning curves into v-shaped response curves (LeBeau et al., 2001).
1.3.5. Responses of IC neurons under binaural conditions
1.3.5.1. Directional dependences of responses of IC neurons
Directional cues of responses were measured under free- field stimulation conditions, where
sounds were delivered through loudspeakers. Neurons of the IC that were sensitive to any
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frequencies between 0.5 to 4kHz were the most sensitive to directional cues (Leiman & Hafter,
1972). They also found that IC neurons that were most sensitive to sounds located at the
midsagittal plane were the neurons that play a role in guiding eye, head, or pinna movement
toward a sound source (Leiman & Hafter, 1972). Neurons in the IC were not found to be
tonographically organized based on their sensitivity to location in an acoustic field (Leiman &
Hafter, 1972).
Further study in the cat’s IC revealed that the size of the receptive fields were related to the best
frequency of the neurons (Semple et al., 1983). Generally speaking, neurons with low best
frequencies had receptive fields expanded in all directions, while neurons with high best
frequencies had small receptive fields located at the contralateral side (Semple et al., 1983). It
was suggested that these receptive fields were influenced by the contralateral pinna rather than
interactions within the central auditory system in cats (Semple et al., 1983). In owl studies, small
lesions found in the auditory space map within the IC resulted in the failure of precise head turns
and poor sound localization (Wagner, 1993).
The space receptive field was examined in the rat’s IC using an equal probability two-tone
sequences (Chot et al., 2019). It was found that relocating a sound from the contralateral ear to
the ipsilateral ear while keeping the other sound at the contralateral ear reduced the responses to
the relocated sound. This result supported the results obtained by Semple and colleagues (1983).
This could be due to either the reduction of excitatory inputs or the increase in inhibitory inputs
associated with the ipsilateral ear.
Additionally, Chot and colleagues (2020) suggested that specifically the neurons with transient
firing patterns that were not responsive to ipsilateral stimulations played a role in detecting
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sounds in space, whereas neurons with sustained firing patterns did not seem to play a huge role
in changes of responses associated with spatial separation. The study suggested that the
responses to one sound can be affected by another sound located at a different azimuth, even if
the two sounds were not presented at the same time (Chot et al., 2019, 2020). Of the tested
sounds, they also found that less frequent sounds in a train of sounds were more easily
influenced by repetitive sounds coming from speakers located at different positions (Chot et al.,
2020).
1.3.5.2. Sensitivities of IC neurons to interaural level and time differences
When a sound that was not located at the frontal midline reaches the two ears, the sound waves
can reach one ear before the other. The difference between the time when the sound reached the
two ears was called interaural time difference (ITD; Figure 12).
◄ Figure 12. Inte raural time difference. Interaural time
difference relies on the size of the head of the subject or the distance
between the two ears to cause one sound presented off the midline
to arrive earlier to one ear compared to the other. This time
difference is used to localize sounds. Modified from Willert et al.,
2006.
Such a difference was used by the auditory system to determine the
horizontal location of a low- frequency sound in space. Due to the head size of the rat (or the
distance between the two ears) and the reliance of the animal on high- frequency sounds, ITD was
not a major cue for sound localization in the rat. (For more information about ITD, refer to
papers from Moiseff and Konishi (1981); Wagner and colleagues (1987)).
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When a sound reached the two ears from a location off the frontal mid line, the sound-pressure
level was higher at the ear closer to the sound source than the ear away from the sound source.
This resulted in the differences in sound-pressure levels between the two ears. This was because
the head casts an acoustic shadow (also called head shadow), with high- frequency sounds, that
resulted in the reduction in sound pressures at the ear away from the speaker. Such a difference
was referred to as interaural level difference (ILD; Figure 13).
◄

Figure

13.

Interaural level differences.

Interaural level difference depends on the head
shadow to show differences in sound intensities of a
sound at both ears. This difference in intensities is
used to localize sounds in space. Interaural level
difference is mainly used to localize high- frequency
sounds. Modified from Willert et al., 2006.
ILD was used by the auditory system to localize
sounds with high frequencies. Along the ascending auditory pathway, an ILD was first processed
by neurons within the LSO. Since the IC receive inputs from the LSO, neurons in the IC were
also sensitive to ILD.
Studies pertaining to interaural level differences were done using dichotic (or earphone)
stimulations. Research from Moore and Irvine (1981) observed that the onset component of the
IC responses were relatively insensitive to interaural level differences. Wenstrup and colleagues
(1988) suggested that interaural level differences were coded by an ensemble of neurons with
varying inhibitory thresholds. This was because some of the IC neurons that they found required
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a sufficient amount of intensity from the ipsilateral sound to affect the responses to the
contralateral ear, whereas in other cases, some of the neurons responding to a sound at the
contralateral ear was suppressed by the sounds at the inhibitory ear when the latter sound was
15dB less intense. Wenstrup and colleagues also saw that rate- intensity functions were nonmonotonic, and determined that interaural level differences were being coded over a small range
of sound intensities (1988).
Neurons with high best frequencies were mainly excited by contralateral stimulations and
inhibited by ipsilateral stimulations (Davis et al., 1999). These types of neurons were able to
change their sensitivities to interaural level differences (Davis et al., 1999). However, these
changes were not due to GABAA receptors, because these responses were not altered by
bicuculline in IC neurons (but it did increase the spontaneous and maximum action potential
firing rates) (Davis et al., 1999).
Park and colleagues (2004) looked at the interaural level differences in both neurons o f the LSO
and the IC. In LSO neurons, they found that ILD functions were shifted towards the excitatory
ear. This was supported by other studies (Boudreau & Tsuchitani, 1970; Tollin & Yin, 2002). In
a population of neurons, the level sensitivities of IC ne urons did not change with sound
intensities of the stimuli at the excitatory ear (Park et al., 2004). They also speculated that ILD
used a similar strategy as ITD to process ILD, based on their study of the activities within a
population of neurons (Park et al., 2004).
1.3.5.2.1. Overall strengths of responses under dichotic stimulation
A dichotic stimulus was used to study the sensitivity of neurons to ILD. Such a stimulus
consisted of two sounds (typically tone bursts) presented at the two ears through a pair of
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earphones, with the characteristics of the two sounds (i.e. sound pressure levels) controlled
independently. Studies using dichotic stimuli had revealed that neurons in the IC were excited by
a contralateral sound and the resulting excitatory response can be inhibited by the simultaneous
presentation of an ipsilateral sound (Gooler et al., 1996; Wenstrup et al., 1988; Zhang & Kelly,
2010). In other words, the neurons within the IC display binaural inhibition. Wenstrup and
colleagues (1988) suggested that ILD were coded by an ensemble of neurons with varying
inhibitory thresholds. These neurons were found to mainly have high best frequencies (Davis et
al., 1999).
The onset portion of the response to a dichotic stimulus was relatively insensitive to ILD (Moore
& Irvine, 1981). The sensitivity of ILD was also not mediated by GABAA receptors, because
binaural inhibition displayed by these neurons cannot be eliminated by local application of
bicuculline (Davis et al., 1999).
Differences in the sensitivities of neurons to the ILD in neurons within the LSO and the IC (Park
et al., 2004). In LSO neurons, they found that the rate-ILD function was shifted toward the
ipsilateral or excitatory ear for the LSO neurons (Boudreau & Tsuchitani, 1970; Park et al., 2004;
Tollin & Yin, 2002). Whereas, 68% of the rate-ILD functions in the neurons of the IC were
found shifted toward the contralateral or the excitatory ear for the IC neurons (Wenstr up et al.,
1988). However, in results in a population of neurons, the level sensitivities of IC neurons did
not change with the different intensities of the sounds at the excitatory ear (Park et al., 2004).
1.3.5.2.2. Changes in the degree of binaural inte ractions over the duration of dichotic
stimulation
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Most neurons with sustained firing patterns had the same type of binaural interaction throughout
the duration of the stimulation (Zhang & Kelly, 2010). However, some neurons showed different
types and degrees of binaural interactions between the early and the late portions of a binaural
response (Zhang & Kelly, 2010). Many neurons displayed stronger binaural inhibition in the
later portions rather than the early portion of the response (Zhang & Kelly, 2010). Such changes
in binaural interaction may reflect time courses of certain neurotransmitter receptors in IC
neurons or the time courses of lower brainstem structures. Further research using dichotic noise
bursts generally supported these findings. Some of the cells had the same types of interaural level
difference functions for the early and the late components (Mokri et al., 2015). Some cells
increased their onset responses to background noise and had their late responses decrease in
strength with background noise (Mokri et al., 2015). The neurons that they found displayed
many different types of firing rate-ILD relationships for the early and the late components of the
response elicited by dichotic noise bursts (Mokri et al., 2015). This suggested that the
mechanisms involved with shaping the responses to the early and the late components can be
independent of each other (Mokri et al., 2015). They also speculated that the causes were from
adaptation from the LSO or inhibition from the DNLL (Mokri et al., 2015).
1.3.5.2.3. Long lasting effects produced by an ipsilate ral sound on the responses elicited by
a contralateral sound
The response of an IC neuron to a sound presented at the contralateral ear (the excitatory ear) can
be affected by a preceding sound presented at the ipsilateral ear (Zhang & Kelly, 2009). For
some neurons, stimulation of the ipsilateral tone suppressed the responses to a sound
subsequently presented at the contralateral ear (Zhang & Kelly, 2009). The ipsilateral stimulation
was said to have generated an inhibitory aftereffect in these neurons. For other neurons,
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stimulation of the ipsilateral ear enhanced the responses to a sound subsequently presented at the
contralateral ear (Zhang & Kelly, 2009). The ipsilateral stimulation was said to have generated
an excitatory aftereffect in these neurons. These long- lasting binaural aftereffects may enable
one sound from one direction to affect the responses to another sound presented at a later time
from another direction, as revealed by our recent publications (Chot et al., 2019, 2020).
1.3.5.2.4. Inhibitory aftereffects of contralate ral origins
Majority of neurons within the IC were inhibited by ipsilateral stimulation. These ipsilateral
driven inhibitory inputs included those from the dorsal nucleus of the lateral lemniscus (Li &
Kelly, 1992). However, this pathway was not sufficient enough to account for the amount of
suppression observed in the IC. In spite of the fact that most neurons receive major inhibitory
inputs driven by the ipsilateral ear, many neurons also receive inhibitory inputs that were driven
by the contralateral ear. Contralaterally evoked inhibition can shape neural responses in the IC.
For example, it can turn sustained excitation into onset responses (Bauer et al., 2000).
Contralaterally evoked inhibition can shape neural responses in the IC. For example, it can turn
sustained excitation into onset responses (Bauer et al., 2000). Inhibitory inputs from certain
sources can lead to long- lasting inhibitory aftereffects (Oliver et al., 1994; Winer et al., 1995).
Such inhibition can be mediated by GABAB receptors, as these receptors have slow kinetics
(Bauer et al., 2000; Sivilotti & Nistri, 1991). Certain intrinsic properties of IC neurons, such as
slow-activating voltage-sensitive K+ currents or Ca2+ activated K+ currents can also contribute
to an inhibitory aftereffect (Bauer et al., 2000). As a result, an inhibitory aftereffect can prevent
IC neurons from responding to the following signals for tens of milliseconds (Bauer et al., 2000).
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Neurons in the DNLL were able to send bilateral projections to the IC of both sides. Studies done
by Li and Kelly (1992) shown that the DNLL was not the only structure that contributed to
suppression in the IC. One source of contralateral driven inhibition was the SPON. Neurons
within this structure provide major GABAergic inputs to the IC (Saldana & Berrebi, 2000).
These neurons respond to auditory stimulations with offset responses that were approximately
20-500ms in duration (Salimi et al., 2017). Therefore, these neurons may be responsible for longlasting inhibitory aftereffects in the IC and involved with generating forward masking in the IC
(Salimi et al., 2017).
This possible mechanism had been used in a computational study by Gai (2016). He claimed that
both on-duration stimulation and offset inhibition were potential mechanisms for forward
masking (Gai, 2016). He combined the offset responses from the SPON and the delayed-duringstimuli responses from the DNLL to account for the amount of suppression seen in the IC in
physiological studies (Gai, 2016). The reason why he opted to add inhibition from the DNLL
was because in his model, the offset inhibition from the SPON was unable to suppress the IC
responses when the interstimulus delays were less than 5ms (Gai, 2016). His paper suggested
that both the SPON and the DNLL worked together to produce a suppressive effect on IC
neurons, but speculated that a more complex interaction may be involved (Gai, 2016).
1.3.6. Dependence of responses to a trailing sound on the location of the leading sound
Responses of IC neurons to a sound can be affected by a preceding sound. Such an effect was
dependent on the inputs that these neurons receive. One example involved inputs from the DNLL.
The DNLL neurons sent inhibitory projections to the IC which shaped the responses of most IC
cells (Burger & Pollak, 2001). When a single sound was presented at the contralateral ear, it
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elicited action potential discharges in IC neurons due to activation of excita tory inputs to the IC.
When it was presented at the ipsilateral ear, it did not elicit an action potential discharge due to
the activation of inhibitory inputs to the IC. However, when two sounds form a pair with a short
interval between them, with a leading sound presented at the contralateral ear while the trailing
sound at the ipsilateral ear, the trailing sound can now elicit action potentials in the IC (Burger &
Pollak, 2001). Such an effect of the leading sound was because a leading sound inhibited neurons
in the DNLL, preventing the DNLL from sending inhibitory inputs to the IC upon stimulation of
the subsequent sound (Burger & Pollak, 2001). This persistent inhibition of the DNLL to the first
sound allowed many IC cells to fire in response to the trailing signal to which they were
previously poorly responsive or unresponsive to (Burger & Pollak, 2001).
Tolnai and colleagues (2017) also looked at the effects of the preceding stimulation on the sound
localization of the following signal in the IC. The IC neurons can change their responses to the
loudspeakers at different locations. The dependence of the response of an IC neuron to a sound
on a preceding stimulus was supported by a study conducted in the Mongolian gerbil (Tolnai et
al., 2017).
1.3.7. Responses of ensembles of neurons versus single neurons
Methods that can be used to study the effects of a leading sound on the responses to a trailing
sound include neurophysiological recordings of local field potentials (LFP) from ensembles of
neurons and extracellular action potential discharges from single neurons, also referred to as
extracellular single units (SU).
It was believed that LFPs were the summation of electrical signals generated by current dipoles
in the extracellular matrix surrounded by neurons. As these current dipoles were largely caused
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by current fluxes across the cell membrane, an LFP was thought to provide insights into the
synaptic currents underlying the firing of action potentials responsible for the processing of
stimuli. However, the actual sources of these signals are debateable. Sources of the signals can
include areas more than 100µm away from the recording electrodes (Herreras, 2016). In other
words, despite the recording electrode being intracerebral, the neurons that contribute to an LFP
are not guaranteed to be close to the electrodes (Herreras, 2016).
SU activities are action potentials generated by single neurons close to the recording electrode,
specifically by targeting the axon of a single neuron. In SU studies, no synaptic currents can be
registered. However, because it was extracellular, the method was less invasive and the damages
to the neuron were minimized, which enabled an experimenter to record over a longer period of
time from the neuron compared to intracellular counterparts. However, compared to intracellular
methods, extracellular methods yield a smaller signal. But, signals from extracellular SU
recordings had higher spatial and temporal precisions than those from LFP recordings.
1.4. Goals and hypotheses
The goal of this thesis was to understand how responses of IC neurons to a sound were affected
by another sound. For this, we want to examine neurophysiological signals recorded from
individual neurons as well as ensembles of neurons in the rat’s central nucleus of the inferior
colliculus. Specifically, we want to determine whether the effect of a leading sound on the
responses to a trailing sound was dependent on:
1) The time intervals between the two sounds;
2) Spatial separation between the two sounds.
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We hypothesized that a leading sound can suppress the responses of an IC neuron to a trailing
sound when the two sounds were in front of the ear contralateral to the neuron(s) being recorded
(i.e. two sounds presented at the same location) and separated by a small time interval.
Furthermore, we hypothesized that the suppressive effect produced by a leading sound can be
reduced by relocating the sound from the contralateral ear to another location in the horizontal
plane.
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. Experime ntal s ubjects
Experiments were conducted using 150-750g adult male albino Wistar rats (Rattus norvegicus)
from Charles River Canada Inc. (St. Constant, Quebec). Rats were maintained in the Central
Animal Care Facility located in the University of Windsor. They were put in quarantine for at
least 3 days prior to the experiments. The housing conditions for the rats were maintained at
25°C, with 40-60% humidity, within 55-60dB SPL noise level with normal 12hr day/night cycles.
The food and water provided to the rats were available ad libitum. All procedures were approved
by the University of Windsor Animal Care Committee.
Prior to an experiment, a clap test was administered to ensure that the rat had normal hearing.
Ketamine hydrochloride (60mg/kg initial; 20mg/kg supplementary, i.m., for pain relief) and
xylazine hydrochloride (10mg/kg initial; 3.3mg/kg supplementary, i.m., for sedation) were used.
The anesthesia was maintained throughout the surgery and the recording sessions with
supplementary injections every 40-60 minutes. Atropine (3.3mg/kg, i.m.) was used to treat a rat
that experienced breathing issues. Prior to surgical sessions, toe and tail pinch tests were used to
ensure that a rat was completely anesthetized.
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2.2 Acoustic stimulation
Acoustic waveforms were generated using a System 3 real-time signal processing system from
Tucker-Davis Technologies (TDT; Alachua, FL). This was attached to a laboratory computer
running the OpenEx software (TDT, Alachua, FL). The auditory stimulations were presented
using two Model FF1 free-field speakers (or one speaker under colocalized conditions) (TDT,
Alachua, FL) located 50cm away from the rat’s head. The speakers have been calibrated using
the SigCalRP software (TDT, Alachua, FL) with a condenser microphone from ACO pacific
(Belmont, CA) between 100Hz to 30kHz at the five azimuths in the frontal hemisphere of the rat.
The azimuths include directly in front of the rat (0°) and two angles each at the contralateral (c90°
and c45°) and the ipsilateral side (i45° and i90°), with respect to the recording electrode. The
calibration files were made using MatLab v8.5 (Mathworks, Natick, MA) and were loaded into
the stimulation circuits. The stimulation and the recording circuits were created using the
RPvdsEx software (TDT, Alachua, FL).
2.3. Surgical procedures and set-up
To allow the recording electrode to access the auditory midbrain, a craniotomy was completed
on the right side of the head once the rat was anesthetized. The head bar was cemented onto the
skull. A recording electrode was placed onto a custom- made clamp attached to a Model 650
micropositioner on a micromanipulator of a Model 900 stereotaxic instrument (Kopf Instruments,
Tujunga, CA). Instruments within the Model CL-15A LP auditory chamber (Eckel Industries,
Morrisburg, ON) was placed accordingly to minimize acoustic shadows and reflections. The
experimental protocols were approved by the University of Windsor Animal Care Committee in
accordance with the guidelines of the Canadian Council on Animal Care.
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2.4. Protocol of neurophysiological recordings
Two types of neurophysiological recordings were completed in the CNIC : 1) local field
potentials (LFP) in an ensemble of neurons, and 2) extracellular single units (SU) in individual
neurons.
LFP recordings were recorded using single-barrel glass micropipettes with the tip diameter of
20µm and had an impedance of ~100kΩ. The filters for LFP recordings were 0.3Hz and 300Hz
for the low and high cut-offs, respectively. SU recordings were recorded using single-barrel glass
micropipettes with a tip diameter of ~1.5-2.0µm and had an impedance of ~1MΩ. The filters
used for SU recordings were 30Hz and 30kHz for the low and high cut-offs, respectively. The
recording electrodes were willed with a solution containing 3% Chicago sky blue (dye) in 0.5M
sodium acetate. The recording electrode was oriented at the coronal plane at 30° from the
midsagittal plane. It was place atop the brain surface at 4.0mm lateral and 0.4mm rostral from
the landmark lambda. It was then lowered into the CNIC, located at the depths between 2.2k a nd
6.0kµm.
A series of tone bursts with various frequencies at 60dB SPL were presented at the contralateral
ear at 1/s to 4/s to search for a population of auditory neurons (LFP) or a single auditory neuron
(SU). These frequencies of the tone bursts were randomized to minimize adaptation. Neural
signals were monitored audio- visually to identify a population of neurons or a single neuron for
recording. These neural signals were also amplified by a 2400 A preamplifier (Dagan,
Minneapolis, MN) and was sampled at 3.1kHz (for LFP) and 24.4kHz (for SU) using the System
3 real-time signal processing system.
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After a single neuron or a population of neurons was identified, tone bursts with various different
frequencies and intensities were used to determine the frequency-tuning curves (FTC, the
relationship between the threshold of response and the frequency of a sound). They were also
used to determine the best frequency (the frequency at which the neuron(s) displayed the lowest
threshold) of the neuron(s). For recordings from single neurons, a threshold was set at the lowest
level/intensity at which action potentials were elicited by at least 5 of 20 presentations of a tone
burst.
Leading-trailing tone bursts were created based on the best frequency of the neuron(s). The
trailing tone burst had a frequency at the best frequency of the neuron(s) being studied. The
leading tone burst had a frequency that was either below or above the best frequency (named TL
and TH, respectively). The frequencies of the two tone bursts (f L and f H) were calculated using the
best frequency. The center frequency of f L and f H (i.e.

) was at best frequency while the

frequency difference between f L and f H was 10% of the center frequency (i.e.

). The

two tone bursts had the same intensity (at 10-30dB above the threshold at the best frequency).
Leading and trailing tone bursts used for eliciting LFP signals had a duration of 8ms (rising and
falling phases: 4ms, no plateau). Either 1 or 8 bursts o f a leading tone burst were presented to
produce an aftereffect. The time gap between consecutive bursts of leading tone burst was 4ms.
Leading and trailing tone bursts used for eliciting SU activities had a 100ms duration (5ms
rising/falling phases, 90ms plateau).
A leading tone burst was presented under various conditions (see Figure 14) to generate
aftereffects while a trailing tone burst was presented at a fixed location at c90° (see Figure 15) to
elicit responses to reveal the aftereffects.
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▲ Figure 14. The possible positions of the leading tone speaker presented alone. The
leading tone speaker was in white located 50cm away from the head of the rat. The recording
electrode was shown using a blue line. With respect to the recording electrode, the positions of
the leading tone speaker from the left to right were c90°, c45°, 0°, i45°, and i90°.
◄ Figure 15. The position of the trailing tone speaker presented
alone. The trailing tone speaker was shown in black and was located
50cm away from the head of the rat. The recording electrode was shown using a blue line. The
trailing tone speaker was always located at c90°, with respect to the recording electrode.
For both recordings of LFP and SU responses, a leading sound was first colocalized with a
trailing sound at c90° and responses to the two sounds were recorded at various interstimulus
intervals (ISIs). The leading sound was then relocated to another azimuth (i.e. c45°, 0°, i45°,
i90°). The possible spatial conditions of the paradigm is shown in Figure 16. At each angle of
separation, responses to the two sounds were recorded at various ISIs.

▲ Figure 16. The positions of the leading and the trailing speakers unde r diffe rent spatial
separation conditions. The trailing tone speaker was in black. The leading tone speaker was in
white. The recording electrode was represented by a blue line. The five images showed that in all
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conditions, the trailing tone was always presented at c90°. The leading tone was relocated to five
different positions: c90°, c45°, 0°, i45°, and i90°.
When LFPs were recorded, the ISI between the onset of a leading and the onset of a trailing
sound was 8 (trailing tone presented right after the cessation of the leading tone), 12, 16, 24, 40,
72, 136, 264, and 520ms when one burst of leading sound was used to produce an aftereffect.
When SU activities were recorded, the ISI between the onset of a leading and the onset of a
trailing sound was 0 (simultaneous), 25, 50, 75, 100 (trailing tone presented right after the
cessation of the leading tone), 150, 200, 250, 500, 750, and 1000ms. The interval between the
offset of one leading- trailing sound presentation to the onset of the next leading- trailing sound
presentation, if applicable, was 1000ms. The interval between the onset of a leading tone to the
onset of a trailing tone was referred to as the interstimulus interval (ISI; Figure 17).
◄ Figure 17. The temporal as pects of the
experiment. The white hexagon represented the
duration and timing of the leading tone. The black
hexagon represented the duration and timing of the
trailing tone. The top image showed the leading tone
being presented alone. The middle image showed the
trailing tone presented alone. The bottom image
showed an example condition of a paired leading-trailing tone in a given train. The beginning of
the leading tone to the beginning of the trailing tone was referred to as the interstimulus interval.
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A LFP response was obtained by averaging the neural signals elicited by 60 presentations of
leading-trailing sounds. A SU response was obtained based on neural signals elicited by 20
presentations of leading- trailing sounds.
2.5. Labeling of recording location
Upon completion of a recording session, the dye Chicago Sky Blue was released from the
electrode iontophoretically to label the location of recording. An alterating negative current (2.0s
on/off phases) at the amplitude of 20µA and total duration of 15min (Midgard Precision Current
Source; Stoelting, Wood Dale, IL) was used in the release of the dye. Areas 1kµm above and
1kµm below the recording point were also stained to assess possible brain shrinkage occurred
during fixation.
The rat was euthanized with an overdose of pentobarbital (300mg/kg, i.p.). Transcardial
perfusion began before the heart stopped beating. A horizontal cut was made below the sternum
to expose the organs, the diaphragm was sliced through and the pericardium was removed. A
butterfly needle of 21G or 23G was inserted into the left ventricle towards the aorta and an
incision was made in the right atrium. Phosphate-buffered saline (PBS, 0.04M) was pumped
through a syringe connected to the butterfly needle until the liquid coming from the right atrium
was clear. Afterwards, 200mL paraformaldehyde (PFA, 4%, in 0.04M PBS) was pumped
through the syringe to fix brain tissues via the cardiovascular system. The rat was then beheaded
using a guillotine and the rat’s head was stored in the PFA solution for future brain extractions.
The brain was extracted by removing the skull and nearby tissues using a pair of rongeur. Dura
mater on top surface of the brain was completely removed before the brain was lifted using a
spatula. The brain was then stored in a 30% sucrose solution for cryoprotection. After the brain
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sank to the bottom of the container, it was cut in the coronal plane at the level caudal to bregma
and again in the midsagittal plane to form a block. The tissue was then placed in a vacuum along
with the brain matrix. After vacuuming, the base of the brain was placed on top of a brain holder
surrounded by layers of brain matrix. The tissue was then frozen and cut into 30µm sections
using a Leica Microsystems CM1050 S cryostat (Heidelberg, Germany). The sections were
examined using a brightfield microscope (Nikon Eclipse 800, Tucson, AZ). The location of
recording in the inferior colliculus was then identified.
2.6. Data analysis
Data from neurophysiological recordings were exported from Tucker-Davis Technologies
System 3 recording system into csv files using the OpenBrowser application (TDT; Alachua, FL).
The data were analyzed using the Excel application (Microsoft, Albuquerque, NM). Graphs were
plotted using Deltagraph v7 (Red Rock Software Inc., Salt Lake City, UT). Statistical analyses
were done using SPSS v26 (IBM, Armonk, NY).
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3. RESULTS
3.1. Responses of ensembles of neurons in the inferior colliculus
Local- field potentials (LFP) were recorded from the central nucleus of the inferior colliculus
(CNIC) in a total of 19 animals. A typical LFP waveform recorded from the rat’s CNIC
contained a small positive peak, a prominent negative peak (or trough), followed by a mediumsized second positive peak in response to a tone burst (Figure 18).
◄ Figure 18. An example of a LFP waveform. The waveform is
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The trough amplitudes and trough latencies were determined using the LFP waveform ( Figure
19). The trough amplitude was determined by subtracting the voltage found at the trough (or the
lowest point on the waveform) to the average voltage of the baseline (from the last 500ms of the
train where there were no stimulations). The trough latency was determined by subtracting the
time when the trough occurred to the onset time of the acoustic stimulus.
◄ Figure 19. An example LFP waveform
showing the trough amplitude and the trough
latency.
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presented alone at the best frequency of the
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recording site (in blue): 14500Hz. The solid black bar shows the timing of the tone burst.
3.1.1. Basic characteristics of an LFP recorded from the IC
For each animal, the frequency-tuning curve (FTC; the threshold- frequency relationship) and the
best frequency (i.e. the frequency at which the lowest threshold in intensity was observed) of the
recording site were determined. Figure 20 showed a FTC from an example animal.
◄ Figure 20. An example of a
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frequency is known as the threshold. The corresponding frequency is known as the best
frequency (BF). In this case, the BF is 6200Hz and the threshold is 15dB.
At the best frequency of the recording site, a trough amplitude-intensity curve was obtained
(Figure 21). Increasing the intensity of the tone burst above the threshold resulted in an increase
in trough amplitudes.
◄ Figure 21. An example of a trough amplitude-
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function is obtained when the tone bursts are presented at c90° (with respect to the recording
electrode) at the BF from 25dB to 85dB. The threshold is at 25dB.
3.1.2. LFP elicited by a pair of leading-trailing tone bursts that we re colocalized at c90°
A pair of leading-trailing tone bursts was determined based on the BF of the recording site. The
frequency of the trailing tone burst was played at the BF, while the frequency of the leading tone
burst was played at BF±0.1 octaves.
The train of leading-trailing sound pairs, and the leading and the trailing sound presented alone
elicited neural responses. Shown in Figure 22 were example LFP waveforms that included the
responses to sounds presented alone at c90° and in colocalized pairs. In comparison to the
responses elicited by the trailing sound presented alone, the responses to the trailing tone in a
leading-trailing sound pair were suppressed. The responses to the leading tone in a leadingtrailing sound pair were similar in strength to the responses seen when the leading sound was
presented alone.
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▲ Figure 22. Example waveforms from an individual case showing LFPs elicited by a
leading and a trailing tone colocalized at c90°. The responses are from the animal
ST20190530_1. The BF of the site of recording is 14500Hz. The frequency of the leading tone is
at 14006.077Hz. The top- left panel shows the LFP waveform elicited by a leading tone presented
alone. The top-right panel shows the LFP waveform elicited by a trailing tone presented alone.
The bottom panel shows the LFP waveform elicited by a pair of leading and t railing tones
presented with an ISI of 16ms. The blue lines mark the important datapoints used for calculations.
The horizontal bars represent the timing of the tone bursts. The black bars show the timing of the
leading tone burst. The red bars show the timing of the trailing tone burst.
The trough amplitude was used to reflect the strength of an LFP. Using the LFP waveforms
(Figure 22), the trough amplitude responding to a trailing sound in a pair was normalized by
dividing against the trough amplitude responding to a trailing sound presented alone. This value
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was known as the normalized response (NR). The NR for trough amplitudes (NRLFP ) was found
using the equation below (1).

(1)

where Trough Amplitude(paired) was the trough amplitude of an LFP elicited by either a leading or
a trailing tone in a leading-trailing pair. The Trough Amplitude(alone) was the trough amplitude of
an LFP elicited by either a leading or a trailing tone presented alone. An NRLFP value of 1 meant
that the trough amplitude elicited in the paired tone condition was similar in strength of response
to the trough amplitude elicited by a tone presented alone. This meant that the response to that
said tone was not affected by any other tones within or outside of the train of acoustic stimuli.
An NRLFP value of under 1 meant that the response to a tone was suppressed by the presence of
another tone (either within or outside of the train of acoustic stimuli). The NRLFP was calculated
with each experimental condition (i.e. temporal and spatial conditions in the leading- trailing
pairs).
On the other hand, the trough latency of the response (the time between the beginning of the tone
burst to the trough of the response) was calculated along with the trough amplitude of the
response, but the former does not need to be normalized.
An NRLFP -ISI and a latency-ISI curve were plotted for both the responses to a leading sound and
to a trailing sound. Examples of these curves were shown in Figure 23. All NR values at
different ISIs were around the NR value of 1 (Figure 23A, left). The corresponding latencies
were also constant across the different ISI conditions and compared to the latencies of the
responses to the leading tone presented alone at c90° (Figure 23A, right). The responses to the
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leading tone in a train of leading-trailing sound pairs were not affected by the trailing sound in a
preceding train of acoustic stimuli.
The NR values corresponding to the responses to a trailing tone in a leading-trailing sound pair
were much lower than the NR values of 1, especially at low ISIs ( Figure 23B, left). The NR
value approached 1 with larger ISIs (Figure 23B, left). However, with the largest ISI recorded
(520ms), the NR value did not reach 1 (Figure 23B, left). The corresponding latencies were
minimally changed when comparing the latencies across different ISI conditions and to the
latencies of the responses when the trailing tone was presented a lone (Figure 23B, right).
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latency of the response to a leading tone at c90° presented in a leading-trailing pair. The left and
the right panels of B: the NR and the trough latency of the responses to the trailing tone at c90°
presented in a leading-trailing pair. The blue horizontal dashed line in the left panels show the
NR value of 1 (i.e. the response to a sound in a pair is equal to the response to the sound
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presented alone). The blue horizontal dashed line in the right panels show the latency of the
responses to a sound presented alone at c90°.
The group results indicated that the responses to a leading sound in a train of leading- trailing
sound pairs were similar to the responses to the leading sound presented alone at c90°. There
were no significant differences with the NR values found across the different ISI conditions
(Figure 24, left; Univariate Analysis of Variance: F(8,145)=0.912, p=0.508). The latencies of
the responses were also not affected by the trailing sound in the train or in the previous train of
acoustic stimuli at any ISI (Figure 24, right; Univariate Analysis of Variance: F(8,154)=0.067,
p=1.000). The responses to the leading sound were not affected by a trailing sound in a preceding
train of leading- trailing sound pairs.
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▲ Figure 24. Group results from 19 rats showing the responses to a leading tone in a
leading-trailing sound pair. Both the leading and the trailing tones are colocalized at c90°. The
left panel shows an NRLFP -ISI curve. The NR values elicited by a leading sound show minimal
changes over a wide range of ISIs and are around an NR value of 1. The blue horizontal dashed
line shows the NR value of 1. The right panel shows a trough latency-ISI curve. The latency of
the LFP elicited by a leading sound shows minimal changes over a wide range of ISIs and in
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comparison to the response seen when the leading sound is presented alone. The blue horizontal
line shows the latency of the LFP elicited by a leading tone alone. The error bars represent the
standard error of the mean.
The group results indicated that the responses elicited by a trailing sound in a train of leadingtrailing sound was suppressed in comparison to the response elicited by the trailing sound
presented alone. The NR value was below 1 at low ISIs and approached the NR value of 1 at
larger ISIs (Figure 25, left; Univariate Analysis of Variance: F(8,145)=8.540, p<0.001**).
Multiple comparisons (Bonferroni) found significant differences between the NR values obtained
when the ISI was at 8ms and the NR values obtained at ISIs greater than 72ms (Figure 25, left).
The differences also existed between the NR value s obtained at ISI of 12ms and the NR values
obtained at ISIs greater than 72ms, and between the NR values obtained at ISI of 16ms and NR
values obtained at ISI of greater than 72ms (Figure 25, left). The latencies of the trailing tones
under the paired conditions tend to be slightly higher in response than the latencies of the
responses to the trailing tone presented alone (Figure 25, right). The trough latency of the
responses across different ISIs were not significantly different ( Figure 25, right; Univariate
Analysis of Variance: F(8,150)=0.565, p=0.805). Temporal separation between the two tones
reduced the suppressive effect produced by a leading tone on the responses to the trailing tone.
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▲ Figure 25. Group results from 19 rats showing the responses to a trailing tone in a
leading-trailing sound pair. Both the leading and the trailing tones are colocalized at c90°. The
left panel shows the NRLFP -ISI curve corresponding to the trailing tone in a pair. The NR values
are under 1 and approach 1 at large ISIs. The blue horizontal dashed line shows the NR value of
1. The right panel shows the trough latency-ISI curve. The latency of the response elicited by the
trailing sound shows minimal changes across different ISIs and are slightly longer in response to
the latencies elicited by the trailing sound presented alone. The blue horizontal line represents
the latency of the LFP elicited by a trailing tone presented alone. The error bars ind icate the
standard errors of the mean.
In general, when the leading and the trailing tones in a pair within a train were colocalized at
c90°, the response to the leading tone was not affected by the previous or consecutive trailing
tone, while the response to a trailing tone was suppressed by the presence of the leading tone.
This degree of suppression was greater at low ISIs and the suppression became weaker at larger
ISIs.
3.1.3. Directional dependence of an LFP elicited by a single sound
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The LFP elicited by a single tone burst was reduced when the sound was relocated from c90° to
another azimuth. Example waveforms were shown in Figure 26. The trough amplitudes of the
responses to a tone burst were smaller when the sound was presented at i90° compared the
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responses to the tone burst when the sound was presented at either c90° or 0° ( Figure 26).
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▲ Figure 26. Example showing waveforms of LFP elicited by a tone burst presented alone
at different azimuths. The results are from the case ST20181231_3. The BF of the site of
recording is 11000Hz. The frequency used is 11387.914Hz. From the left to the right panels, the
panels show the responses to the tone bursts when it is presented at c90°, 0°, or i90° respectively.
When the tone burst is presented at i90°, the trough amplitude of the waveform is reduced
compared to other panels, but is not completely suppressed. The black bars represent the timing
of the tone burst used to elicit the responses.
Examples of the NRLFP -azimuth and the trough latency-azimuth curves were shown in Figure 27.
The NR values was lower when the sound was presented at the ipsilateral side compared to NR
values obtained when the sound was presented at the contralateral side (with respect to the
recording electrode) (Figure 27, left). The NR value in response to the tone was low but was not
at 0 when the tone burst was presented at i90° (Figure 27, left). There were minimal changes to
the trough latencies of the responses to the tone bursts across different azimuths; the latencies
were slightly longer when the tone burst was presented at ipsilateral angles ( Figure 27, right).
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▲ Figure 27. Example NR LFP-azimuth and trough latency-azimuth curves from the
responses to a single sound presented at different azimuths. The responses are from the
animal ST20181223_1. The BF is 1500Hz. The frequency used is 1552.897Hz. The left panel
shows the NRLFP-azimuth curve. The NR value is lower when the sound is presented at the
ipsilateral side rather than the contralateral side. When the tone burst is presented at i90°, the
corresponding NR value to the response is around 0.5. The blue horizontal dashed line showed
an NR value of 1. The right panel shows the trough latency-azimuth curve. There seems to be a
slight increase in the latencies of the responses when the tone burst is presented at ipsilateral
angles when compared to the latencies of the responses to the to ne burst at other angles. The blue
horizontal dashed line shows the latencies of the responses to the tone burst presented at c90°.
In the group results, the response to a tone burst was reduced when the tone burst was presented
at off-c90° angles. However, this reduction in NR values were not significant (Figure 28, left;
Univariate Analysis of Variance: F(4,72)=0.938, p=0.447). The trough latencies of the responses
minimally changed across the different azimuth conditions (Figure 28, right; Univariate
Analysis of Variance: F(4,72)=0.386, p=0.818).
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▲ Figure 28. Group results from 19 rats showing the amplitude of the LFP elicited by a
tone burst presented at different azimuths. The left panel shows the NRLFP -azimuth curve. In
general, the NR values are lower than 1 when the tone bursts are presented at off-c90° angles.
The blue horizontal dashed line shows the NR value of 1. The right panel shows the trough
latency-azimuth curve. The latencies are similar when comparing the responses to the tone bursts
at different angles, except the responses when the tone burst is played at i90°. The latter response
has a slightly longer trough latency. The blue horizontal dashed line shows the average latency of
the response when the tone burst is played alone at c90°. The error bars represent the standard
error of the mean.
In general, when a tone was played at ipsilateral azimuths, the amplitude of the response to the
tone was reduced compared to the responses seen when the tone was played at the contralateral
azimuths. However, this trend was not significant. The latencies of the responses were also not
significant across the different conditions of azimuths.
3.1.4. Changes of responses to the leading and the trailing sounds caused by spatial
separation between the sounds
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The responses to a pair of leading- trailing tones were obtained when the leading tone was
presented at various azimuths including c90° while the trailing tone was fixed at c90°. Changing
the leading speaker azimuths changed the responses to the lead ing sound and the responses to the
trailing sound. The waveforms shown in the bottom panels of Figure 29 were responses that
were elicited by a pair of leading-trailing tones when the leading sound was at either c90° or i90°.
In this example, the leading and the trailing sounds were separated by an ISI of 72ms (Figure
29). The response to a leading sound was more suppressed when the leading tone was presented
at ipsilateral rather than contralateral angles. The response to the trailing tone was larger when
the leading sound was presented at i90°. Regardless of the location of the leading sound, the
responses elicited by the leading sound in a leading- trailing pair were the same as those elicited
by the same sound presented alone – the response to the leading sound were more suppressed at
ipsilateral angles and were less suppressed at contralateral angles.
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▲ Figure 29. Example showing that relocation of the leading tone burst changed both
responses to a leading and a trailing tone burst. The results are from ST20181231_3. The BF
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of the site of recording is 11000Hz. The frequency of the leading tone burst is 11387.914Hz. A:
The waveforms obtained when both tones are presented at c90°. The top panels are the LFP
waveforms elicited by a leading tone and a trailing tone presented alone, respectively. The
bottom panel shows the response elicited by a pair of leading-trailing tone bursts when the tones
were presented at c90° but separated by an ISI of 72ms. B: The waveforms obtained when the
leading tone burst is presented at i90° while the trailing tone burst is presented at c90°. The top
panels show the LFP waveforms elicited by a leading tone and a trailing tone presented alone,
respectively. The bottom panel shows the responses elicited by a leading- trailing tone pair when
the two tones were separated by an ISI of 72ms. The red and blue horizontal bars represent the
timing of the leading and the trailing tone bursts, respectively.
An NRLFP -azimuth and a trough latency-azimuth curve were plotted for both the responses to the
leading sound (Figure 30). The NR values corresponding to the responses to the leading tone
burst displayed an azimuth-dependent reduction when the location of the leading tone speaker
was relocated from c90° to i90° (Figure 30A). The trough latencies of the responses were
slightly longer when the leading tone was presented at the ipsilateral side (Figure 30B).
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▲ Figure 30. Example NR LFP-azimuth and trough latency-azimuth curves based on the
response to a leading tone in a leading-trailing pair. The responses are from the animal
ST20190529_1. The best frequency of the site of recording is 5500Hz. The frequency of the
leading sound is 5693.957Hz. The ISI used is 24ms. The left panel shows the NRLFP -azimuth
curve corresponding to the response to the leading tone. The NR value is below 1 in all
azimuthal conditions. The NR value is lower when the leading tone is presented at ipsilateral
angles. The blue horizontal dashed line shows the NR value of 1. The right panel shows the
trough latency-azimuth curve corresponding to the response to the leading tone. The blue dashed
horizontal line represents the latencies of the response to a leading tone presented alone at c90°.
The response to the trailing tone in a leading-trailing pair was less suppressed when a leading
tone was presented at the ipsilateral side rather than the contralateral side. The NR value
approached 1 when the leading tone was presented at i90°. The NR values were low when the
leading tones were at contralateral angles, but the values were not at 0 ( Figure 31A). The
latencies of the responses did not seem to be altered by the angle in which the leading tone was
presented from (Figure 31B).
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▲ Figure 31. Example NR LFP-azimuth and trough latency-azimuth curves of the responses
to a trailing tone obtained whe n a leading sound was at diffe rent azimuths. The responses
are from the animal ST20181231_3. The BF of the site of recording is 11000Hz. The frequency
of the leading tone is 11387.914Hz. The left and the right panels show the NRLFP -azimuth and
the trough latency-azimuth curves for the responses to a trailing tone, respectively. The blue
dashed horizontal lines in the left and right panels represent the NR value of 1 and the latencies
of the responses to a trailing sound when the trailing tone is presented alone at c90°.
When the leading tone was presented on the ipsilateral side, the trough amplitude of the response
to the leading sound was suppressed compared to when the leading tone was presented at
contralateral angles. The corresponding NR values were reduced when the leading tone was
presented at ipsilateral angles, but the NR values were not at 0 (Figure 32, left). When the
leading tone was presented at i90°, the resulting NR values were around 0.5 (Figure 32, left).
There were significant differences across the different azimuthal conditions at ISI of 12ms
(Figure 32, left; Univariate Analysis of Variance: F(4,65)=3.549, p=0.011*). Multiple
comparisons (Bonferroni) showed that the responses when the leading tone was presented at c90°
were different from the responses seen when the leading tone was presented at i90° (p=0.029*).
Similar results were seen at different ISIs; all ISI conditions yielded significant responses when
comparing the different azimuthal conditions. At ISI of 8ms, the responses when the leading tone
was presented at c90° were significantly different from the responses when the leading tone was
presented at either i45° or i90°. Similar to be said for the responses seen when the leading tone
was presented at c45°. For ISIs of 16ms to 520ms, the responses when the leading to ne was at
c90° were different from the responses when the leading tone was at i45° or i90°. The responses
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when the leading tone was at c45° were also different from the responses when the leading tone
was at either i45° or i90°.
At the ISI of 12ms, the trough latencies of the responses were the same across the different
categories of azimuths (Figure 32, right; Univariate Analysis of Variance: F(4,72)=0.150,
p=0.962). Similar to the results obtained at the ISI of 12ms, the latencies of the responses to a
leading sound obtained at different ISIs were not significantly different across different
azimuthal conditions.
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▲ Figure 32. Group results from 19 ensembles of neurons showing the responses to a
leading tone at different azimuths while the trailing tone was fixed at c90°. The ISI used is
12ms. The left panel shows the NRLFP -azimuth curve. The NR values are around 0.5 when the
leading tone is presented at ipsilateral angles. The right panel shows the trough latency-azimuth
curve. The blue horizontal dashed lines found in the left and the right panels represent the NR
value of 1 and the latencies of the responses to a leading tone when the leading tone is presented
alone at c90°.
The response to the trailing tone increased when the leading tone was presented at off-c90°
azimuths compared to the responses when the leading tone was presented at c90°. This increase
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reflected the reduction in the level of suppression produced by a leading sound on the responses
to the trailing sound. The NR value corresponding to the responses to the trailing tone when the
leading tone was at i90° approached 1 (Figure 33, left). Despite the apparent change in the
degree of suppression, a statistically significant level was not reached at any ISIs. In Figure 33,
the responses seen were when the ISI was at 24ms (Univariate Analysis of Variance:
F(4,65)=0.384, p=0.819). There were minimal non-significant changes in the trough latencies of
the responses to the trailing tone, including the conditions that used the ISI of 24ms ( Figure 33,
right; Univariate Analysis of Variance: F(4,69)=0.830, p=0.511).
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▲ Figure 33. Group results from 19 ensembles of neurons showing responses to a trailing
tone fixed at c90° while the leading tone was relocated to various azimuths. The ISI used is
24ms. The left panel shows the NRLFP-azimuth curve and the right panel shows the trough
latency-azimuth curve. The blue horizontal dashed lines in the left and the right panels represent
the NR value of 1 and the latencies of the responses to the trailing tone when the trailing tone is
presented alone at c90° The error bars represent the standard error of the mean.
In general, when the leading tone in a leading-trailing pair was presented at the ipsilateral side,
the trough amplitude of the response was reduced compared to the responses when the leading
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tone was presented at any other angle. The azimuth of the leading tone did not change the trough
latencies of the responses to the leading tone. The response to the trailing tone became less
suppressed when the leading tone was presented at ipsilateral angles, but this release from
suppression was not significant. The latencies of the responses to the trailing tone did not change
regardless of where the leading tone was presented from.
3.1.5. The suppressive effect produced by a leading sound at different locations
The time course of suppression produced by a leading sound presented at different azimuths on
the responses to the trailing sound were compared (Figure 34). The leading sound presented at
other azimuths produced a suppressive effect on the responses to the trailing sound when the two
sounds were separated by a short ISI. The suppressive effect was reduced at larger ISIs.
Univariate Analysis of Variance for ISI*Azimuth did not reveal any significance:
F(32,637)=0.281, p=1.000. However, Univariate Analysis of Variance for ISI revealed
significant differences (p<0.001**). Univariate Analysis of Variance for azimuths also revealed
significant differences (p=0.002**). Generally, the NR values at ISI of 8ms were d ifferent from
the NR values obtained at ISIs greater than 24ms throughout the different azimuths. Likewise,
the NR values at ISI of 12ms and 16ms were different from the NR values obtained at ISIs
greater than 24ms. NR values obtained ISI of 24ms were different from the NR values obtained
at ISIs greater than 136ms.
In general, the NR values obtained when the leading tone was presented at c90° were
significantly different from those obtained when the leading tone was presented at i45°
(p=0.023*), but not at i90° (p=1.000), throughout the ISIs. The NR values obtained when the
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leading tone was presented at 0° were also different from the NR values obtained when the
leading tone was presented at i45° (p=0.001**), throughout the ISIs.

▲ Figure 34. Group results from 19 ensembles of neurons showing the time course of
suppression of the responses to a trailing tone at a fixed location at c90° while a leading
tone was at various azimuths. From the left to the right panels, the NR values (in black) are in
response to the trailing tone when the leading tone is at c90°, c45°, 0°, i45° or i90°, respectively.
The NR values approach 1 at large ISIs. Moderate differences can be seen at mid ISIs when
looking at the curves in the 5 panels. The blue horizontal dashed line in each panel shows the NR
value of 1. The error bars show the standard error of the mean.
Further analyses were conducted on the NRLFP -ISI graph for the responses to a trailing tone to
find the ISI value that was associated with an NR value of 0.7 or ISI70 (Figure 35). The ISI70
value was used to reflect the time course of suppression produced by a leading sound on the
response to a trailing sound.
◄ Figure 35. An ISI70 value obtained from an
NRLFP-ISI graph. The responses are from the
case ST20190520_1. The BF of the site of
recording is 4500Hz. The frequency of the
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leading tone is 4346.713Hz. NR values in response to a trailing tone presented a t c90° are
obtained when the leading tone is presented at c90°. The red horizontal lines show the NR values
of 1 and 0.7, respectively. The dashed vertical red line marks the ISI70 value (i.e. the ISI at
which the NR value is equal to 0.7).
In the case in which the ISI70 did not fall onto any of the data points obtained from the
experiment, an interpolation was conducted using the following formula (2).
(2)

where (x1, y1) and (x2, y2) were the Cartesian coordinates of the two data points on the two sides
of the ISI70 point on an NR-ISI curve, and y=0.70 (signifying 70% of the response to the trailing
tone when it was presented alone).
A small ISI70 value reflected a short time course of suppression, while a large ISI70 value
reflected a longer time course of suppression (i.e. the response to the trailing tone took longer to
recover from the suppression elicited by the presence of the leading tone).
For each animal, an ISI70 value was obtained when a leading sound was presented at each of the
5 azimuths (Figure 36). The results suggested that the ISI70 value was longer when the leading
sound was presented at the contralateral side rather than the ipsilateral side (Figure 36).
However, the difference across the different azimuthal conditions did not reach a statistically
significant level (Figure 36; Univariate Analysis of Variance: F(4,72)=0.786, p=0.538).
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◄ Figure 36. ISI70 values based on the
responses to the trailing tone presented at
c90° when the leading sound was presented
at various azimuths. The bar chart (with
standard error of the mean as error bars)
suggests that the suppressive effect produced
by a leading sound last longer when the sound
was presented at contralateral rather than ipsilateral azimuths.
Analyses of ISI70 values suggested that the suppression produced by a leading sound lasted
longer when the sound was at c90°, c45°, or 0° compared to when the leading sound was
presented at i45° or i90°. Although, this was not statistically significant. The results indicated
that the responses to the trailing tone became significantly less suppressed with larger
interstimulus intervals across all spatial conditions.
3.1.6. The effect of the numbe r of bursts of a leading sound on the LFPs elicited by a
trailing sound
To find whether repetitive presentation of a leading sound could enhance the suppressive effect
on the responses to the trailing tone, the response to the trailing tone was obtained when the
trailing tone was preceded by either one burst or eight bursts of a leading sound (Figure 37).
These responses were compared (Figure 37).
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▲ Figure 37. Example waveforms elicited by two different paradigms of leading and
trailing sounds. The responses are from the animal ST20190530_1. The best frequency of the
site of recording is 14500Hz. The frequency of the leading tone is 14006.077Hz. Both the
leading and the trailing tones are presented at c90°. A: The waveforms elicited by one burst of
leading sound and one burst of trailing sound when they are presented alone, respectively (top
two panels), and the waveforms elicited when one burst of leading tone is followed by one burst
of trailing tone (bottom panel). The ISI used is 16ms. The responses to the trailing tone is
reduced when the trailing tone is preceded by one burst of leading tone, in comparison to the
response elicited when the trailing tone is presented alone. B: The waveforms elicited by eight
bursts of leading tones and one burst of a trailing tone when they are presented alone (top two
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panels), and the waveforms elicited when eight bursts of leading tones are followed by one burst
of a trailing tone (bottom panel). The ISI used is 16ms (from the onset of the last burst of the
leading sound to the onset of the trailing tone). The responses to the trailing tone when the
trailing tone is preceded by eight leading tones are reduced in comparison to the response to the
trailing tone when the trailing tone is presented alone. The black and the red bars indicate the
timing of the leading and the trailing tone, respectively.
NR-ISI and trough latency-ISI curves were created based on the responses to the trailing sound
to evaluate the time course of suppression produced by one versus eight bursts of a leading sound
(Figure 38). When the trailing sound was preceded by one burst of a leading sound, the NR
value corresponding to the response to the trailing sound was low at short ISIs, but NR values
increased (or response became less suppressed) at larger ISIs (Figure 38A, left). The NR value
was around 1 or the response was not suppressed when the ISI was above 264ms ( Figure 38A,
left). The latencies of the responses were not changed regardless of whether the leading tone was
present and across the entire range of ISIs (Figure 38A, right).
When the trailing sound was preceded by 8 burst of leading sounds, the responses to the trailing
sound was suppressed over the entire range of the ISI conditions tested. The NR values remained
under 1 for all of the ISI conditions tested (Figure 38B, left). The degree of suppression
produced by 8 bursts of leading sounds was larger than the suppressive effect produced by 1
burst of leading sounds at long ISIs (Figure 38, left). There were minimal changes to the trough
latencies of the responses across the different ISIs and compared to the latencies from the
responses to the trailing tone when the trailing tone was presented alone ( Figure 38B, right).
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14006.077Hz. A: The

responses to a trailing tone that is preceded by one burst of leading tone. The left panel shows the
NRLFP-ISI curve. The right panel shows a trough latency-ISI curve. B: The responses to a trailing
tone that is preceded by eight bursts of a leading tone. The left panel shows a trough amplitude
NRLFP-ISI curve. The right panel shows the trough latency-ISI curve. In the left panels, the blue
horizontal dashed lines show the NR value of 1. In the right panels, the blue horizontal dashed
line shows the latencies of the responses to the trailing tone when the trailing tone was presented
at c90°.
The responses to the trailing tone under the eight leading tone followed by one trailing tone
condition took longer to recover from suppression and had a flatter curve compared to the
responses to the trailing tone in the condition with one leading tone followed by one trailing tone.
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The NR-ISI curves under both the one leading and the eight leading tone conditions were placed
in the same panels at 5 different spatial conditions for direct comparison between the number of
leading tones and the spatial relationships between the leading a nd the trailing tones (Figure 39).
The responses to the trailing tone under the one leading tone cond ition were consistently larger
or less suppressed compared to the responses to the trailing tone under the eight leading tone
condition (Figure 39). This was true for the responses elicited throughout the different spatial
relationships between the leading and the trailing tones at all ISIs (Figure 39).
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▲ Figure 39. The suppressive effect caused by 1 vers us 8 bursts of leading tones on the
responses to the trailing tone when the leading stimuli was presented at different azimuths .
The responses are from the animal ST20181223_1. The BF of the area of recording is 1500Hz.
The frequency of the leading tone is 1552.897Hz. From the left to the right panels, the trailing
tone is fixed at c90° while the leading tone is presented at c90°, c45°, 0°, i45°, or i90°,
respectively. The blue curves show the NR values from the responses to the trailing tone that is
preceded by one burst of a leading tone. The red curves show the NR values from the responses
to the trailing tone that is preceded by eight bursts of leading tones. The NR values for the latter
conditions are consistently lower than the NR values of the former conditions. Generally, all NR
values are under 1. The black dashed horizontal line shows the NR value of 1.
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To fully reveal the possible trends or differences based on the number of leading tones on the
responses to the trailing tone, the group results of the trailing tone under the one versus eight
leading tone conditions were compared (Figure 40). For the colocalized response, Univariate
Analysis of Variance for # of leading tones*ISI showed non-significant results: F(8,292)=0.191,
p=0.992 (Figure 40; first panel). However, Univariate Analysis of Variance for # of leading
tones and ISI separately showed significant results: p=0.023* and p<0.001**, respectively. There
were significant differences between the NR values under different conditions of leading tones,
but it was not as significant as the differences between the NR values under different ISIs when
the two tones were colocalized.
Univariate Analysis of Variance for # of leading tones*ISI for the NR values corresponding to
the trailing tone when the leading tone was presented at c45° yielded F(8,233)=0.671, p=0.717
(Figure 40, second panel). Separately, there were significant differences on the responses based
on the number of leading tones preceding the trailing tone (p<0.001**) and the responses based
solely on the ISIs (p<0.001**) (Figure 40, second panel). Similar results were seen for the
responses when the leading tone was presented at 0° (Figure 40, third panel; # of leading
tones*ISI: p=0.886, # of leading tones: p<0.001**, ISI: p<0.001**), i45° (Figure 40, fourth
panel; # of leading tones*ISI: p=0.974, # of leading tones: p<0.001**, ISI: p<0.001**) or i90°
(Figure 40, fifth panel; # of leading tones*ISI: p=0.487, # of leading tones: p<0.001**, ISI:
p<0.001**).
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▲ Figure 40. Group results from 19 rats showing the suppressive effect produced by one
(in blue) versus eight (in red) bursts of leading sounds on the responses to a trailing sound
at c90°. The NR values are obtained from the responses to the trailing sound when the leading
sounds are at various azimuths. The five panels from left to right represent the responses
obtained when a leading tone is presented at c90°, c45°, 0°, i45° or i90°, respectively. The black
horizontal dashed line represents the NR value of 1. The error bars indicate the standard error of
the mean.
The responses to the trailing tone that was preceded by one burst of leading tone were generally
less suppressed than the responses to the trailing tone that was preceded by eight b ursts of the
leading tone. The difference between these two different leading tone conditions was larger at
when the leading tone was presented at ipsilateral angles.
3.2. Responses of single neurons in the IC
73 well- isolated neurons were recorded from a total of 27 rats. The action potential discharges
elicited by a pair of leading-trailing tone bursts and when the two tones were presented alone
were registered from these neurons.
3.2.1. Basic characteristics of responses of IC neurons to a single tone burst
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Action potential discharges from single unit recordings were gathered into a post-stimulus time
histogram (PSTH), as seen in Figure 41. From the PSTHs, the number of action potential
discharges elicited from the tone burst (plus an addition 30ms at the end of the tone burst to
account for the latency of the response) was added to determine the strength of the neural
responses to a tone burst (Figure 41).
◄ Figure 41. An example of a post-stimulus time
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Along with number of firings being added in a 130ms range, the number of firings in a 30ms (i.e.
the onset 30ms of the tone burst) and in the latter 100ms (i.e. the last 70ms of the tone burst plus
another 30ms to account for latency of the response) were also added for analyses.
3.2.1.1. Spectral characte ristics of responses
The best frequencies (BF) in the experiment ranged from 500 to 50000Hz. All tones within the
same experiment were played at the same intensity. This intensity was within the range of 10dB
to 30dB above the minimal threshold of a neuron. Figure 42 showed a distribution of the BF
along with its minimal threshold of each neuron used in the experiments. The range of the
minimal threshold of the experiments were from 2dB to 80dB with the first to third quartile at
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20dB, 45dB, and 60dB, respectively. For an example of a frequency-tuning curve, see the LFP
section.
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▲ Figure 42. The distribution of the best frequencies and their respective minimum
thresholds. A: From Heffner et al., 1994. The audiograms of the rat from multiple studies: Kelly
& Masterton, 1977 (A), Heffner & Masterton, 1980 (C), Heffner & Heffner, 1985 (W), and
Heffner et al., 1994 (H). B: The distributions of the BF with their respective minimum thresholds
of the neurons in the present study.
The BF of the neuron of interest was used to determine the frequencies of the leading and the
trailing tone in the subsequent recordings to examine the effect of the leading sound on the
responses to the trailing sound. The trailing tone was always played at the BF of the neuron. The
leading tone was played at either 0.1 octaves above or below the BF of the neuron. Of the 73
single unit recordings, 38 of the experiments had the leading tone above the BF of the neuron
and 35 of the experiments had the leading tone below the BF of the neuron. Whether the
frequency of a leading tone was higher or lower than the BF of a neuron was determined
randomly.
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3.2.1.2. Temporal patterns of firing
When neurons within the CNIC were stimulated by tone bursts at suprathreshold levels, the
neurons can display various types of temporal patterns of firing. These patterns were classified
into two major classes in the present study: transient and sustained. Neurons with transient firing
patterns generated firing at the beginning of the tone burst and were further classified into the
onset and fast-adapting subtypes. Neurons of the onset subtype fired over a very short period of
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time (less than 15ms) at the onset of a tone burst (Figure 43).
◄ Figure 43. An example of a post-stimulus time
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11000Hz. The histogram is created using the action potentials elicited by 20 presentations of a
tone burst that presented alone at the BF of the neuron at c90°. The horizontal black bar shows
the timing of the tone burst. The time bin used for the histogram is 5ms.
Neurons of the fast-adapting subtype fired over a period that was longer than 15ms, but the firing
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dissipated before the end of the acoustic stimulation (Figure 44).
◄ Figure 44. An example of a post-stimulus time
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The histogram is created using action potentials elicited by 20 presentations of a tone burst
presented alone at the BF of the neuron at c90°. The horizontal black bar represents the duration
of the sound. The time bin used for the histogram is 5ms.
Neurons with sustained firing patterns had action potential firings that lasted from the onset to
the end of the tone burst. Neurons with sustained firing patterns include neurons with primarylike, pauser, chopping, and late- firing subtypes. A neuron with a primary-like firing patterns was
similar to the firing of the fast-adapting neurons except the sustained portion remained
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moderately to relatively high in response until the end of the acoustic stimulation (Figure 45).
◄ Figure 45. An example of a post-stimulus time
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firing pattern. The action potential discharges are
0

0

Time (ms)

250

from the neuron ST20190730_6. The BF of the

neuron is 1500Hz. The histogram is created using the action potentials elicited by 20
presentations of a tone burst presented at the BF of the neuron at c90°. The horizontal black bar
represents the timing of the sound. The time bin used is 5ms.
A neuron with a pauser firing pattern had an onset firing followed by a brief duration (5-15ms)

# of Action Potentials

of little to no firing, then the firing resumed until the end of the acoustic stimulation ( Figure 46).
◄ Figure 46. An example of a post-stimulus

25

time histogram of a neuron showing a pauser
firing patte rn. The data is from the neuron
0

0

Time (ms)

250

ST20190723_3. The BF of the neuron is 1500Hz.

The histogram is made using action potentials elicited by 20 presentations of a tone burst
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presented at the BF of the neuron at c90°. The horizontal black bar shows the timing of the sound.
The time bin used is 5ms.
When periods (5-15ms) of spontaneous or no firing occurred more than once throughout the

# of Action Potentials

acoustic stimulation, the neuronal firing pattern was called a chopping firing pattern ( Figure 47).
◄ Figure 47. An example of a post-stimulus

45

time histogram of a neuron showing a chopping
firing pattern. The data is from the neuron
0

0

Time (ms)

250

ST20190118_3. The BF of the neuron is 2000Hz.

The histogram is created using action potentials elicited by 20 presentations of a tone burst
presented at the BF of the neuron at c90°. The horizontal black bar represent the timing of the
tone burst. The time bin used is 5ms.
A neuron with late- firing had firing that occurred after 20ms from the start of the acoustic
stimulation and fired until the end of the acoustic stimulation. This neuronal firing pattern was
not found in these experiments.
A majority of the neurons recorded in the present study had transient firing patterns. Of the 73
neurons, 59 of the neurons displayed transient firing patterns and 14 of the neurons displayed
sustained firing patterns.
3.2.1.3. Spontaneous activity
Spontaneous firing was recorded from individual neurons. This was done when no acoustic
stimulations were presented. The numbers of action potential discharges were counted over a
130ms period (i.e. over the period of which a sound-driven response would be measured). The
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spontaneous firing rate was then calculated. The rate ranged from 0-25.38 action potentials per
second, with a mean of 5.04/s and a median of 1.5/s (Figure 48). 73.26% of the neurons
displayed a firing rate lower than 5.04/s (Figure 48). For each of the neuron collected in the
present study, a spontaneous firing rate was obtained both at the beginning and at the end of the
recordings of the paradigms with the single and the paired tone bursts ( Figure 48). There were
no significant changes to the spontaneous firing over the time of recording (Figure 48;

# of action potentials per second

Univariate Analysis of Variance: F(1,88)=0.003, p=0.955).
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◄ Figure 48. Group results showing the rate of

20

spontaneous firing in CNIC neurons. The firing is
collected over the period in which a sound-driven

15

response would be collected if a sound is presented
10

(i.e. 130ms). The responses are from two free runs:
5

one from before the start of the recordings of the

0
Free run 1
Free run 2
Trials of Free Runs

responses to the single and paired tone bursts, and
another upon the completion of said recordings.

3.2.2. Firing elicited by a pair of leading-trailing tone bursts that we re colocalized at c90°
The responses to a pair of leading-trailing tone bursts presented at c90° were recorded in all 73
neurons in the present study. Example PSTHs were shown in Figure 49 and obtained for both
the responses to the leading and the trailing sounds when they were presented in a pair and
presented alone. The numbers of action potentials were counted to evaluate the strength of the
neural responses to a sound.
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▲ Figure 49. Example PSTHs showing the responses elicited by a leading and a trailing
tone burst when they were presented alone and in a pair colocalized at c90°. The results are
from the neuron ST20190801_6. The BF of the neuron is 8000Hz. The frequency of the leading
tone is 8282.119Hz. The top left and right panels (in red and blue) show responses to the leading
and the trailing tone bursts presented alone at c90°, respectively. The three bottom panels (in
purple) show the responses to the leading-trailing pair of tone bursts that were colocalized at c90°
at three different ISIs: 100ms (i.e. the onset of the trailing tone was at the offset of the leading
tone), 200ms, and 500ms. The horizontal bars represent the timing of the auditory stimuli: the
red bar represents the leading tone and the blue bar represents the trailing tone burst. The gray
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brackets indicate the time window over which action potentials were counted for each respective
stimuli (plus an additional 30ms to account for the latency of the response).
The number of action potentials elicited by a leading or a trailing tone burst in a pair was
normalized against the number of action potentials elicited by the respective tone burst presented
alone at c90°. This value was referred to as NRSU and was used to evaluate whether the
responses to a sound was affected when it was paired with another sound . The formula for NR SU
was shown below (3).

(3)

where # of Action Potentials(paired) and # of Action Potentials(alone) were the responses elicited by
a sound (either leading or trailing tone) when it was paired with another sound and when it was
presented alone, respectively.
A small NRSU value that was much lower than 1 indicate substantial suppression of the response
to the tone burst in a pair compared the responses to the same tone burst when it was presented
alone. An NR SU value around 1 indicate the lack of suppression to the response to a tone burst
by another sound in a train.
The NRSU values based on the responses to the same sound (either leading or trailing) at different
ISIs were plotted in an NR SU-ISI curve to evaluate the time course of the suppressive effect
generated by the other sound in a pair.
3.2.2.1. Firing elicited by a leading tone in a leading-trailing tone pair colocalized at c90°
In the present study, a pair of leading- trailing tone bursts was presented in 20 trains to elicit
neural responses. The responses elicited by the leading sound in a pair was compared to the
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responses elicited by the sound presented alone at c90°. The corresponding NR values were
around 1 across different ISIs (from 100ms to 1000ms) in the example in Figure 50. The
response to the leading tone remained relatively the same in strength in a train of leading- trailing
pairs and was generally unaffected by the trailing tone of the same train and of the preceding
train.
1.2

◄ Figure 50. Example NR SU-ISI curve for the

1

responses to a leading tone in a leading-trailing pair

NR

0.8

at c90° at different ISIs. The responses are from the

0.6

neuron ST20190606_3. The BF of the neuron is 3000Hz.

0.4

The frequency of the leading tone is 3105.795Hz. The

0.2
0
100

1000
ISI (ms, log)

neuron has an transient firing pattern of the fastadapting subtype.

The NR values (in black)

corresponding to responses to the leading sound are around 1. The blue dashed horizontal line is
at the NR value of 1.
Group results showed that there were some differences between the responses to t he leading tone
at different ISIs (Figure 51). The corresponding NR values were slightly below 1 (Figure 51).
There were also slight differences in the NR values across different ISIs, but it was not
significant (Figure 51; F(6,438)=1.536, p=0.165).
◄ Figure 51. Group NR SU-ISI curve for responses to the

1.2
1

leading tone at c90° in a leading-trailing pair for all 73

NR

0.8
0.6

neurons in a 0-130ms time window. The NRSU value is

0.4

slightly lower than the NR value of 1. The blue horizontal

0.2
0
100

1000
ISI (ms, log)
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dashed line shows the NR value of 1. The error bar shows the standard error of the mean.
Neurons with transient firing patterns showed the responses to the leading tone in a leadingtrailing pair was slightly lower than the responses to the leading tone when it was presented
alone. The corresponding NR value was slightly below 1 (Figure 52). There were no significant
differences in the NR values under the different ISI conditions ( Figure 52; Univariate Analysis
of Variance: F(6,351)=1.211, p=0.300).
◄ Figure 52. Group NR SU-ISI curve for responses to the

1.2
1

leading tone at c90° in a leading-trailing pair for 59

NR

0.8
0.6

neurons with transient firing patte rns in a 0-30ms time

0.4

window. The NRSU value is slightly lower than NR value of

0.2

1. The NR values are similar to each other when comparing

0
100

1000
ISI (ms, log)

the different ISI conditions. The blue horizontal dashed line

shows the NR value of 1. The error bars represent the standard error of the mean.
Neurons with sustained firing patterns showed that the early portion of the responses to the
leading tone in a leading-trailing tone pair seemed to be affected by the trailing tone from the
previous train (Figure 53). The corresponding NR values were below 1, especially at large ISIs
(Figure 53). It was suggested that a tone interacted with the responses to another tone even if
the two tones were 1000ms apart (which was the time gap between the trailing tone and the
leading tone of the next train). When comparing the different ISI conditions, the NR values were
significant (Figure 53; Univariate Analysis of Variance: F(6,80)=2.725, p=0.018*). However,
there were no actual significance in multiple comparisons (Bonferroni).
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◄ Figure 53. Group NR SU-ISI curve for responses to the

1.2
1

leading tone at c90° in a leading-trailing pair for 14

NR

0.8
0.6

neurons with sustained firing patterns in a 0 -30ms time

0.4

window. The NRSU value (in black) becomes lower than 1

0.2

with longer ISIs. The blue horizontal dashed line shows the

0
100

1000
ISI (ms, log)

NR value of 1. The error bars represent the standard error of

the mean.
The late portion (i.e. 30-130ms time window) of the sustained response to the leading tone had a
some NR values below 1 at certain ISIs, such as 150ms, 250ms, 500ms, and 750ms ( Figure 54).
There was not a gradual downward trend in NR values with larger ISIs (Figure 54), unlike the
onset portion of the sustained response (Figure 53). When comparing the NR values at different
ISIs, there were no significant differences (Figure 54; Univariate Analysis of Variance:
F(6,80)=0.924, p=0.483). There were large error bars associated with the NR values in the late
portion of the sustained response (Figure 54). This may indicate more variety in responses
associated with the late portions of the sustained response, perhaps due to the many different
subtypes of sustained firing.
◄ Figure 54. Group NR SU-ISI curve for responses to the

1.2
1

leading tone at c90° in a leading-trailing pair for 14

NR

0.8

neurons with sustained firing patterns in a 30-130ms

0.6
0.4

time window. The NRSU value (in black) is lower than 1 for

0.2

ISI of 150ms, and between ISIs of 250ms and 750ms. The
0
100

1000
ISI (ms, log)

blue horizontal dashed line shows the NR value of 1. The

error bars represent the standard error of the mean.
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The action potential discharges elicited by the leading sound in a leading- trailing tone pair were
generally lower in neurons with transient firing patterns compared tothe responses to the leading
sound presented alone at c90° across all ISI conditions. However, this was not statistically
significant. With greater ISIs, the onset portion of the sustained response became more
suppressed; this was statistically significant. This suggested that the onset portion of the
sustained response to the leading tone may be affected by the trailing tone of the last train,
despite there being a 1000ms time gap between these two tones. The late portion of the sustained
response seemed to have a reduction in response at certain ISIs, but was not significant.
3.2.2.2. Firing elicited by a trailing tone in a leading-trailing tone pair colocalized at c90°
The response to the trailing tone in a leading-trailing tone pair when both tones were colocalized
compared to the response to the trailing tone presented alone showed that the leading sound was
able to affect the responses to trailing sound. The corresponding NR values were low at small
ISIs and approached 1 with larger ISIs (Figure 55). The NR value was not at 0 with ISI of
100ms; the responses to the trailing tone at ISI of 100ms was not completely suppressed by the
leading tone (Figure 55). By ISI of 1000ms, the NR value reaches 1, meaning that the response
to the trailing tone, in this example, completely recovered from suppression ( Figure 55). There
also seemed to be a bump in NR values at ISI of ~200ms, but it may be caused by random
fluctuations (Figure 55).
◄ Figure 55. Example NRSU-ISI curve for responses to the

1.2
1

trailing tone at c90° in a colocalized leading-trailing pair at

NR

0.8
0.6

different ISI in a 0-130ms time window. The responses are

0.4

from the animal ST20190606_1. The BF of the neuron is

0.2
0
100

1000
ISI (ms, log)
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2000Hz. The neuron has a transient firing pattern with an onset subtype. The NR values (in black)
are generally below the NR value of 1, except at ISI of 1000ms. With greater ISIs, the NR values
approach 1. The blue horizontal dashed line shows the NR value of 1.
The group results showed that with greater ISIs, the responses to the trailing tone under the
paired conditions became less suppressed. The corresponding NR values at ISI of 100ms was
below 1, but was not at 0 (Figure 56). NR values at ISI of 200ms were much greater than the NR
values at ISI of 100ms (Figure 56). The NR values changed , but not to a great extent, from ISIs
of 200ms to 1000ms (Figure 56). At the ISI of 1000ms, the NR values did not reach 1, meaning
that the response to the trailing tone did not completely recover from suppression (Figure 56).
Unlike the individual example (Figure 55), the bump in NR values was not prevalent in the
group results (Figure 56).
Generally, the response to the trailing tone was affected by the presence of the leading tone, even
if the two tones were presented 1 second apart (Figure 56). Comparing the NR values across the
different ISI values yielded significant differences (Figure 56; Univariate Analysis of Variance:
F(6,438)=23.584, p<0.001**). Multiple comparisons (Bonferroni) showed that there were
differences between the responses at ISI of 100ms with all other ISIs (p<0.001**). The responses
at ISI of 150ms were different than the responses at ISIs of greater than 500ms (p=0.002**,
p=0.001**, and p<0.001**, respectively). The responses at ISI of 200ms were different than the
responses at ISI of 1000ms (p=0.028*).
◄ Figure 56. Group NRSU-ISI curve of the response to

1.2
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the trailing tone at c90° in a colocalized leading-trailing
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0.8

pair at different ISIs in all 73 neurons in a 0 -130ms time

0.6
0.4
0.2
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0
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window. The NR values (in black) remain below 1. The NR value is the lowest at ISI of 100ms.
The NR value approaches 1 with greater ISIs. The blue horizontal dashed line shows the NR
value of 1. The error bar represents the standard error of the mean.
Neurons with transient firing patterns had responses to the trailing tone that became less
suppressed with increasing ISIs (Figure 57). The corresponding NR values were the lowest at
ISI of 100ms and were lower than the NR values of all neurons, but was not at 0 (Figure 57).
The difference between the NR values at ISI of 100ms and 200ms was large (Figure 57). There
were also differences between the NR values from ISIs of 200ms to 1000ms, but to a lesser
extent (Figure 57). At ISI of 1000ms, the NR value did not reach 1, meaning that the responses
to the trailing tone did not completely recover from suppression ( Figure 57). There were
significant differences between the NR values across the different ISI conditions (Figure 57;
Univariate Analysis of Variance: F(6,344)=30.964, p<0.001**). Multiple comparisons
(Bonferroni) showed that there were significant differences between the NR values at ISI of
100ms with ISIs from 150ms to 1000ms (p<0.001**). There were also significant differences
between the NR values at ISI of 150ms with the ISIs of greater than 500ms (p<0.001**). There
were significant differences in the responses at ISI of 200ms with the responses to ISIs of 750ms
(p=0.027*) and 1000ms (p=0.016*).
◄ Figure 57. Group NRSU-ISI curve of the response to

1.2
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the trailing tone at c90° in a colocalized leading-trailing

NR

0.8

pair at different ISIs in 59 neurons with transient firing

0.6

patterns in a 0-30ms time window. The NR values (in
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black) are below the NR value of 1. The NR value
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approaches 1 with increasing ISIs. The blue horizontal dashed line shows the NR value of 1. The
error bar shows the standard error of the mean.
The responses to the trailing tone in neurons with sustained firing followed a similar trend with
the responses in neurons with transient firing patterns (Figure 57), especially with the onset
portion of the sustained response (Figure 58). However, at small ISIs, the suppression of the
response was not as large as in neurons with transient firing patterns. The corresponding NR
value (Figure 58) was larger than that of the NR values of the neurons with transient firing
patterns at low ISIs (Figure 57). Although, both NR values remained much lower than 1 (Figure
57, 58). At ISI of 1000ms, the NR value approached 1, but not reach 1 (Figure 58). This meant
that the response to the trailing tone did not completely recover from suppression. When
comparing the NR values across different ISIs, the Univariate Analysis of Variance test yielded
non-significant results (Figure 58; F(6,80)=1.845, p=0.101).
◄ Figure 58. Group NRSU-ISI curve of the response to

1.2
1

the trailing tone at c90° in a colocalized leading-trailing

NR

0.8
0.6

pair at different ISIs in 14 neurons with sustained firing

0.4

patterns in a 0-30ms time window. The NR values (in

0.2

black) remain below 1. The blue dashed horizontal line
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shows an NR value of 1. The error bars represent the

standard error of the mean.
The late portions of the sustained response (Figure 59) were overall less suppressed than the
early portion of the response (Figure 58). Before the ISI of 1000ms (i.e. around ISI of 200ms),
the late portion of the responses elicited by the trailing tone completely recovered from
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suppression, as NR values approached and reached 1 (Figure 59). The error bars of the NR
values were also large, which may indicate variations in the late portion of the sustained
responses. When comparing the NR values across the different ISI conditions, there were no
significant differences with the different NR values (Figure 59; Univariate Analysis of Variance:
F(6,80)=0.668, p=0.675).
◄ Figure 59. Group NR SU-ISI curve of the response to

1.5

the trailing tone at c90° in a colocalized leading-trailing
1

NR

pair at different ISIs in 14 neurons with sustained firing
0.5

patterns in a 30-130ms time window. The NR values (in
black) are below the NR value of 1 at ISIs lower than

0
100

1000
ISI (ms, log)

200ms. The NR values is around 1 at ISIs of 200ms to

1000ms. The blue dashed horizontal line shows the NR value of 1. The error bar represents the
standard error of the mean.
The results showed that with greater ISIs, the responses to the trailing tone were less suppressed.
At low ISIs, the responses to the trailing tone were more suppressed, especially in neurons with
transient firing patterns. The early portion of the sustained response was also suppressed, but to a
lesser extent compared to the responses from the neurons with transient firing patterns at low
ISIs. In these two different responses, at ISI of 1000ms, both of these responses to the trailing
tone did not completely recover from suppression. Generally, the late portion of the sustained
response was less suppressed compared to the onset portion of the sustained response. The late
portion of the sustained response seemed to recover completely from suppression at ISI of 200ms.
Only the responses from neurons with transient firing patterns showed significant differences
when comparing across the different categories of ISIs.
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3.2.3. Directional dependence of a single unit response to a single sound
A tone burst elicited different numbers of action potentials when the sound was presented at
different locations. Example PSTHs were shown in Figure 60. The PSTHs showed that the
responses decreased when the tone burst was presented at i90° compared to the responses seen
when the tone burst was presented at c90° or 0° (Figure 60). In this example, the neuron was

# of action potentials

responsive to a tone burst presented at i90° (Figure 60).
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i90°

0
0
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▲ Figure 60. Examples of PSTHs to a single sound presented at different azimuths. The
responses are from the animal ST20190219_1. The BF of the neuron is 3000Hz. The frequency
of the tone bursts used is 0.1 octaves below the BF of the neuron: 2897.809Hz. The neuron has a
transient firing pattern. From the left to the right panels, the PSTHs show the responses to a tone
burst, in which the tone burst is presented at c90°, 0°, or i90°, respectively. The responses to the
tone burst decreased when the tone is presented at i90° compared to the responses to the tone
bursts when the tone is presented at other angles (i.e. at c90° or 0°). The black solid horizonta l
bar represents the timing of the tone burst.
The number of action potential discharges counted from the PSTHs were then compiled into a
NRSU-azimuth curve (seen in Figure 61). The NR values corresponding to the responses to a
tone was increased when the tone was presented at c45° compared to the NR values seen when
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the tone was presented at c90° (Figure 61). The NR values decreased when the tones were
presented at 0°, i45°, and i90° (Figure 61). The responses to the tone burst became more reduced
when the tone was presented at ipsilateral rather than contralateral angles. When the tone burst
was presented at i90°, the corresponding NR value was 0 (Figure 61). The neuron was
unresponsive to the single tone burst presented at i90°.
◄ Figure 61. Example of a directional response
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curve.
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ST20190730_3. The BF of the neuron is 16000Hz; the
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frequency used is 0.1 octaves above the BF of the
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neuron: 16564.239Hz. The NR values are above 1
i90°
90

when the tone burst is presented at c45°. The NR

values are below 1 when the tone bursts are presented at either 0° or ipsilateral angles. The NR
value is 0 when the tone is presented at i90°. The blue horizontal dashed line shows the NR value
of 1.
The group results (Figure 62) followed a somewhat similar trend as seen in the individual
example (Figure 61). The corresponding NR values in response to a tone burst were above 1
when the tone burst was presented at c45° (Figure 62). However, the NR values when the tones
were presented at ipsilateral angles (Figure 62) were not as reduced as the NR values seen in the
individual example (Figure 61). There were significant differences between the NR values
obtained when the tone bursts were presented at different azimuths ( Figure 62; Univariate
Analysis of Variance: F(4,293)=3.875, p=0.004**). Multiple comparisons (Bonferroni) showed
that the responses when the tone burst was presented at c90° and at i90° were diffe rent
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(p=0.029*). There were also significant differences between the responses when the tone burst
was presented at c45° and i90° (p=0.008**).
◄ Figure 62. Group NR SU-azimuth curve of the
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response to a tone presented alone at diffe rent
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azimuths in all 73 neurons in a 0-130ms time
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window. The NR values (in black) is above 1 when the
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tone burst is presented at c45°. The NR values are
i90°
90

under 1 when the tone burst is presented at 0° or

ipsilateral angles. The blue horizontal dashed line shows the NR value of 1. The error bars
represent the standard error of the mean.
Neurons with transient firing patterns also had a similar trend. When a tone was presented at
c45°, the resulting NR values were slightly higher than 1 (or to the NR value when the tone was
presented at c90°) (Figure 63). The NR values were below 1 when the tone was presented at 0°,
i45°, or i90° (Figure 63). The reductions in the responses seen, especially when a tone was
presented at ipsilateral angles, were more prominent in neurons with transient firing patterns
compared to the responses from all neurons (Figure 63). Even so, the response was not
suppressed by 50% at ipsilateral angles in neurons with transient firing patterns. Comparing the
NR values across different azimuthal positions yielded an Univariate Analysis of Variance test
result of F(4,224)=3.916, p=0.004** (Figure 63). Multiple comparisons (Bonferroni) showed
that the responses were significantly different between conditions of when the tone burst was
presented at c90° and i90° (p=0.021*). The responses when the tone burst was presented at c45°
and i90° were also different (p=0.008**).
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◄ Figure 63. Group NR SU-azimuth curve of the
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response to a tone presented alone at diffe rent
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azimuths in 59 neurons with transient firing
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patterns in a 0-30ms time window. The responses (in
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black) has the NR values slightly above 1 when the
i90°
90

tone burst is presented at c45° The NR values are under

1 when the tone bursts are presented at either 0°. i45° and i90°. The blue horizontal dashed line
shows the NR value of 1. The error bars represent the standard error of the mean.
Neurons with sustained firing patterns had responses that minimally changes with the different
azimuthal presentation of the tone burst (Figure 64). The onset portion of the sustained response
had NR values that were slightly under 1 when the tone was presented at ipsilateral angles
(Figure 64, left panel). Likewise, the late portion of the sustained response also showed a slight
suppression decrease in NR values when the tone was presented at ipsilateral angles ( Figure 64,
right panel). When comparing across the different azimuthal conditions, there were no
significant differences in the NR values in both the onset (Figure 64, left; Univariate Analysis of
Variance: F(4,64)=0.266, p=0.899), and the late portion of the sustained response (Figure 64,
right; F(4,65)=0.154, p=0.960).
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▲ Figure 64. Group NR SU-azimuth curve of the response to a tone presented alone at
different azimuths in 14 neurons with sustained firing patterns. Left panel: the onset portion
of the sustained response (i.e. 0-30ms time window). The NR values are around 1 and seem to be
slightly lower when the tone burst is presented at ipsilateral angles. Right panel: the late portion
of the sustained response (i.e. 30-130ms time window). The NR values are around 1. For both
panels, the blue horizontal dashed lines show the NR value of 1. The error bars represent the
standard error of the mean.
In general, neurons with transient firing patterns showed that the responses to a single tone burst
were more reduced when the tone was presented at ipsilateral angles, whereas, t he responses to a
single tone burst in neurons with sustained firing patterns did not change with the different
azimuths of presentation of the tone burst.
3.2.4. Spatial separation between a leading and a trailing sound on the responses to both
sounds
The numbers of action potential discharges elicited by a single tone were different at the various
azimuths presented by the tone. This was also seen in the responses to the leading tone in a
leading-trailing pair. Figure 65 showed an example PSTH that displayed a decrease in response
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when the leading tone was presented at ipsilateral azimuths in comparison to the responses seen
when the leading tone was presented at the contralateral side. On the other hand, the responses to
the trailing tone increased in firing when the leading tone was presented at ipsilateral rather than
contralateral angles (Figure 65).
c90°

◄ Figure 65. Example of PSTHs of the

# of action potentials

responses to the leading and the trailing
tones in a pair under various degrees of

30

0°

spatial separation between the two tones. The
responses are from the animal ST20190528_2.
0

i90°

The BF of the neuron is 16000Hz. The
frequency of the leading tone is at 16564.239Hz.
The ISI used is 100ms. From the top to the

0

Time (ms)

200

bottom panels, the responses to the both tones

are presented when the two tones are colocalized at c90°, when the leading tone is relocated to 0°
and the trailing tone is fixed at c90°, and when the leading tone is relocated to i90° and the
trailing tone is fixed at c90°. The red bar shows the timing of the leading tone. The blue bar
shows the timing of the trailing tone.
3.2.4.1. Spatial separation between a leading and a trailing sound on the responses to the
leading sound
An example of the response to the leading tone in a paired condition when the leading tone was
presented at various azimuths were shown in Figure 66 in the form of an NR-azimuth curve.
Like the grouped responses to a single tone burst at various azimuths (seen in Figure 62), the
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responses to the leading tone were higher in response when the leading tone was presented at c45°
compared to the responses seen when the leading tone was presented at c90° (Figure 66). The
NR values were below 1 when the leading tone was presented at 0°, i45°, or i90° ( Figure 66). In
this example, when the leading tone was presented at i90°, the NR values were reduced to around
0.5 (Figure 66).
◄ Figure 66. Example of NRSU-azimuth curve of
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the response to the leading tone in a leading-trailing
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pair in a 0-130ms time window. The responses were
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0.4

from ST20190606_3. The BF of the neuron is 3000Hz.

0.2
0
-90 c45°
-45
0
45
c90°
0°
i45°
Leading Azimuth

The frequency of the leading tone is 3105.795Hz. The
90
i90°

neuron has a transient firing pattern of the fast-adapting

subtype. The ISI used is 100ms. The NR values corresponding to the responses to the leading
tone (in black) are below 1 when the leading tone is presented at 0° or ipsilateral azimuths. The
blue horizontal dashed line shows the NR value of 1.
Group results using an ISI of 250ms showed that the NR values corresponding to the leading
tone in a pair when the leading tone was presented at c45° were higher than the NR values
obtained when the leading tone was presented at c90° (Figure 67). Like the individual example
(Figure 66), the NR values corresponding to the leading tone were reduced when the leading
tone was presented at either the midline (0°) or at ipsilateral angles, when compared to the NR
values obtained when the leading tone was presented at c45° (Figure 67). Similar responses
were seen for the ISI conditions of 100ms to 200ms (Table 1). The decrease in the NR values
when the leading tone was presented at i90° (Figure 67) were not as low as the responses seen in
the individual example in Figure 66. This NR value was above 0.5 (Figure 67), contrary to
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Figure 66, which showed 50% reduction in response. The NR values were similar in strength
when the leading tone was presented at c90° or 0° (Figure 67). This was seen for all ISI
conditions. At large ISIs (i.e. 500ms, 750ms, and 1000ms), the NR values corresponding to the
leading tone were not reduced when the leading tone was presented at i90° (Table 1).
◄ Figure 67. Group NR SU-azimuth curve of the
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response to the leading tone in a leading-trailing pair
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across the various azimuths of the leading tone in all
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73 neurons in a 0-130ms time window. The ISI used is
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250ms. The NR values (in black) are below 1 when the
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leading tone is presented at c90°, 0°, i45°, or i90°. The

NR values are the lowest when the leading tone is presented at i90°. The blue horizontal dashed
line shows the NR value of 1. The error bars represent the standard error of the mean.
Table 1. Univariate analysis of variance with post-hoc results for the comparison of the
responses to the leading tone in a leading -trailing pair at various spatial relationships
between the two tones in all 73 neurons in a 0-130ms time window.
Inte rstimulus

Univariate Analysis of Variance

Inte rval (ms)

Significant Multiple
Comparison Results (the
azimuths of the leading tone
are shown)

100

F(4,280)=2.377, p=0.052

c45°-i90°: p=0.036*

150

F(4,259)=3.159, p=0.015*

c45°-i90°: p=0.012*

200

F(4,278)=2.457, p=0.046*

c45°-i90°: p=0.032*
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250

F(4,260)=2.624, p=0.035*

500

F(4,278)=2.307, p=0.058

750

F(4,260)=1.862, p=0.117

1000

F(4,240)=2.231, p=0.066

c45°-i90°: p=0.033*

Neurons with transient firing patterns also had higher responses (and its corresponding NR
values) when the leading tone was presented at c45° compared to the responses when the leading
tone was presented at c90° (Figure 68). The NR values were below 1 when the leading tone was
presented at either c90°, 0°, i45°, or i90° (Figure 68). The NR values were more suppressed at
when the leading tone was presented at ipsilateral angles in neurons with transient firing patterns
(Figure 68) than the NR values in all neurons (Figure 67). This NR value was around 0.5
(Figure 68).
The NR values when the leading tone was presented at 0° was lower than the NR values obtained
when the leading tone was presented at c90° (Figure 68). Figure 68 used an ISI of 250ms, but
similar results were seen at other ISI conditions (Table 2).
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◄ Figure 68. Group NR SU-azimuth curve of the
responses to the leading tone in a leading -trailing
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pair across the various azimuths of the leading tone
in 59 neurons with transient firing patterns in a 030ms time window. The ISI used is 250ms. The NR
values (in black) are below 1 when the leading tone is
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at any angle other than c45°. The blue dashed horizontal line shows the NR value of 1. The error
bar represents the standard error of the mean.
Table 2. Univariate analysis of variance test with post-hoc results for the comparison of the
responses to the leading tone in a leading -trailing pair at various spatial relationships
between the two tones in 59 neurons with transient firing patterns in a 0-30ms time window.
Inte rstimulus

Univariate Analysis of Variance

Inte rval (ms)

Significant Multiple
Comparison Results (the
azimuths of the leading tone
are shown)

100

F(4,206)=8.692, p<0.001**

c90°-i90°: p=0.001**
c45°-i45°: p=0.009**
c45°-i90°: p<0.001**
0°-i90°: p=0.005**

150

F(4,190)=5.504, p<0.001**

c90°-i90°: p=0.026*
c45°-i90°: p<0.001**

200

F(4,205)=5.869, p<0.001**

c90°-i90°: p=0.008**
c45°-i90°: p<0.001**

250

F(4,191)=4.620, p=0.001**

c45°-i90°: p=0.001**

500

F(4,204)=8.684, p<0.001**

c90°-i90°: p=0.002**
c45°-i45°: p=0.002**
c45°-i90°: p<0.001**
0°-i90°: p=0.016*
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750

F(4,189)=0.968, p=0.004**

c45°-i90°: p=0.003**

1000

F(4,171)=5.415, p<0.001**

c90°-i90°: p=0.011*
c45°-i45°: p=0.019*
c45°-i90°: p=0.002**

Neurons with sustained firing patterns had responses that were more suppressed when the
speaker was at ipsilateral angles rather than at contralateral angles. This was especially true for
the onset portion of the sustained responses (Figure 69). Using an ISI of 250ms, the NR values
corresponding to the responses to a leading tone in a leading-trailing pair was below 1 at the
various azimuths that the leading tone may be played (Figure 69). When comparing the NR
values across the various azimuthal conditions, there were no significant differences in the NR
values, except for the responses at ISI of 100ms (Figure 69; Table 3). However, in the multiple
comparisons for the response at ISI of 100ms, under Bonferroni correction, there were no
significant differences (Table 3).
◄ Figure 69. Group NR SU-azimuth curve of the
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window. The ISI used is 250ms. The NR values (in
i90°
90

black) are below 1 throughout the various azimuthal

conditions. The blue dashed horizontal line shows the NR value of 1. The error bar represents the
standard error of the mean.
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Table 3. Univariate analysis of variance test with post-hoc results for the comparison of the
responses to the leading tone in a leading-trailing pair at various spatial relationships
between the two tones in 14 neurons with sustained firing patte rns in a 0 -30ms time
window.
Inte rstimulus

Univariate Analysis of Variance

Significant Multiple

Inte rval (ms)
100

Comparison Results
F(4,59)=2.693, p=0.039*

No

significance

under

Bonferroni correction
150

F(4,54)=1.802, p=0.142

200

F(4,59)=1.642, p=0.176

250

F(4,54)=0.927, p=0.455

500

F(4,59)=1.155, p=0.340

750

F(4,54)=0.842, p=0.505

1000

F(4,54)=0.736, p=0.571

The late portion of the sustained response (Figure 70) was overall less suppressed compared to
the onset portion of the sustained response (Figure 69). The corresponding NR values to the
responses to the leading tone were slightly below or around 1 throughout the different azimuthal
conditions (Figure 70). When comparing the NR values associated with these various azimuths,
there were no significant differences (Figure 70; Table 4). The results were similar at other ISI
conditions (Table 4). Large error bars were seen in Figure 70. This may indicate large variations
in responses associated with the late portion of the sustained responses (Figure 70).
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◄ Figure 70. Group NR SU-azimuth curve of the
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responses to the leading tone in a leading-trailing
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pair across various azimuths of the leading tone in
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14 neurons with sustained firing patterns in a 30-
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130ms time window. The ISI used is 250ms. The NR
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values (in black) are around 1, except with the NR
value obtained when the leading tone is presented at

c90° (the NR value is slightly lower than 1). The blue dashed horizontal line shows the NR value
of 1. The error bars represent the standard error of the mean.
Table 4. Univariate analysis of variance test with post-hoc results for the comparison of the
responses to the leading tone in a leading-trailing pair at various spatial relationships
between the two tones in 14 neurons with sustaine d firing patterns in a 30-130ms time
window.
Inte rstimulus

Univariate Analysis of Variance

Inte rvals (ms)

Significant Multiple
Comparison Results

100

F(4,59)=0.244, p=0.912

150

F(4,54)=0.418, p=0.795

200

F(4,59)=0.210, p=0.932

250

F(4,54)=0.038, p=0.997

500

F(4,59)=0.097, p=0.983

750

F(4,54)=0.506, p=0.731

1000

F(4,54)=0.559, p=0.693

No significant differences
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In general, neurons with transient firing patterns had a higher response when the leading tone
was presented at c45° compared to the responses when the leading tone was presented at c90°.
The responses to the leading tone was suppressed when the leading tone speaker was at
ipsilateral angles. For all ISI conditions, neurons with transient firing patterns showed significant
directional-dependent responses.
As for neurons with sustained firing patterns, the response was mostly suppressed when the
leading tone was presented at ipsilateral angles. This was seen for the onset portion of the
sustained response. For ISIs of 100ms or 200ms, the early portion of the sustained responses
somewhat showed directional-dependent responses. Otherwise, the responses across the various
azimuthal conditions were not significant. The late portion of the sustained responses were
relatively unaffected by the azimuth of the leading tone. All ISI conditions did not show
directional-dependent responses in the late portion of the sustained responses.
3.2.4.2. Spatial separation between a leading and a trailing sound on the responses to the
trailing sound
An example of a response to a trailing tone when the leading tone speaker was a different
azimuths was shown in Figure 71. This example used an ISI of 100ms (Figure 71). The
responses to the trailing tone when the two tones were colocalized showed a complete
suppression in response (Figure 71). The corresponding NR value was 0 (Figure 71). The
response to the trailing tone became less suppressed or approaches a NR value of 1 when the
leading tone was presented at ipsilateral angles compared to the responses or the NR values
obtained when the leading tone was at other angles (Figure 71). The results suggested that, in
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this example, the response to the trailing tone was unaffected by the leading tone at ipsilateral
angles (Figure 71).
◄ Figure 71. Example NRSU-azimuth curve of the
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response to the trailing tone at c90° while the
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NR

leading tone was relocated in a 0-130ms time
0.5

window.
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ST20190730_3. The ISI used is 100ms. The BF of the
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neuron is 16000Hz. The frequency of the leading tone

is 16564.239Hz. The neuron has an transient firing pattern with an onset subtype. The NR values
(in black) are below 1 when the leading tone is presented at non- ipsilateral angles. The NR
values are around 1 when the leading tone is presented at ipsilateral azimuths. The blue
horizontal dashed line shows the NR value of 1.
In the group results, the responses to the trailing tone became less suppressed when the leading
tone was presented at ipsilateral angles (Figure 72). Unlike the individual example (Figure 71),
when the leading tone was at c90° for the group results, the response to the trailing tone was not
completely suppressed and did not have an NR value of 0 (Figure 72). When the leading tone
was presented at i90°, the response to the trailing tone did not completely recover from
suppression and did not reach an NR value of 1 (Figure 72). The responses to the trailing tone
were suppressed across the various spatial relationships between the two sounds. This
suppression may be due to the temporal relationship between the two tones. Similar trends were
seen in other ISI conditions from the ISIs of 150ms to 750ms (Table 5). The responses were less
suppressed when the leading tone was presented at ipsilateral angles. With larger ISIs, the overall
responses across the different possible azimuths of the leading tone were less suppressed.
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Responses to the trailing tone when the ISI was 1000ms did not show any changes with the
different positions of the leading tone speaker. However, the responses at ISI of 1000ms had a
NR value lower than 1. Statistical test results were listed in Table 5.
◄ Figure 72. Group NR SU-azimuth curve of the
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leading tone was relocated in all 73 neurons in a 0-
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130ms time window. The ISI used is 100ms. The NR
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are somewhat higher when the leading tone is

presented at i90° compared to the NR values obtained when the leading tone is presented at other
azimuths. The horizontal blue dashed line shows the NR value of 1. The error bars represent the
standard error of the mean.
Table 5. Univariate analysis of variance test with post-hoc results for the comparison of the
responses to the trailing tone in a leading-trailing pair at various spatial relationships
between the two tones in all 73 neurons in a 0-130ms time window.
Inte rstimulus

Univariate Analysis of Variance

Significant Multiple

Inte rvals (ms)
100

Comparison Results
F(4,274)=2.605, p=0.036*

No

significance

under

Bonferroni correction
150

F(4,255)=0.863, p=0.487

200

F(4,274)=1.309, p=0.267

250

F(4,255)=0.056, p=0.994
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500

F(4,274)=0.051, p=0.995

750

F(4,255)=0.332, p=0.856

1000

F(4,235)=0.072, p=0.991

Neurons with transient firing patterns had responses to the trailing tone that were more
suppressed when the leading tone was presented at c90° than at off-c90° angles (Figure 73).
However, it was not completely suppressed when looking at the ISI of 100ms and the
corresponding NR value was not at 0 (Figure 73). The response to a trailing tone was less
suppressed when the leading tone was presented at the ipsilateral side and the corresponding NR
value did not reach 1 (Figure 73). When the leading tone was presented at i90°, the response to
the trailing tone was slightly more suppressed than the response to the trailing tone when the
leading tone was at i45° (Figure 73).
The overall suppression seen throughout the responses to the trailing tone or the low NR values
at various spatial conditions were likely due to the lack of temporal separation between the two
tones (Figure 73). The comparison of the NR values across the various spatial conditions were
significant for ISI of 100ms, but was not significant at all other ISIs (Figure 73; Table 6).
However, the trends seen with the response to the trailing tone at ISI of 100ms were similar to
the responses at other ISIs, except for the fact that the responses to the trailing tone, at all of the
spatial relationships between the two tones used in this study, became less suppressed at larger
ISIs (Figure 73; Table 6). Statistical test results were listed in Table 6.
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◄ Figure 73.
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horizontal blue dashed line shows the NR values of 1.

The error bars represent the standard error of the mean.
Table 6. Univariate analysis of variance test with post-hoc results for the comparison of the
responses to the trailing tone in a leading-trailing pair at various spatial relationships
between the two tones in 59 neurons with transient firing patterns in a 0-30ms time window.
Inte rstimulus

Univariate Analysis of Variance

Inte rvals (ms)

Significant Multiple
Comparison Results (the
azimuths of the leading tone
are shown)

100

F(4,202)=3.999, p=0.004**

c90°-i45°: p=0.018*
c90°-i90°: p=0.011*

150

F(4,188)=1.505, p=0.202

200

F(4,202)=1.645, p=0.164

250

F(4,188)=0.222, p=0.926

500

F(4,204)=0.139, p=0.968

750

F(4,186)=0.372, p=0.828

1000

F(4,166)=0.234, p=0.919
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The data was further categorized into groups such as neurons that were unresponsive to a sound
at i90° (p=0.121) and neurons that were responsive to a sound at c90° (p=0.169), cases which
used the leading tone 0.1 octaves below the BF of the neuron (p=0.117) and cases which used the
leading tone 0.1 octaves above the BF of the neuron (p=0.163), and neurons that had their BF
under 10000Hz (p=0.051) and neurons that had their BF over 10000Hz (p=0.002**). Responses
to the trailing tone under the paired conditions at various spatial relationships used in this study
in transient neurons with high frequencies were suggested to show a release from suppression
when the leading tone was played at ipsilateral angles rather than at contralateral angles.
Neurons with sustained firing patterns had responses to the trailing tone (Figure 74) that were
overall less suppressed compared to the responses in neurons with transient firing patterns
(Figure 73). Also, unlike the responses of the neurons with transient firing patterns, the NR
values corresponding to the responses to the trailing tone in neurons with sustained firing
patterns did not show differences in responses regardless of where the leading tone was
presented from, in both the onset and the late portions of the sustained response (Figure 74). The
responses in the following graph were from ISI of 100ms, but similar results were seen at other
ISI conditions, except for the general reduction in suppression in the responses regardless of
azimuths (with larger ISIs) (Table 7, 8). Statistical test results for the onset portion of the
sustained response were listed in Table 7 and the statistical test results for the late portion of the
sustained response were listed in Table 8.
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▲ Figure 74. Group NR SU-azimuth curves of the response to the trailing tone at c90° while
the leading tone was relocated in 14 neurons with sustained firing patterns. Left panel:
NRSU-azimuth curve for the onset portion of the sustained response (i.e. time window of 0-30ms).
Right panel: NRSU-azimuth curve of the late portion of the sustained response (i.e. time window
of 30-130ms). The ISI used is 100ms. The NR values are much below 1, but the values remain
relatively unchanged with various azimuthal conditions for the leading tone. The blue horizontal
dashed line shows the NR value of 1. The error bar represents the standard error of the mean.
Table 7. Univariate analysis of variance test with post-hoc results for the comparison of the
responses to the trailing tone in a leading-trailing pair at various spatial relationships
between the two tones in 14 neurons with sustained firing patte rns in a 0 -30ms time
window.
Inte rstimulus

Univariate Analysis of Variance

Inte rval (ms)

Significant Multiple
Comparison Results

100

F(4,59)=0.051, p=0.995

150

F(4,54)=0.264, p=0.900

No significant differences
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200

F(4,60)=0.080, p=0.988

250

F(4,54)=0.307, p=0.872

500

F(4,59)=0.058, p=0.994

750

F(4,54)=0.252, p=0.907

1000

F(4,54)=0.060, p=0.993

Table 8. Univariate analysis of variance test with post-hoc results for the comparison of the
responses to the trailing tone in a leading-trailing pair at various spatial relationships
between the two tones in 14 neurons with sustaine d firing patterns in a 30-130ms time
window.
Inte rstimulus

Univariate Analysis of Variance

Inte rval (ms)

Significant Multiple
Comparisons Results

100

F(4,59)=0.075, p=0.990

150

F(4,54)=0.060, p=0.993

200

F(4,59)=0.052, p=0.995

250

F(4,54)=0.102, p=0.981

500

F(4,59)=0.084, p=0.987

750

F(4,54)=0.231, p=0.920

1000

F(4,54)=0.183, p=0.946

No significant differences

In general, the responses to the trailing tone was more influenced by the temporal relationships
between the leading and the trailing tones. Neurons with transient firing patterns showed that the
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responses to the trailing tone can be less suppressed when the leading tone was presented at the
ipsilateral side compared to the responses when the leading tone was presented at the
contralateral angles. The responses of the trailing tone across the different azimuths of the
leading tones were significant at low ISIs. Neurons with sustained firing patterns showed that
their responses to the trailing tone were not affected by the leading tone, regardless of the
different spatial relationships between the two tones.
3.2.5. The suppressive effects produced by a leading sound at different locations on the
responses to the trailing sound
The leading tone can affect the responses to the trailing tone. In the example, at moderately short
ISIs, the responses of the trailing tone with the leading tone presented at ipsilateral angles were
less suppressed compared to the response in which the leading tone was presented at
contralateral angles (Figure 75). It seemed that the responses to the trailing tone showed a
release from suppression (or the NR values reached 1) at a much shorter ISI when the leading
tone was presented at the ipsilateral rather than the contralateral side (Figure 75). In this
example, the responses to the trailing tone with the leading tone presented at 0° did not
completely recover from suppression, even with at the ISI of 1000ms (Figure 75).
1.5
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i90°
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▲ Figure 75. Example of NR SU-ISI curves for the responses to the trailing tone at c90° with
five different leading tone azimuths in a 0-130ms time window. The results are from the case
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ST20190606_1. The best frequency of the neuron is 2000Hz. The frequency of the leading tone
is 2070.53Hz. The left to the right panels are responses to the trailing tone when the leading tone
is presented at c90°, c45°, 0°, i45°, and i90°, respectively. The NR values (in black)
corresponding to the responses of the trailing tone are below 1, except at large ISIs in 4 out of the
5 panels. At ISI of 100ms, the NR values are very low across all 5 panels. The blue dashed
horizontal line shows the NR value of 1.
Group results showed that when the leading and the trailing tones were colocalized at c90°, the
response to the trailing tone became less suppressed with greater ISIs (Figure 76, first panel).
The NR value was the lowest at ISI of 100ms, but was not at the NR value of 0 (Figure 76, first
panel). The response was much less suppressed at ISI of 200ms compared to the response at ISI
of 100ms (Figure 76, first panel). The change to the responses were more subtle from ISI of
200ms to 1000ms (Figure 76, first panel). At ISI of 1000ms, the response did not completely
recover from suppression and did not reach a NR value of 1 (Figure 76, first panel). Similar
trends were seen when the leading tone was presented at c45° and the trailing tone was fixed at
c90° (Figure 76, second panel). However, the NR value at ISI of 100ms in the latter case
(Figure 76, second panel) was not as low as the NR value seen in Figure 76, first panel. The
NR values also approached 1 by ISI of 500ms (Figure 76, second panel). Results obtained when
the leading tone was at 0° and the trailing tone was at c90° (Figure 76, third panel) were similar
to the results seen in Figure 76, second panel. The NR value approached 1 by the ISI of 1000ms
(Figure 76, third panel).
When the leading tone was at ipsilateral angles, we saw that the NR values corresponding to the
responses to the trailing tone were less suppressed compared to the NR values under other spatial
conditions, from the ISIs of 100ms to around 200ms (Figure 76, fourth and fifth panel). There
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seemed to be a bump in response at ISI of 200ms in the spatial separated panels. When the
leading tone was presented at i45° and the trailing tone was presented at c90° the NR value
seemed to approach 1 at ISI of 500ms (Figure 76, fourth panel). The NR value remained
relatively the same from ISI of 500ms to 1000ms (Figure 76, fourth panel). When the two tones
were completely separated spatially (i.e. the leading tone was presented at i90° and the trailing
tone was presented at c90°), the NR value approached 1 at ISI of 200 ms and again at ISI of
750ms (Figure 76, fifth panel). Univariate Analysis of Variance test for Azimuth*ISI showed
that there were no significance: F(24,1980)=0.575, p=0.951. However, Univariate Analysis of
Variance test for azimuth and ISI separately were significant (p<0.001** for both). Generally,
the responses when the leading tone was presented at c90° were different from the responses
when the leading tone was presented at non-c90° angles (p=0.001**, p=0.030*, p=0.001**,
p<0.001** for c45° to i90°). The responses were significantly different when the ISIs were
between 100ms and any other ISI, 150ms with ISIs greater than 500ms, and 200ms or 250ms
with 1000ms.

▲ Figure 76. Group NR SU-ISI curve of the response to the trailing tone with the leading
tone at different azimuths in all 73 neurons in a 0-130ms time window. The left to the right
panels show the NR values corresponding to the responses to the trailing tone when the leading
tone is presented at c90°, c45°, 0°, i45°, or i90°, respectively. The NR values (in black) are
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generally below 1, except at large ISIs in the non-colocalized-response panels (i.e. the 4 right
panels). The lowest NR values in all of the panels is at ISI of 100ms. The NR value approaches 1
with larger ISIs. The blue dashed horizontal line shows the NR value of 1. The error bar
represents the standard error of the mean.
The responses of the trailing tone in neurons with transient firing patterns (Figure 77) were
similar to the results of all neurons (Figure 76). When both tones were colocalized at c90°, the
NR value at ISI of 100ms was below 1, but was not at NR value of 0 (Figure 77, first panel).
The NR values had a large difference when comparing the values at the ISIs of 100ms and
200ms (Figure 77, first panel). There were smaller amounts of change in NR values when
looking at the values from ISIs of 200ms to 1000ms (Figure 77, first panel). The NR value
approached 1 at ISI of 1000ms, but did not reach the NR value of 1 (Figure 77, first panel). A
similar trend was shown in the second panel (Figure 77). However, the difference in the NR
values when comparing the responses at ISI of 100ms and 200ms (Figure 77, second panel)
were smaller in change compared to the colocalized panel (Figure 77, first panel). Unlike the
colocalized panel (Figure 77, first panel), the NR value reached 1 at ISI of 750 in Figure 77,
second panel. The results from the third panel (when the leading tone was presented at 0° and
the trailing tone was presented at c90°) had similar results, except that the NR values at ISI of
100ms was slightly higher than the previous two panels (Figure 77). Like the results in the
second panel, the NR values in the third panel reached 1 at ISI of 750ms ( Figure 77).
When the leading tone was presented at i45° and the trailing tone was fixed at c90° (fourth
panel), the NR values at ISI of 100ms was higher than the NR values at ISI of 100ms found in
the previous panels (Figure 77). There seemed to be a bump in response at ISI of 200ms. At ISI
of 1000ms, the NR values almost reached 1 (Figure 77, fourth panel). When the leading tone
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was at i90° and the trailing tone was fixed at c90° (fifth panel), the NR value at ISI of 100ms
was even less suppressed compared to the previous 4 panels (Figure 77). Like the fourth panel,
there seemed to be a bump in the responses at ISI of 200ms (Figure 77, fifth panel). The NR
value also reached 1 before the ISI of 750ms (Figure 77, fifth panel).
Univariate Analysis of Variance result for Azimuth*ISI was F(24,1530)=0.604, p=0.934
(p<0.001** for azimuth only or ISI only). In general, there were significant differences in the
responses when the leading tone was presented at c90° and ipsilateral angles, c45° and i45°, 0°
and i45°, and i45° and i90°.

▲ Figure 77. Group NR SU-ISI curve of the response to the trailing tone at c90° with the
leading tone at different azimuths in 59 neurons with transient firing patterns in a 0-30ms
time window. From the left to the right panels, the NR values are from the responses to the
trailing tone when the leading tone is placed at c90°, c45°, 0°, i45°, and i90°, respectively. The
NR values (in black) are generally below 1, where the lowest NR value is at ISI of 100ms across
the five panels. The NR values approach and reach 1 at large ISIs in the non-colocalized panels.
The blue dashed horizontal line shows the NR value of 1. The error bars represent the standard
error of the mean.
When looking at the onset responses of the trailing tone in neurons with sustained firing patterns,
at low ISIs (Figure 78), the responses were generally less suppressed than neurons with transient
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firing patterns (Figure 77). There were no differences between the responses of the trailing tone
regardless of leading tone position at ISI of 100ms (Figure 78). The curves in Figure 78 were
much flatter compared to the graphs above (Figure 77). There were also no bumps in response
seen when the leading tone was at ipsilateral angles (Figure 78). When the leading tone was at
c90° and the trailing tone was at c90°, the NR values from the response to the trailing tone had a
large change when comparing the ISI conditions of 100ms and 200ms (Figure 78, first panel).
There were smaller amounts of changes in the NR values between the ISI conditions of 200ms to
1000ms (Figure 78, first panel). However, at ISI of 1000ms, the NR value did not reach 1
(Figure 78, first panel). Similar responses were seen at the other panels (Figure 78). When the
leading tone was presented at c45°, the corresponding NR value to the trailing tone reached 1 at
the ISI of 500ms and again at ISI of 1000ms (Figure 78, second panel). In the third panel (when
the leading tone was at 0°), the NR value seemed to largely change when comparing the ISI
conditions of 100ms and 250ms and more subtly when comparing the ISI conditions between
250ms and 1000ms (Figure 78). The NR values did not reach 1 by the ISI of 1000ms (Figure 78,
third panel).
In the fourth panel (when the leading tone was at i45°), the NR values seemed to change when
comparing the ISI conditions between 100ms and 500ms (Figure 78). The NR values were
similar when comparing the ISI conditions at 500ms to 1000ms (Figure 78, fourth panel). The
NR values did not reach 1 at the ISI of 1000ms (Figure 78, fourth panel). Similar results were
seen in the fifth panel (when the leading tone was at i90°) (Figure 78). The NR values changed
greatly when comparing the ISI conditions from 100ms to 250ms, the NR values were similar
when the ISIs were from 250ms to 1000ms, and at the ISI of 1000ms, the NR values did not
reach 1 (Figure 78, fifth panel).
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Univariate Analysis of Variance test yielded no significant results for Azimuth*ISI :
F(24,400)=0.103, p=1.000. There were significant differences when comparing the NR values
across different ISIs (p<0.001**), but not when comparing the NR values when the leading tone
was presented at various azimuths (p=0.797). There were differences between the responses at
the following ISIs: 100ms and all other ISIs, and 150ms and ISIs greater than 500ms.

▲ Figure 78. Group NR SU-ISI curves of the response to the trailing tone with the leading
tone at different azimuths in 14 neurons with sustained firing patterns in a 0-30ms time
window. From the left to the right panels, the position of the leading tone is at c90°, c45°, 0°,
i45°, and i90°. The NR values (in black) are generally below 1. The blue horizontal dashed line
shows the NR value of 1. The error bars represent the standard error of the mean.
The late portion of the sustained response (Figure 79) were generally less suppressed than the
onset portion of the sustained response (Figure 78). The NR values at ISI of 100ms were greater
than 0.5 (Figure 79). The NR values generally reached 1 before the ISI of 1000ms, except for
when the leading tone was presented at i45° (Figure 79). The NR values when the leading tone
was presented at contralateral angles were seen to reach 1 at shorter ISIs than the other
conditions of spatial separation (Figure 79).
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Univariate Analysis of Variance test yielded F(24,386)=0.229, p=1.000 for azimuth*ISI. There
were no differences between the responses when the leading tone was at different azimuths
(p=0.533). However, there were differences between the responses at different ISIs (p=0.001**).
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▲ Figure 79. Group NR SU-ISI curves of the responses to the trailing tone with the leading
tone at different azimuths in 14 neurons with sustained firing patterns in a 30 -130ms time
window. From the left to the right panels, the position of the leading tone is at c90°, c45°, 0°,
i45°, or i90°, respectively. The NR values (in black) are lower than 1 at low ISIs. At greater ISIs,
the NR values approach or reach 1, except for the NR values in the i45° panel. The blue
horizontal dashed line shows the NR values of 1. The error bars represent the standard error of
the mean.
The NRSU-ISI graphs were then used to determine ISI70, which was the interstimulus interval of
when the response to the trailing tone (under the leading-trailing paired conditions) reached 70%
of the response to the trailing tone presented alone at c90° (or NR of 0.7). ISI70 was used to
determine the time course and duration of suppression (Figure 80).
◄ Figure 80. Single unit example of NR SU-ISI
curve showing ISI70. The responses are from the
neuron ST20190606_1. The best frequency of the
neuron is 2000Hz. The frequency of the leading
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tone is 2070.53Hz. The neuron had a transient (or onset subtype) firing pattern. The red
horizontal lines mark the NR values of 1 and 0.7, respectively (which represents the response to
the trailing tone when it was presented alone and 70% of that response). The red vertical dashed
line marks the ISI70 value.
The equation used to interpolate ISI70 was in the LFP section (equation 2). A smaller ISI70
indicated a shorter duration of suppression and the neuronal responses affected by a certain
acoustic stimuli was able to recover from suppression a lot quicker tha n other conditions. A
larger ISI70 referred to the fact that it took longer for the responses to a tone to recover from
suppression elicited by another tone, under a particular acoustic condition.
The results were then graphed into bar graphs using the ISI70 values to better observe the time
course of suppression (Figure 81). When looking at all neurons, the responses of the trailing
tone with the leading tone at i90° took a shorter time to recover from suppression than when both
tones were colocalized at c90° (Figure 81). However, there were no statistical significance
(Figure 81; Univariate Analysis of Variance: F(4,295)=1.138, p=0.339).
◄ Figure 81. ISI70 bar chart for the group
results of the trailing tone in all 73 neurons in a
0-130ms time window. The responses are from the
trailing tone at c90° (while the leading tone is
relocated). The responses are the averaged ISI70 in
milliseconds, with standard error of the mean.
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When the leading tone is at i90° and the trailing tone is at c90°, the ISI70 is slightly shorter
which suggests that the responses to the trailing tone took a shorter time to recover from
suppression compared to other conditions of spatial separations.
Neurons with transient firing patterns (Figure 82) showed a similar trend as seen above (Figure
81), except the shorter ISI70s were seen when the leading tone was presented at 0°, i45° or i90°
(Figure 82). It took these responses a shorter time to recover from suppression than with the
responses to the trailing tone with the leading tone at either c90° or c45° (Figure 82). However,
there were no significance in the responses across the various categories of azimuths of the
leading tone (Figure 82; Univariate Analysis of Variance: F(4,231)=1.493, p=0.205).
◄ Figure 82. ISI70 bar chart for the group
results of the trailing tone in 59 neurons with
transient firing patte rns in a 0-130ms time
window. The responses were from the trailing tone
at c90°. The spatial condition that took the shortest
time to recover from suppression was the responses
to the trailing tone when the leading tone was at 0° (i.e. it had the shortest ISI70 value). The next
shortest was the responses to the trailing tone when the leading tone was at i90°. It took the
responses to the trailing tone under the colocalized condition the longest to recover from
suppression (i.e. a longer ISI70 value).
On the other hand, neurons with sustained firing patterns had responses to the trailing tone that
recovered a lot slower from suppression when the leading tone was placed near the midline of
the rat (i.e. leading tone at c45°, 0°, or i45°) (Figure 83). It took responses to the trailing tone,
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when the leading tone was at i90°, the shortest time to recover from suppression (Figure 83).
The time scale of all ISI70s of the sustained neurons were larger than the ISI70s of the transient
neurons (i.e. it took sustained neurons a longer time to recover from suppression in general)
(Figures 82, 83). Comparing the ISI70 values across the different spatial conditions showed that
there were no significant differences (Figure 83; Univariate Analysis of Variance:
F(4,59)=0.510, p=0.729).
◄ Figure 83. ISI70 bar chart for the group
results of the trailing tone in 14 neurons with
sustained firing patterns in a 0-130ms time
window. The ISI70 values are from the responses to
the trailing tone at c90° while the azimuths of the
leading tone are varied (the error bars represent the
standard error of the mean). Both colocalized presentation of the tones and the complete spatial
separation of the tones (i.e. leading at i90°, trailing at c90°) has neural responses that recovered
faster from suppression (i.e. lower ISI70s) compared to the spatial conditions in which the
leading tones are presented near the midline of the rat (i.e. leading at c45°, 0°, or i45°, while the
trailing tone is at c90°).
Results have shown that neurons with transient firing patterns had responses to the trailing tone
that recovered quicker from suppression (at low ISIs) when the leading tone was placed at
ipsilateral angles. It took responses to the trailing tone in neurons with sustained firing patterns a
longer time to reach 70% of the response to the trailing tone when it was presented alone at c90°,
especially when the leading tone was presented in the space in front of the rat. However, there
were no significant results for the ISI70 values.
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3.2.6. The responses to the tones when the two tones were overlapping
When the ISIs of the leading and the trailing tones were at 25ms, 50ms, or 75ms, the two tones
were overlapping. To see the effects of the tones, examples of PSTHs seen in the single unit
recordings corresponding to these ISIs were shown (Figures 84-86).
In general, in the overlap between the two tones, the responses were greatly reduced in the
example (Figure 84). With ISI of 25ms, the peak of the trailing tone was reduced by the leading
tone within the early portion of the overlap (Figure 84). The following responses in the overlap
yielded a greater response, despite both tones eliciting neural responses that fired in a transient
manner when looking at the leading or the trailing tone alone conditions. Responses beyond the
overlap was slightly increased until the offset of the trailing tone. There were no spontaneous
firing for a period of time after the offset of the trailing tone.
With ISI of 50ms, the responses in the beginning portion of the overlap was completely reduced
(Figure 84). The peak of the responses to the trailing tone (expected to fire around the early to
middle portion of the overlap) was reduced, but not completely. Some spontaneous firing was
present after the overlap. After the cessation of the trailing tone, there was a period of time with
no spontaneous firing.
With the ISI of 75ms, the responses to the leading tone seemed relatively unaffected by the
trailing tone (Figure 84). The peak of the response to the trailing tone (expected to fire at the end
of the overlap) was reduced but not as reduced as in the ISI of 50ms. The responses to the
trailing tone followed a more onset firing pattern rather than transient firing pattern seen in the
alone conditions. There were some spontaneous firing after the overlap. There was a long period
of no spontaneous firing after the cessation of the trailing tone.
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◄ Figure 84. Example of PSTHs of the responses to the
leading and the trailing tones when both tones were

0

0

Time (ms) 125

0

Time (ms) 125

25ms

overlapped and colocalized at c90°. The results are from
the neuron ST20190723_4. The best frequency of the
neuron is 2000Hz. The frequency of the leading tone is
1931.873Hz. The top two panels show the responses to the

50ms
leading tone presented alone at c90° and the responses to
the trailing tone presented alone at c90°, respectively. The

75ms

bottom three panels show the responses to both tones
colocalized at c90° with different overlapping ISIs: 25ms,

0

Time (ms)

300

50ms, and 75ms. The black horizontal bars represent the

timing of the tones. The area of response within the overlap are marked with the vertical dotted
lines. The leading tone has a suppressive effect on the trailing tone during the overlap. There are
also little to no spontaneous firing present after the cessation of the simultaneous acoustic stimuli
in an ~100ms time window for the ISI of 75ms condition.
The leading tone was then relocated to 0° in the following example (Figure 85). With ISI of
25ms, the responses to the trailing tone (or where the peak of the trailing tone would be) was
reduced by the leading tone (Figure 85). The responses within the overlap was choppy. There
was not a long period without spontaneous firing, contrarily to the colocalized responses seen
above.
With ISI of 50ms, the peak of the trailing tone (or where it should be) was reduced but not as
reduced as in the ISI of 25ms case (Figure 85). The duration of the trailing tone increased. There
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was not a long period without spontaneous firing, contrarily to the colocalized responses seen
above.
With ISI of 75ms, the duration of response to the leading tone was slightly affected (Figure 85).
The peak of the response to the trailing tone was reduced at the same level as seen in ISI of 50ms
(although the latter might have a higher response elicited by the leading tone). There were
spontaneous firing until the offset of the trailing tone. There was a long gap with no spontaneous
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firing after the offset of the trailing tone.
◄ Figure 85. Example of PSTHs of responses to the
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leading tone at 0° and the trailing tone at c90° whe n
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both tones were overlapped. The results are from the
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neuron ST20190723_4. The best frequency of the neuron is
2000Hz. The frequency of the leading tone is 1931.873Hz.
The top two panels show the responses to the leading tone

50ms

presented alone at 0° and the response to the trailing tone
presented alone at c90°, respectively. The bottom three

75ms

panels show the responses to the two tones with
overlapping ISIs of 25ms, 50ms, and 75ms. The black

0

Time (ms)

300

horizontal bars represent the timing of the tones. The

responses to the overlapping two tones are marked by the dotted vertical lines. The leading tone
seems to have a suppressive effect on the trailing tone during the overlap.
Next, the leading tone was relocated to the i90° (Figure 86). With ISI of 25ms, similar responses
were seen as in the last figure, but the responses seemed more reduced throughout the acoustic
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stimulations. There was a gap with no spontaneous firing beyond the cessation of the trailing
tone.
With ISI of 50ms, the peak of the trailing tone within the overlap was reduced (Figure 86). The
duration of the would-be response to the trailing tone within the overlap had decreased in
duration (i.e. transient firing pattern changed to onset firing pattern). The amount of spontaneous
firing was reduced until the end of the trailing tone. There was a small period with no
spontaneous firing beyond the cessation of the trailing tone.
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With ISI of 75ms, the peak of the would-be response to the trailing tone was decreased, but was
at the same level or strength as seen in the overlap
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with the ISI of 50ms (Figure 86). The duration of
the response to the trailing tone was reduced. There
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were no spontaneous firing from the middle of the
trailing tone stimuli to a period beyond the
cessation of the trailing tone stimuli.
◄ Figure 86. Example of PSTHs of responses to
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the leading tone at i90° and the trailing tone at
c90° when both tones were overlapped. The
results are from ST20190723_4. The best frequency
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of the neuron is 2000Hz. The frequency of the
leading tone is 1931.873Hz. The top two panels
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show the responses to the leading tone presented

alone at i90° and the trailing tone presented alone at c90°, respectively. The bottom three panels
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show the responses to both tones at overlapp ing ISIs of 25ms, 50ms, and 75ms. The black
horizontal bars represent the timing of the tones. The responses from the overlapping tones are
marked with the dotted vertical lines. The leading tone seems to suppress the response to the
trailing tone during the overlap.
3.3. Location of recording in the IC
In both the local field potentials and the single unit recordings, the area of recordings were dyed
with Chicago sky blue via iontophoresis. An example of the area of recording within the central
nucleus of the inferior colliculus was shown below (Figure 87).

▲ Figure 87. Example of the area of recording within the CNIC. Left: Figure 54 (coronal
view) from Paxinos and Watson’s The rat brain in stereotaxic coordinates: hard cover edition.
Access Online via Elsevier, 2006. Right: The corresponding brain slice dyed with Chicago sky
blue and sliced coronally, 30 microns in thickness. The image is from the case ST20181230_1.
Image is taken using a brightfield microscope. The dense black area represents the dyed area.
The lambda coordinates (in cm) are 4.91 rostral-caudal, 2.05 medial- lateral, 2.87 depth. The
coordinates on the surface of the brain before the insertion of the recording electrode into the
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inferior colliculus (in cm) are 4.95 rostral-caudal, 2.45 medial- lateral, 2.97 depth (0.04cm rostral,
0.4cm lateral from lambda). The depth of the recording (from the surface of the brain) is
3475.5µm, at a 30° tilt from the sagittal plane. The best frequency of the neuron is 3000Hz. The
image is taken at 4x objective. The scale bar is equal to 1mm.
4. DISCUSSION
Both results based on LFPs and single unit activities indicate that responses to a trailing tone
were suppressed by a leading tone. The suppressive effect was larger when the two tones were
separated by a small time gap than when they were separated by a large time gap. The
suppressive effect was somewhat larger when a leading tone was colocalized with rather than
separated from a trailing tone. This separation-dependent change was more apparent in neuro ns
with transient firing patterns when the time gap between the two sounds was short (i.e. ISI of
100ms), and perhaps with neurons that had high best frequencies (or those that respond best to
ILD).
4.1. Commonalities and differences between the results based on LFPs and SU activities
Both commonalities and differences existed between results based on the action potential
discharges from single neurons and the LFPs from ensembles of neurons. Our results had
confirmed that the recordings were done within the CNIC (Figure 87).
Generally, both results from neuron ensembles (LFPs) and single neurons (action potential firing)
indicated that the responses to the leading sound in a train of leading-trailing pair were not
affected by other sounds in a train. In LFPs, the leading tones under the colocalized paired-tone
conditions had the same amplitudes and the same latencies across different ISIs and compared to
the responses to the leading tone presented alone (Figure 24). In single units, neurons with
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transient firing patterns had similar responses to the leading tone across different ISIs and
compared to the responses to the leading tone presented alone (Figure 52). This was also seen in
the late portion of the responses in neurons with sustained firing patterns ( Figure 54). These
responses also had large error bars, which may indicate large variations in responses; this was
perhaps due to the fact that the category of neurons with sustained firing contained many
different subtypes such as pauser, chopping, and primary- like (which had different late
responses). Contrary to the LFPs and some of the SU results, the onset portion of the response in
neurons with sustained firing patterns seemed to be somewhat affected by the trailing tone of the
last train, even though the time gaps between these two tones were 1000ms (Figure 53). Many
previous studies in the auditory system (especially in the auditory cortex) used a rate of
stimulation of 1/s and indicated that this rate was enough to allow a neuron to respond in an
unaffected manner to a consecutive stimulus (Arthur et al., 1971; Loveless & Hari, 1993; PerezGonzalez et al., 2005; Zhao et al., 2011). Our affected results may be caused by the late
responses elicited by the trailing tone, since the results elicited by the transient neurons were not
affected. It also seemed that the responses to the leading tones were more suppressed with
increasing ISIs, while the time gap of the previous trailing tone to the next leading tone was kept
the same. This could perhaps be due to the similar time gaps from the leading tone to the trailing
tone to the next leading tone; sustained neurons may entrain, synchronize, or habituate to these
isochronous pulses more so than slightly more complex rhythms (seen with other ISIs). This may
provide some insights into behaviours such as learning, however, these experiments were done in
the midbrain and not in the cortex. The former structure deals mainly with sensory properties
rather than cognitive ones.
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Generally, the responses to the trailing sound were suppressed by a leading sound at short ISIs
and the effect of suppression was reduced at longer ISIs. The results were significant for LFPs
(Figure 25). The different slopes within the NR-ISI curve may correspond to the different modes
seen with the precedence effect: from summation localization, to lag discrimination suppression,
to echolocation (which occurred when the time gap was above 50ms in speech studies; Wallach
et al., 1949). The latencies of the responses were generally the same across different ISIs (Figure
25). In single units, we also saw less suppression in response with increasing ISIs, but at ISIs of
1000ms, the response did not completely recover from suppression ( Figure 56). This may
indicate that the leading tone can affect the responses to the trailing tone even if the two tones
were presented 1s away. When comparing the responses to the trailing tone at different ISIs, the
results were significant in neurons with transient firing; these results had a much suppressed (NR
value of ~0.1) response at ISI of 100ms (Figure 57). Despite the early portion of the sustained
response showing similar trends as the results found in neurons with transient firing, when
comparing the responses corresponding to different categories of ISIs, the results were not
significant (Figure 58). Nevertheless, these responses were still suppressed compared at all ISIs
when compared to the responses when the trailing tone was presented alone (Figure 58). The
late portions of the sustained response were also not significant when comparing the responses at
different ISIs (Figure 59). Generally, the late portions of the sustained response were not
affected by the leading tone in ISI conditions of 200ms or greater (Figure 59). Large error bars
were also seen with the late portion of the sustained response, which may indicate more variety
in the responses (Figure 59). The other differences between the results lie with the time course
of suppression, but this was mainly due to the differences in the durations of the stimuli used in
LFP and SU recordings.
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Generally, when a speaker presents a sound at the ipsilateral side, the response to the tone was
lower than the response seen when the speaker was presented a t the contralateral side. This
property was seen in LFPs, but was not significant even though the NR value when the tone was
at i90° was around 0.5 (Figure 28). Unit responses, on the other hand, showed a slight increase
in NR value when the tone was presented at c45° compared to the NR value when the tone was
presented at c90° (contrary to LFP results) (Figure 62). The NR values decreased in response
when the tone was presented at more ipsilateral angles (Figure 62). Unlike LFPs (Figure 28),
when the tone was presented at i90°, the NR value was around 0.7 (Figure 62). Comparing
between the responses to the tone at various azimuths showed significant differences in single
unit recordings (Figure 62). The differences in statistical differences between the single unit
(Figure 62) and the LFP results may be due to the low sample size seen in LFPs ( Figure 28). In
single unit recordings, this trend was most prominent in neurons with transient firing patterns
(Figure 63), but was not significant in neurons with sustained firing patterns (Figure 64).
Previous studies, such as those done in gerbils, indicated that most single neurons within the IC
were excited by contralateral sounds and some neurons of the IC were excited by both the
contralateral and the ipsilateral sounds (Semple & Kitzes, 1985). Li and Kelly (1992) had found
and focused on IC neurons that were excited by the contralateral stimulations and inhibited by
the ipsilateral stimulations. The neurons that were excited by both the contralateral and the
ipsilateral sounds may correspond to neurons with sustained firing patterns in our study.
Likewise, the neurons that were found to be excited by the contralateral sounds and inhibited by
the ipsilateral sounds may correspond to neurons with transient firing pa tterns in our study.
For results under the paired conditions, the response to the leading tone also changed with the
azimuths in which the leading tone was presented from. This was seen in LFPs and was
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statistically significant when comparing the NR values corresponding to different azimuths of the
leading tone (Figure 32). For single unit responses, the NR values corresponding to the
responses to the leading tone (Figure 67) were generally similar to the responses seen when a
tone was presented alone at various angles (Figure 62). Similar responses were seen in neurons
with transient firing patterns, except when the leading tone was presented at i90°, the NR value
was more suppressed to a value of ~0.55 (Figure 68). For results from neurons with transient
firing patterns, the results were significant when comparing the different spatial conditions for all
ISIs (Figure 68; Table 2). As for neurons with sustained firing patterns, the onset portion of the
response showed changes with spatial separation only a t ISI of 100ms, but was not significant
under Bonferroni correction (Figure 69; Table 3). There were no significances in the late
portions of the sustained responses (Figure 70; Table 4). In general, there were directionaldependent reductions in the responses to the initial sound, no matter whether this sound was
presented alone or in a pair.
Responses to the trailing tone in a pair yielded slightly less suppressed responses when the
leading tone was presented at the ipsilateral side. In LFPs, this was not significant despite the
graph showing a clear trend (Figure 33). Single neurons with transient firing patterns had
significant differences when comparing the responses across the various azimuths that leading
tone could be presented only with ISI of 100ms. In other ISIs, there were no significances when
comparing the responses corresponding to various spatial conditions ( Figure 73; Table 6).
Further categorization showed that transient neurons with high best frequencies were significant
in showing a release from suppression when the leading tone was presented at more ipsilateral
angles; a larger sample size may be needed to reach a conclusion. On the other hand, neurons
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with sustained firing patterns did not show any changes to the responses to the trailing tone with
the various spatial conditions (Figure 74; Tables 7, 8)
Generally, in LFPs, when comparing the responses to the different conditions of ISIs, there were
significant differences throughout different azimuths (Figure 34). There were also significant
differences, but not so much as the ISI conditions, for the responses to the different conditions of
azimuths throughout the different ISIs (Figure 34). In single units, when comparing the
responses to the different conditions of ISIs, there were significant differences throughout the
different azimuths (Figure 77). Equally as significant were the responses to the different spatial
conditions throughout the ISIs. These significant responses were from neurons with transient
firing patterns (Figure 77). As for the neurons with sustained firing patterns, there were
significant differences in the responses at different ISIs, but there were no significant differences
in the responses across the various spatial conditions (Figures 78, 79).
The ISI70 across the various spatial conditions were not as significant as the above results. For
LFPs, a shorter average ISI70 value was seen when the leading tone was presented at ipsilateral
angles (Figure 36). The ISI70 value for neurons with transient firing patterns were slightly lower
in average when the leading tone was presented at ipsilateral angles ( Figure 82). The ISI70
values for neurons with sustained firing patterns (Figure 83) were generally higher compared to
the ISI70 values for neurons with transient firing patterns (Figure 82). Neurons with sustained
firing patterns had average ISI70 values that were higher when the leading tone was presented
near the midline of the rat, and lower averaged ISI70 values when the leading tone was presented
at the side of the rat (Figure 83).
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For recording-specific experiments, we found that there were differences in the responses to the
trailing tone with different numbers of leading tones that preceded the trailing tone, in LFP
recordings (Figure 40). There were more differences between the responses at each ISI when
comparing the response to the trailing tone under the 1 leading and 8 leading tone conditions
when the leading tone was presented at the ipsilateral rather than the contralateral side ( Figure
40). Colocalization of the tones with different numbers of the leading tones had the least amount
of changes to the responses of the trailing tone (Figure 40). Generally, the responses to the
trailing tone when it was preceded by 8 leading tones at ipsilateral angles had a more suppressed
response (Figure 40). This may be due to ipsilateral long- lasting inhibition or the decrease of
excitatory inputs. A trailing tone preceded by one leading tone at ipsilateral angles had responses
that were less suppressed at moderate ISIs compared to the colocalized conditions. This
suggested that possibly rebound in response occurred during these ISIs, but one would expect
this to occur with the 8 leading tone case since rebound in response requires more
hyperpolarization. It could be possible that the multiple leading tones at ipsilateral angles ended
up causing an adaptation in response caused by frequent activation of the inhibitory ipsilateral
circuits or inputs. Repetitive presentations of the leading sound increased the suppressive effect
on the responses of the trailing tone. Another aspect that was different was the shape of the
curves in the NR-ISI graphs. The curve of the responses under the one leading tone conditions in
an NR-ISI graph was shaped as concave-downwards increasing (Figure 40). The curve of the
responses under the eight leading tone conditions in an NR-ISI graph was linear (Figure 40).
The latter curve was also steeper in the colocalized conditions and became flatter with spatial
separation between the two tones (Figure 40).
Figure 84 c90, Figure 85 0, Figure 86 i90
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When studying only the single unit responses, we looked at the results from overlapping leading
and trailing tones at various spatial conditions. When the leading and the trailing tones were
colocalized at ISI of 25ms, the response in the overlap of where the peak of the trailing tone
should occur was reduced (Figure 84). There was a slight increase in response at the later
portion of the overlap to the offset of the trailing tone (Figure 84). After the cessation of the
trailing tone, there were no firings for a period of time (Figure 84). Similar trends were seen in
ISIs of 50ms and 75ms (Figure 84). For ISI of 75ms, the firing pattern for the trailing tone
changed from the fast-adapting to the onset subtype (Figure 84). When the leading tone was at 0°
and the trailing tone was at c90°, the responses within the overlap were choppy ( Figure 85).
There was also a long gap with no spontaneous firing after the cessation of the trailing tone at ISI
of 75ms (Figure 85). The responses seen when the leading was at i90° and the trailing tone was
at c90° (Figure 86) were much more reduced in the overlaps seen at other spatial conditions
(Figures 84, 85). There was also a gap in the responses where there was no spo ntaneous firing
after the offset of the trailing tone (Figure 86). The responses of the trailing tone in the paired
conditions also changed its neuronal firing subtype from fast-adapting to onset, especially in ISIs
of 50ms and 75ms (Figure 86). Our results suggested that the responses to the trailing sound was
suppressed during the overlapping periods, however, the current study does not allow us to
elaborate or to make further conclusions and would require analyses on group results.
4.2. Functional implications
Our results may help explain psychoacoustical phenomena, such as masking, spatial release from
masking, and the precedence effect. Our results best supported the phenomenon of forward
masking. As seen, the leading tone reduced the responses to the trailing tone in all cases. We saw
that as the time gaps between the leading tone and trailing tone were increased, the amount of
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suppression to the response to the trailing tone were decreased, as described in forward masking
(Gulick et al., 1989). In our case, the range of suppression of our leading tone was around 250ms
in SU recordings that used 100ms-duration tones. The range of the suppression seemed to be
around 40ms for LFPs, which used 8ms-duration tone pips. In previous studies, the range of the
masker in forward masking studies was expected to be within hundreds of milliseconds (Gulick
et al., 1989; Plack & Moore, 2010). However, this forward suppression likely depends on the
duration, the intensity, and the type of sounds used. Previous studies hypothetized that forward
masking may involve neural adaptation, which was the response to a tone being attenuated only
by the masker, and this was suggested to occur in the periphery or the auditory nerve
(Deatherage & Evans, 1969; Smith, 1977). However, later studies stated that the adaptation in
the auditory nerve was not enough to account for the forward masking responses seen and would
require the contributions from higher auditory structures (Plack & Moore, 2010). Our study
suggested that forward masking can occur in neurons in higher auditory structures (mainly in the
inferior colliculus, at the midbrain level). Neural persistence (i.e. when the neural responses to
the target signal was a continuation of the response to the masker) was said to be a mechanism
that involved the central auditory system in forward masking. Inhibitory mechanisms was also
said to be a mechanism that involved the central auditory system in forward masking (Nelson et
al., 2009). We are unsure of the true mechanisms of forward masking without studies such as
ones that use pharmacology, but we speculate that it may involve the SPON, which will be
described in the next section.
Previous studies done in the lab found that separation of the two sounds caused response to the
sound fixed at the contralateral ear to become unmasked (Chot et al., 2019, 2020). Like the
previous study, we also saw evidence to support spatial release from masking, but only in
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neurons with transient firing patterns at ISIs of 100ms. Our results supported the hypothesized
theory of binaural masking rather than the theory of better-ear listening, because a specific type
of neuron within the IC responded to spatial release from masking. If spatial release from
masking were due to better-ear listening, then one would expect all neurons to respond in a
similar manner, since the idea of better-ear listening stated that the effects of the masker were
reduced by external or non-auditory-system-related means (e.g. sound waves interfering with
each other less due to some blockage caused by the head to the ear opening) (Plack & Moore,
2010).
Our LFP results can help explain the precedence effect due to its shorter time gaps between the
two consecutive tones (i.e. ISIs under 40ms). The distinct slopes seen in the NR-ISI curves
(Figure 24) may divide the results into the different modes of the precedence effect (i.e. from
summing localization, to lag discrimination, to echolocation) (Wa llach et al., 1949). However,
the phenomenon of the precedence effect partly required the subject to identify the location of a
sound, which was not possible in an anesthesized rat. We can try to compare the responses to the
trailing tone seen in the NR-ISI curve when the leading tone was presented at i90° to the
responses of a single tone at 0° at low ISIs. In the former, the response was at NR of ~0.30; in
the latter the response was at NR of ~0.80. So, summing localization did not occur since the
former did not respond in a way that was identical to where the phantom sound would be (i.e.
between the first and the second tone). When a single tone was presented alone at i90°, the NR
was ~0.50. This same strength in response was seen at ISI of 16ms when the leading tone was at
i90° and the trailing tone was at c90°. This may be when the correct localization of a second
sound can occur; contrary to speech studies, this occurred earlier (in speech studies, one is able
to localize the source of the second sound at 50ms) (Wallach et al., 1949).
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As for the single unit responses, we saw differences between the neurons with transient and
sustained firing patterns. In this study, it was suggested that the neurons with transient firing
patterns may be ideal for detecting both spatial and temporal auditory cues, whereas, neurons
with sustained firing patterns were somewhat responsive to only temporal changes. It could be
possible that transient neurons were the type of neurons that react to important sounds in the
environment, such as when someone calls your name at a cocktail party, since the responses to
the trailing tone were enhanced when the leading-trailing paired tones were not colocalized.
Previous research done in the lab also described that the neurons with transient firing patterns
were good for detecting novel sounds (Chot et al., 2020). However, this is merely speculative
and would require additional studies focusing on the cocktail party effect.
The neurons within the IC were probably not involved with selective or focused hearing, as one
would expect these neurons to completely reduce the responses to the trailing tone especially
when the location of the trailing tone was different from the leading tone, if that was the case.
This would make sense since the neurons were located in the midbrain; cognitive functions such
as selective hearing were not seen in structures lower than the cortex. Additionally, we did not
see a complete suppression in the response. Spence and Driver (1994) showed that when a
subject knew where the auditory stimulation will be arriving from, the subject had a shorter
reaction time. We did not see any shortening in trough latency when the leading-trailing paired
tones were colocalized in the responses to the trailing tone, compared to any other spatial
conditions between the two tones. Contrary to the above paragraphs, these facts seemed to
suggest that the neurons in the IC were unlikely to play a major role under Cherry’s definition of
the cocktail party effect (1953).
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Rather, there existed the cocktail party problem, as temporally, the responses to the trailing tone
were affected, which physiologically may lead to issues with perceiving sounds in an auditory
setting since the midbrain neurons do eventually project to the auditory cortex. Our results
showed that the responses to the trailing tone can be affected by the leading tone even if the two
tones do not share the same frequency or timing, agreeing with Shinn-Cunningham and
colleagues (2005) who stated that speech comprehension can be informationally masked by
words that do not occur with the same frequencies or timings.
4.3. Possible underlying mechanisms
There were many hypothesized underlying mechanisms that may be involved with the results
seen in this study. For instance, relocating a sound from c90° to ipsilateral azimuths reduced
responses to a sound. This could involve either a reduction in excitatory inputs or an increase in
inhibitory inputs. It was a known fact that IC neurons were excited by stimulations to the
contralateral ear and inhibited by stimulations to the ipsilateral ear. The LSO normally sends
excitatory inputs to the contralateral IC; however, with the stimulations from the ipsilateral ear,
the MNTB was activated and therefore inhibited the LSO from sending its inputs to the IC. This
could be the source of the reduction of excitatory inputs. Alternatively, stimulations from the
ipsilateral ear to the CN can also activate the contralateral DNLL and the ipsilateral LSO, both of
which were involved with sending inhibitory projections to the target IC. These were the main
sources of the inhibitory inputs associated with the ipsilateral ear during the auditory
stimulations.
Previous studies saw the presence of aftereffects (Chot et al., 2019, 2020; Zhang & Kelly, 2009).
Zhang and Kelly (2009) saw both inhibitory and excitatory aftereffects elicited by the ipsilateral
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leading tone on the responses to the contralateral trailing tone. They also saw the presence of
long- lasting binaural interaction in their dichotic study (Zhang & Kelly, 2009). Our results saw
the presence of an inhibitory aftereffect on the responses to the trailing tone at low ISIs.
However, with ipsilateral presentation of the leading tone (especially in neurons with transient
firing patterns), the responses to the trailing tone were less suppressed than the responses to the
trailing tone when both the leading-trailing tones were colocalized at contralateral 90 degrees.
With overlapping tones, with the leading tone presented at the ipsilateral side, the responses to
the trailing tone were reduced over the overlapping periods between these two tones. Many
factors may be involved with this, but an important one could be the inhibitory influence
generated by a leading sound. A source of this may be the GABAergic projections from the
DNLL to the IC neurons. In Gai’s model (2016), he states that the DNLL may be involved with
forward suppression with time gaps under 5ms. However, a study done by Li and Kelly (1992)
found that blocking the influence of DNLL, the binaural response of the IC was not completely
eliminated. The inhibition from the DNLL was not enough to account for the suppression seen in
previous studies and so it was suggested that there must be another important pathway that
contributed to binaural suppression (Li & Kelly, 1992). Although, our responses when using
overlapping tones did not completely suppress the firings during the overlap (but surprisingly did
show a complete suppression after the cessation of the trailing tone).
We saw that relocating the leading sound from the contralateral to the ipsilateral side reduced the
suppressive effect produced by the leading sound, especially in neurons with transient firing
patterns. This reduction was present at long time gaps. For a greater range of suppression from
the leading tone, the structure involved may contain recepto rs with slow kinetics to influence
responses from a couple hundred of milliseconds away. This may also involve a source of
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inhibition from the contralateral ear, since responses to the trailing tone (when it was colocalized
with the leading tone) were more suppressed. A source of contralateral long- lasting inhibition is
the SPON. The SPON projects to the IC neurons with an offset firing pattern due to the SPON
being influence by different timings and strengths of the excitatory- inhibitory projections from
other auditory structures. These auditory structures include the VCN (octopus cells) that had an
excitatory fast time-scale and glycinergic projections from the MNTB that projected directly to
the SPON. This offset pattern was typically around 20-500ms in length (Salimi et al., 2017).
Because of this, the SPON may be responsible for the long-lasting inhibitory aftereffect seen in
our study that further supported the phenomenon of forward suppression in the IC. With spatial
separation, there was a decrease in contralateral inhibition from the SPON. There were also
differences seen with different components of the responses, especially with the responses of the
sustained neurons. The mechanisms involved with the different shaping of responses to the onset
and the later components may be due to adaptation in the LSO or inhibition from the DNLL, as
suggested by Mokri and colleagues (2015). However, the inhibition from the DNLL was
produced during the time which the leading sound was played at an ipsilateral ear. When a tone
was played alone, the strongest ipsilateral inhibition was with the neurons that had sustained
firing patterns. However, when the tones were paired, there were no differences between the
responses to the trailing tone at various azimuths of the leading tone in neurons with the
sustained firing patterns, suggesting that the inhibitory influence seen in responses to the leading
tone in sustained neurons were not long- lasting.
Alternatively, the aftereffect seen with the temporal aspects of this study, especially at low ISIs,
may be likely due to inhibitory influences of the leading tone that were not hugely dependent on
the different contralateral and ipsilateral pathways. This was because at low ISIs, regardless of
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the spatial positions of the two speakers, the responses were suppressed to an almost similar
degree, especially in sustained neurons. That being said, the minimal amounts of changes in the
responses with different spatial conditions may be due to the fact that our study used free-field
stimulation, which will inevitably activate both the contralateral and ipsilateral pathways,
regardless of the positioning of the speakers. The result at low ISIs may be due to neural
adaptation, perhaps influenced by the cochlear nucleus. This adaptation may be due to a
saturation of responses in the neuron or that the relative refractory period of the channels in the
neurons to the previous tone that also had a time period that lasted for a couple hundred of
milliseconds or until we saw changes in responses in different spatial conditions. However, the
differences in suppression seemed to arise at mid to late ISIs, in which responses with the
leading tone presented at ipsilateral angles were able to recover from suppression faster
compared to the responses with the leading tone presented at contralateral angles, except for
sustained neurons. We speculate that these responses (in neurons with transient firing patterns)
were influenced by the excitatory- inhibitory projections from both sides of the lower auditory
structures.
Both this study and previous studies have suggested that the IC, neurons with transient firing
patterns, plays a role in sound source localization (Tollin, 2003). The differences between the
neurons with transient firing patterns and the neurons with sustained firing patterns may be due
to their different hyperpolarizing currents. Koch and Grothe (2003) found that neurons with
intrinsic onset firing patterns had larger hyperpolarizing currents compared to neurons with
sustained firing patterns, due to their different HCN isoforms. The hyperpolarizing current can
result in calcium rebound in neurons, and this current may be initially elicited by ipsilateral
inhibitory projections to the IC neurons from the leading tone. This may help explain the less
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suppressed response of the trailing tone when the leading tone was presented at ipsilateral angles.
Additionally, rebound neurons were capable to synchronizing to inhibitory inputs and may
influence the temporal firing patterns of the IC neurons (Peruzzi et al., 2000; Oertel, 1999). It
may do this by either shaping the incoming excitatory inputs or changing the membrane potential
of the neuron (i.e. more hyperpolarization, as described earlier). An important thing to no te is
that the action potential discharges were recorded extracellularly, and therefore intrinsic firing of
the neuron only accounts for part of the responses seen and other properties, such as synaptic
inputs, may also be involved.
LeBeau and colleagues (1996) stated that GABAergic and glycinergic receptors were the
inhibitory factors involved with controlling the temporal aspects of the responses to sounds in the
IC. Pharmacological studies saw that GABA antagonists and agonists had a greater effect on the
responses of the IC neurons compared to glycine antagonists and agonists (Faingold et al.,
1989b). Faingold and colleagues (1989b) found that GABA played a more important role in
shaping responses in the IC via inhibition to binaural stimulation, which agreed with the
previously mentioned structures such as DNLL and SPON, both of which were major sources of
GABAergic projections to the IC.
Other projections to the IC may also influence the responses in the IC in other ways, such as the
VCN spherical bushy cells that sent excitatory projections to the LSO ipsilaterally, and in turn,
the LSO can send their projections to the DNLL (on top of to the IC), reducing the inhibitory
influence of the DNLL. VCN globular bushy cells project to the contralateral medial trapezoid
body, which in turn project to the ipsilateral LSO, causing the LSO to become inhibited by
stimulations from the contralateral ear. This reduced the effect of the LSO on the DNLL. The
DNLL is then less inhibited by the LSO and would be able to send its GABAergic inhibitory
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projections to the IC. Globular bushy cells were also known to have sustained firing patterns, and
that firing characteristic may be passed onto or inherited by higher structures, such as the IC. The
medial trapezoid body also projects to the ipsilateral VNLL, which in turn projects to inhibit the
IC neurons.
The VNLL neurons had various firing patterns, especially those from stellate neurons, and this
firing pattern may also be passed onto higher structures, which could result in the different types
of sustained firing patterns found in our IC results. In our study, we saw large error bars when
looking at the responses to the sustained neurons, especially at the late portions of the responses,
which may be explained by VNLL stellate neurons, or more specifically by NMDA receptors.
NMDA receptors were known to have a diverse range of time courses in responses, causing
different temporal influences on the IC (Sanchez et al., 2007). Unlike AMPA receptors, NMDA
receptors also have a slower time scale which may be associated with sustained responses.
DCN pyramidal cells project contralaterally to the IC and may be a source of excitation from
stimulations from the contralateral ear. The VCN also does project directly to the IC. Repetitive
activation of these structures, such as in the conditions of 8 leading tones followed by 1 trailing
tone in the LFPs, may result in adaptation in response with consecutive tones. Additionally, d ue
to its direct projection, these inputs may have a shorter time course compared to indirect
projections that have to go through different auditory structures to terminate at the IC. It could be
that excitatory time courses as it reached the IC was faster than the inhibitory ones, which may
have resulted in the inhibitory aftereffects seen with low ISIs, as described earlier. Both these
excitatory and inhibitory influences with different time courses and durations from lower
auditory structures may be greatly involved with the responses seen in IC neurons.
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The differences between the responses of the transient and the sustained neurons may also be
boiled down to their differences in their activation and conductances associated with their ion
channels. Peruzzi and colleagues (2000) suggested that IC neurons with onset firing patterns
have low threshold K+ channels to explain their results with fast-time scales of repolarization.
This fast-time scale of response may allow the quick detection of sound occurring at different
locations in space. However, these firing patterns were found intrinsically which may not fully
describe the firing patterns that we see extracellularly, and would involve other factors such as
neurotransmitter receptors, excitatory- inhibitory inputs, or activities from neurons that terminate
in the IC, on top of the associated ion channels.
Finally, the ISI70 results seen in neurons with sustained neurons could be due to external factors,
such as the loudness of sounds or a shorter distance between the speaker to the ears. This was
because the responses to the trailing tone when the leading tone was at either c90° or i90° had a
shorter time of reaching 70% of recovery from suppression (but was not significant) compared to
when the leading tone was near the midline (i.e. at angles of c45°, 0°, and i45°). Previous studies
done by Chot and colleagues (2019, 2020) found that neurons with sustained firing patterns did
not seem to play a huge role in the changes of responses with spatial separation and were not
affected by the position of the other speaker at the ipsilateral side. Perhaps calculations to find
ISI60 or ISI80 may be needed.
4.4. Technical limitations
There were some limitations with the local- field potential recordings. Despite LFPs being more
relevant than EEGs, for example, since it included inserting the recording electrode into the
target structure, the LFP results were difficult to interpret. It was expected that these potentials
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reflect responses across many neurons and tissues, but it was unclear whether LFPs were the
averaged activities, the summation of activities, or something else completely different (Pesaran,
2009). It was also unclear what type of responses were recorded with LFPs; it was hypothesized
to be local synaptic events such as EPSPs and IPSPs, but researc hers are unsure. It was recorded
extracellularly, but the extracellular space around the neurons were not homogeneous. The area
of response that a LFP encompasses are also debateable. The common hypothesized area was
thought to be activities across hundreds of micrometers, but different researchers had different
estimates. Wang and colleagues (2005) estimated 2-3mm, Kreiman and colleagues (2006) stated
around 5mm, Berens and colleagues (2008) stated 600-1000 micrometers, Katzner and
colleagues (2009) stated around 200-400 micrometers, and Kajikawa and Schroeder (2011)
stated that LFPs were from distant sites. For reference, the size of the central nucleus of the
inferior colliculus was around 4mm in diameter (long axis). Kajikawa and Schroeder (2011) also
found that LFPs were ubiquitous over sensory areas and were independent of stimulation type.
So, even though one could be recording from the CNIC, the responses could be from other
structures or influenced by the activities from other nearby structures such as the external or
dorsal cortex of the IC. On top of everything, the responses could be influenced by the activities
from other structures outside of the IC, since the CNIC receives many inputs from different
auditory and non-auditory structures (i.e. many synaptic terminals in the IC with cell bodies in
different structures) that may be recorded in LFPs, if LFPs were synaptic responses. Also due to
the filters (i.e. low-pass, high-pass) used and the low impedance of the electrode, large numbers
of neurons in a large range could be recorded.
Single units, on the other hand, are recorded signals of action potential discharges. The electrode
for this type of recording targets near the axons of the neuron. The problem with single unit
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recordings is that it is a harder method of recording compared to LFPs. It is both difficult to
locate the neuron for recordings and difficult to maintain the state of the neuron throughout the
recordings. These recordings were weaker in response compared to intracellular counterparts and
requires more amplification of the signal, which may introduce artificial factors. Nevertheless,
single units provide a much clearer picture of the neural responses from the inferior colliculus
than LFPs.
Another limitation was the use of anesthesia. Studies obtained under anesthesia may have results
that do not accurate reflect hearing (and its sensation, processes, and mechanisms) in real- life
circumstances.
Luckily, Veilleux-Lemieux and colleagues (2013) determined that after the recovery o f the drugs
ketamine and xylazine, there were no signs of toxicity in the rodents and no abnormal findings in
the livers or the kidneys. Therefore, it was unlikely that the rats would have a decline in their
health throughout the experiment. They did find that older rats took longer to clear the drugs
from their system, leading to longer duration of anesthesia and slower recovery compared to
younger rats (Veilleux-Lemieux et al., 2013). This may be relevant due to the large range of
weights of the rats used in these experiments. The weight of the rats may be somewhat correlated
with the age of the rats. However, all of the rats used were adults.
Since anesthesia was injected at various and certain time intervals rather than constantly injected,
this may variate the responses and the state of wakefulness in the rats, due to the variation of the
amount of drugs within the rats. Additionally, ketamine was found to be an NMDA receptor
antagonist, which may affect responses in the auditory pathway that uses NMDA receptors
(Popik et al., 2017).
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4.5. Future directions and applications
Future studies may include mechanistic studies such as determining the role of SPON on the IC
neurons either by altering the SPON with electrical stimulation, ablation, or pharmacology to see
how the IC responses change as a result. Alternatively, we can use neurotransmitter receptor
antagonists or channel blockers to determine the roles of receptors and channels involved in the
IC neuronal responses or firing patterns. We can study the functional aspects by altering the
durations of the tones to determine the respective duration of suppression, to uncover a ratio or
formula involved with the time course of the aftereffect. Firing patterns can also be compared
with the morphology of the cells in the IC, just like how previous researchers did in the VCN.
Analyzing responses of overlapping tones may also be of interest.
In humans, clinical researchers can use this information to mitigate hearing problems and central
auditory processing disorders by building advanced hearing aids that do not solely amplify the
sound and improving cochlear or brainstem implants based on how properties of one sound
affect the responses to another sound.
5. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, results from this thesis research revealed that responses of neurons in the inferior
colliculus to a target sound were suppressed by the preceding acoustic stimuli. The degree of
suppression was reduced by temporal and spatial separation between the target sound and
preceding stimuli. Mechanisms responsible for the effects produced by temporal and spatial
separation likely involved the balance between excitatory and inhibitory inputs received by IC
neurons. Knowledge obtained in this thesis research can help us understand neural mechanisms
responsible for hearing in a real- world situation including forward masking. It also provides
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insight into how the nervous system uses spatial cues to analyze and make sense of the acoustic
environment.
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